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Foreword

In 25 years leading a growing, evolving customer relationship marketing

company, I have witnessed a number of major industry shifts, propelled

by advancements in technology, increased access to data, and improve-

ments in analytic techniques. The digitization of just about everything in

the lives of consumers has brought about the greatest shift of all—the

ability for marketers to customize the brand experience to the individual

customer. Through personalized interactions that take place via online

and offline media and channels, across multiple screens and platforms,

throughout the customer lifecycle, today’s marketer can truly optimize the

value of the customer portfolio. The opportunity of addressability at scale

far surpasses those of eras past.

My colleagues, Craig Dempster and John Lee, were among the forward-

thinking leaders who recognized this opportunity early on. Together, we

spent the first few years of this decade developing a customer relationship

marketing (CRM) approachwe call ConnectedCRM (cCRM), which has
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proven itself in activating customer-centric strategies for Merkle’s Fortune

1000 clients.

My 2014 book, Connected CRM: Implementing a Data-Driven,

Customer-Centric Business Strategy, outlined a highly structured organi-

zational framework for building customer strategy as a business strategy.

The concept of the PlatformMarketer was first introduced in that book as

the persona that harnesses a new set of skills necessary to operate within

the cCRM framework. And in the year since it was written, Craig and

John have been closely involved with clients who are establishing and

executing cCRM strategies.

With that experience, we have expanded our thinking. We have culti-

vated a deeper understanding of the addressable audience platforms and

furtherhoned thePlatformMarketer skills,whose influence andcomplexity

we didn’t fully realize when I wrote cCRM.

As the market’s movement toward digital accelerates, so does the move-

ment of marketing spend, with brands investing in new technologies that

enable addressability in all their customer interactions. These growing and

constantly fragmenting digital audience platforms, such as Facebook,

Google, andTwitter,are thenewfrontierofmarketing.Theyopencountless

avenues for creating relevant engagements with consumers. The opportu-

nity is so vast and multifaceted, we’ve come to realize that marketers must

begin to retool themselves, at themost foundational level, in order tomaster

the rapidly proliferating digital platform opportunity.

In writing The Rise of the Platform Marketer, the authors enlisted the

support of a team of expert contributors, authorities in their own fields of

study, to ensure that the content is comprehensive, accurate, and adaptable

not only across industries but over time and through constant change. They

have expertly outlined the competencies required to remain relevant in

marketing today, producing results that include not only competitive

advantage for your organization, but for the individual reader—the Plat-

form Marketer. I hope marketers will read this book and absorb the

valuable skills needed to stay up to speed on the digital audience platforms

and capitalize on the opportunity of addressability at scale.

David Williams

Chairman and CEO, Merkle
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Preface

For decades, the concept of customer relationship marketing (CRM) has

attracted executives who believe in customer centricity and the idea that

customer strategy should be the basis of the business strategy. In his book,

Connected CRM: Implementing a Data-Driven, Customer-Centric Busi-

ness Strategy, David Williams defines Connected CRM (cCRM) as the

systematic practice in which marketers identify, acquire, and retain cus-

tomers based upon their value. Through a framework that supports these

orchestrated customer interactions, brands are able to improve financial

results, create competitive advantage, and drive shareholder value.1

Asmarketers,we’ve alwaysknown that the key to competitive advantage

is to be the brand that better understands the needs and behaviors of

individual consumers. That intelligence allows the brand to create greater

value through more personalized, relevant experiences. Over the years,

1 David Williams, Connected CRM: Building a Data-Driven, Customer-Centric Busi-
ness Strategy (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, March 2014).
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advancements in data management, technology, and analytics have con-

tinuously enhanced our capacity to build vital customer intelligence.

More recently, the mass digitization of media and channels has allowed

marketers to take that knowledge to another level, driving ever more

personalized engagements with individual consumers, delivered across the

complete range of media, channels, and devices. Today, the market refers

to just about everything as media. As a marketer, you have countless

avenues for addressing consumers, whether by reaching the audience

through third-party sources, such as display or search (paid); building

buzz through social communities, industry chatter, or even public rela-

tions (earned); or by making first-party connections via your own prop-

erties, such as website or mobile apps (owned).

Addressability at scale is the opportunity to create competitive advantage

through the delivery of targeted, personalized experiences to consumers.

Media and channels that are enabled by addressability at scale can be

described as “addressable audience platforms.” An audience platform is a

digital technology that enables those automated experiences to individuals

(known and anonymous), at scale, utilizing first- and/or third-party data.

Every interaction is an opportunity to collect and leverage data. But only

now it has become possible to manage these disparate interactions at scale,

as the digital audience platforms, such as Facebook, Google, and Twitter,

continue to develop and grow. And our ability to build such wide-reaching

connections across the addressable platforms has enabled us to foster

relationships that span the customer life cycle and thus optimize the value

of customers and segments.

To develop such relevant engagements with consumers through these

platforms, brands are beginning to realize that theywill have to cultivate an

elevated set of capabilities, tools, metrics, and processes, along with a new

set of skills to utilize them. This new breed of marketer—the Platform

Marketer—has a deep understanding of traditional marketing and CRM

principals, yet possesses the knowledge and innovative forethought to

thrive in the ever-expanding digital audience platform environment. Due

to the increased complexity involved in leveraging data, technology, and

analytics in the digital era, platformmarketing is not for the faint of heart or

the complacent. Successful PlatformMarketerswill be steadfast innovators,

dedicated to navigating undiscovered territory, wrought with twists, turns,

andheavy lifting. But for thosewho cancapitalize onaddressability at scale,

the spoils will includemore profitable customer relationships and sustained

competitive advantage.
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Chapter 1 The Age of the
Customer

Customer relationship marketing (CRM) isn’t merely about the imple-

mentation of a tactical marketing plan. A true customer-centric business

strategy requires a fundamental shift in the organization’s framework—

its leadership, its priorities, its processes, even its culture. These changes

result in a new paradigm for the company’s goals, its customers’ expect-

ations, and its trajectory for the future. The force behind this shift is the

state of today’s consumer marketplace, which can be characterized as the

age of the customer.

Think back to the brand revolution of the 1950s, when the advent of

national television broadcasting created coast-to-coast demand and brand

recognition. The companies that had the vision and resources to seize the

opportunity and take their brands nationwide were the clear winners.

Brands like Tide and Chevrolet became household names across the

country, triumphing over smaller companies that faded away in their

wake during the age of the brand.
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The channel revolution was symbolic of the 1990s and early 2000s.

It exploded when online marketers like Amazon and eBay changed the

meaning of “going shopping” by making Internet purchasing common-

place. And GEICO, a proven insurance industry innovator, managed to

shift the buying norm by introducing consumers to a whole new way to

shop for insurance. Today, 13.1 percent of Americans are considered

digital natives,1 having never known a time when the world was not at

their fingertips. The result of this way of life is an unfathomable amount of

data that can either overwhelm marketers or help them increase their

customer knowledge and drive strong relationships.

During the age of the channel, marketers like Capital One and GEICO

pioneered the use of individual-level data and analytics to target and

personalize direct marketing efforts that drove new customer acquisition

and strengthened customer relationships. The innovative application of

analytics on valuable first-party data (owned customer information) and

third-party data (acquired from data providers) within direct mail and

telemarketing (the addressable media of the day) resulted in massive scale

and efficiencies. These one-to-one trailblazers recognized the market

opportunity of the moment, and like Tide and Chevrolet before them,

they capitalized on it. They used a strategy of addressability at scale to

gain enormous market share in highly competitive markets.

Today, we’re facing another moment-in-time opportunity to harness

the power of addressability at scale. Simply defined, this refers to the

application of data and analytics to drive highly efficient, individual-

level targeting and personalized experiences to consumers—and doing

it at massive scale. It is now the age of the customer, where consumers

are empowered with the tools to make their own purchase decisions—

and they know how to use them. The gateway to competitive domi-

nance lies in the addressable audience platforms that are being created

for the “always-on consumer,” who engages with brands through

digital media and channels, across multiple screens and platforms,

24/7. Leading third-party providers are scaling their platforms to

deliver the experiences consumers seek, while creating an addressable

marketing stage for advertisers. Some of these are household names,

such as AOL, Facebook, and Twitter, providing tools for advertisers to

1 www.nbcnews.com/id/53255563/ns/technology_and_science-science/t/digital-natives-
most-least-wired-countries-revealed/#.VQimiGR4pEE.
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reach their logged-in users. Others, like Rubicon Project and App-

Nexus, are little known technology players that are leveraging their

place in the ad delivery ecosystem to create addressable experiences

across an open web of thousands of publishers. The competition for

advertising dollars among the major platform players is driving

increased targeting, tracking, and content capabilities that continually

enhance the opportunity for the marketer to implement addressable

consumer experiences.

The opportunity for efficiency and scale within the addressable audi-

ence platforms dwarfs that of the aforementioned offline direct marketing

opportunity of the channel age. In our opinion, it is poised to generate

many times the value for those companies willing to take first-mover

advantage. Further, due to the increased complexity of leveraging data

and analytics in today’s digital world, addressability at scale will create

more enduring competitive power for those leaders.

CREATING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH THE DIGITAL
AUDIENCE PLATFORMS

The opportunity for brands to create competitive advantage rests squarely

on their ability to achieve addressability at scale. Addressability at scale

is enabled through the application of data and analytics to the digital

audience platform marketplace that is now at massive scale. And CRM

is all about using addressability to increase the targetability, relevance,

and measurement of marketing impressions and experiences across the

customer lifecycle, in all channels and media, both online and offline.

Consumers are changing every day in the ways they interact with

brands—shifting their media consumption patterns and decision pro-

cesses. We have observed three prominent macro trends emerging from

these changing behaviors, which are driving the market toward more

individualized interactions. The first is the scaling of digital media; the

second is the proliferation and penetration of social media; and the third is

the multiscreen, always-on mobile population. We will delve more deeply

into these trends in Chapter 4, but it’s important to note that, as they

continue to increase in scale, so will our capacity for addressability—and

our commitment to customer centricity and individualized digital expe-

riences across media and channels.
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Over the time period of 2010 to 2014, we’ve seen a marked downward

shift in the consumption of traditional media such as radio and print; at

the same time, consumers have drastically increased the number of hours

spent on digital media, social in particular, with an increase from about

52 minutes a day to nearly 90.2 In 2010 Google didn’t have a social media

capability, and today, 540 million people have accounts on Google+.3

Pinterest is a 300-person company, and one in every four women in the

United States is using it on a weekly basis . . . incredible.4

Mobile is scaling, too. Today, we’ve hit an inflection point, where mobile

Internet use is actually eclipsing desktop use.5Whowould have thought that

wouldhappen so fast? So the shift is on fromtraditionalmedia tonewmedia.

Andmarketers are trying to leverage the use of data tofigure out towhom—

and how—they should offer individualized digital experiences. Advertisers

in particular are shifting their dollars into this effort. In response to massive

consumer migration to digital, brands are scaling their mobile and social

media advertising budgets across formats such as native and video.

All of this digital interaction is creating a tremendous amount of data.

Each day, 182 billion emails are sent.6 Each month, 70 billion pieces of

content are shared on Facebook.7 As Google Executive Chairman Eric

Schmidt observed, “There were five exabytes (5 million terabytes) of

information created from the dawn of civilization to 2003, but that much

information is now created every two days, and the pace is increasing.”

For one of our top clients, we manage a single database that contains over

8 billion page views andmore than 24 terabytes of data for a single brand.

The exhaust coming from all of this digital movement is data. Lots of it.

And it’s scaling quickly.

2 GfK, “MultiMedia Mentor” as cited by Interactive Advertising Bureau, “45Million
Reasons and Counting to Check Out the New Fronts” conducted in partnership with
GfK, April 29, 2013; and Experian, “ExperianMarketing Services Reveals 27 Percent
of Time Spent Online Is on Social Networking,” press release, April 16, 2013.
3 Ken Yeung, “Two Years Later, Google+ Is Growing, with 540m Active Users
Worldwide, 1.5b Photos Uploaded Each Week,” The Next Web, Inc. (blog), October
29, 2013.
4 Leslie Meredith, “What Pinterest Reveals about Women,” The Christian Science
Monitor (blog), February 22, 2013.
5 Tom Standage, “In 2013 the Internet Will Become a Mostly Mobile Medium. Who
Will Be the Winners and Losers?” The Economist, January 18, 2013.
6 Sara Radicati and Justin Levenstein, “Email Market, 2013–2017,” The Radicati
Group, Inc., November 2013.
7 Statistic Brain, “Social Networking Statistics,” January 1, 2014.
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To consider addressability in the context of this much data is overwhelm-

ing. It simply can’t be achieved through traditional methods. Not only is the

overall digital media marketplace going to be $61 billion by 2017,8 but a

significant portion of digital media today is, in fact, being bought program-

matically, meaning through an automated approach that uses technology to

select audiences based on data and analytic insights. Real-time bidding on

media is actually going to reach $10.5 billion by 2017,9 growing more

than 50 percent. And we estimate custom audiences, or “identified address-

ability,” to reach the$8billionmarkby that time. So the shift is towarddigital

but to the individual addressability opportunity within digital as well. As

marketers, we’re trying to build strategies for first-party and third-party data

to aggregate that information so that we can apply analytics to it and deploy

on this abundance of digital platforms. Brands—and the marketers charged

with driving their growth—cannot keep up with this pace without continu-

ally upskilling themselves to capitalize on the massive opportunity. You will

make swift progress or you will fall by the wayside while other companies—

and other marketing executives with them—pass you by.

The power of addressability to create competitive advantage, both for

the organization and for the marketer, has been proven by history. To set

up some context, it is meaningful to consider its roots, which are

surprisingly deep. We observe, in general, two distinct eras of address-

ability at scale (see Figure 1.1). Each possesses three common criteria

of scale and effectiveness to drive superior performance. The first is

individual-level addressability, which goes beyond broad segments, dem-

ographics, or panel-level data to reach individuals directly. The second is

that the addressable platforms must have massive reach. And third, you

must be able to deliver via immersive formats; meaning media and

channels that are accessible by the general population. We have found

that marketers who tap into the opportunity presented by these three

factors have outpaced market growth rates by two to three times and have

enjoyed competitive advantage for a sustained period.

With “addressability at scale 1.0,” the individual-level addressability

factorswere limitedmostly to name and address—and later phone number.

The primary addressable platform at scale was the United States Postal

8
“US Total Media Ad Spend Inches Up, Pushed by Digital Read More,” eMarketer

Daily, August 22, 2013.
9 KateMaddox,“Real-timeBiddingPushesDisplayAdvertising toDouble-digitGrowth,”
AdAge BtoB, November 18, 2013.
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Service (USPS), whose reach was basically 100 percent of the nation’s

households. The directmail format allowed for the useof imagery and long-

form content in a manner that was highly immersive. There were many

different engagement tools that could be delivered on the platform, from

direct mail to catalogs. The USPS and third-party providers offered solu-

tions and standards that helped us optimize on the platform, like National

Change of Address (NCOA), Delivery Sequence File (DSF), and numerous

proprietary tools. Companies figured out how to take both first- and third-

party data, deploy analytics to that data, and leverage it using those tools.

We became (or hired) experts who lived and breathed the nuances of the

USPS platform. We used a framework to help brands create competitive

differentiation. For all practical purposes, this was the start of addressabil-

ity at scale.We helped our clients figure out how to segment their customers

and create experiences for them using addressability. We helped them

optimize the performance of their marketing programs through accurate

measurement. We built technology structures to implement those pro-

grams. And effectively, we helped them organize their businesses around

the opportunity of addressability at scale.

FIGURE 1.1 Drivers of Scale and Effectiveness
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Companies like Capital One, GEICO, and DirecTV were actually exe-

cuting addressable strategies, just with a different framework than today’s.

The winners made marketing advancements like we had never seen before.

Capital One, for example, had hundreds of people associated with its

database marketing and addressability at scale functions. The company

emerged as a clear market leader during the time period of 1995 to 2005

because of its strength in leveraging the USPS platform at scale.

Ifwe look at the big picture, addressability at scale 2.0 hasmanyparallels

to 1.0, except they exist in an increasingly digital realm. We still have

individual-level addressability; it has just expanded into new forms. Now

we’re dealing not only with name, address, and phone, but with cookies,

mobile device IDs, and social IDs. We have seen the digital audience

platforms scale to massive reach with immersive formats in site, search,

display, and social media, with new channels such as addressable TV

emerging. They are providing us with countless different toolsets and

targeting products that we can use to optimize on their platforms. Google

alone has given us an integrated addressable platform, inclusive of its own

ad network, exchange, server, and, of course, search platform, that delivers

addressable experiences across devices and formats, such as YouTube. For

Facebook, targeting products include the Facebook Exchange (FBX) and

Custom Audiences, which can be optimized through a number of certified

third-party partner toolsets. For Twitter, it’s products like tailored audi-

ences, keyword targeting, and TV conversation targeting, in which audi-

ences can be purchased directly or through third-party partner toolsets.

Numerous unexpected players, includingAmazon, eBay, and evenWalmart,

are following close behind with their own similar offerings. And these

behemoth audience platforms have spawned a massive ecosystem of adver-

tising technology, or “ad tech” companies to supply data, targeting, and

measurement tools intended to support or enhance addressability. One

need only glance at a LUMAscape10 infographic to imagine the number

and complexity of these tools. There are literally thousands of companies

that are developing technologies to help us optimize on these platforms.

So, the crucial question is: who is going to take advantage of address-

ability at scale in 2.0? The opportunity is there, but most of the market is

constrained in its ability to scale its addressable spend to make a signifi-

cant impact. Our belief is that there will be noteworthy winners and

10 www.lumapartners.com/resource-center/.
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losers. Most marketers who are moving their brand spend into more

direct, measurable media tools, such as programmatic, performance-

based, and direct response, are still working through the traditional

marketing funnel. That funnel is narrow, with awareness at the top

and little to no addressability. They end up spending marketing resources

to contact people they don’t know. And often, adverse selection is a

problem, where people who don’t have a high value potential are the ones

cascading down the funnel. This, in turn, presents a targeting dilemma:

a small audience of people who can ultimately be converted, wasted

remarketing dollars, and a generally less valuable client base. It’s only at

the bottom of the funnel, after the restricted universe of converted

customers comes out, that marketers can have insights about the out-

comes of their marketing tactics. The result is a very inefficient funnel

that’s simply not scalable—all because you started out with no address-

ability at the top.

Historically, even in the most direct-response-focused industries, bud-

gets have been heavily concentrated on the upper and lower parts of the

funnel. One insurance advertiser we know spends more than $700million

in media, with more than 70 percent of that budget going into top-

of-funnel tactics, such as television, print, sponsorships, and guaranteed

display. This advertiser also spends more than $200 million a year at the

very bottom of the funnel on things like branded search, aggregators,

ecommerce, and call center experience. All told, this advertiser spends less

than 15 percent of its combined consumer budget in the mid-funnel,

where consumers actually consider, engage with, and decide which

products they will buy from which brand. We call this the “cinched

belt” phenomenon. Spend is fat at the top and bottom but cinched tight in

the middle. The reason for this has not been a lack of desire to spend more

in this area. This insurance marketer would love to find a way to

productively spend another $100 million in the mid-funnel.

Until recently, lack of addressability has been the primary constraint to

spending in the mid-funnel. Once broad awareness and share of voice

were established, little could be done to engage with individual consumers

as they moved through consideration and into decision. Direct mail was

used to target individuals whom we believed were in-market, but that

medium is now in decline. Email and display were used to relentlessly and

impersonally retarget with diminishing returns. Once these tactics were

maxed out, marketers were out of ideas for how to stay engaged with
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consumers through the buying process. So they saved their dollars to

really unload on the consumer once they typed the brand name into

Google or appeared on the site.

Enter the addressable consumer experience. Now the advertiser can

take advantage of increased addressability to drive more targeted, timely

interactions with the consumer through the key moments of the cycle.

A single consumer can be engaged with an individually targeted message

in the Facebook newsfeed, receive a personalized offer on the landing

page, get remarketed with a relevant search ad, and receive follow-up via

an outbound call—all with a singular brand voice and highly engaging

content throughout.

Essentially,we canwiden the funnel andplace addressability at scale at the

top by using data and analytics to target and maximize spend against high-

value customers and prospects from the outset. First- and third-party

audience platforms are enabling not just targeting but delivery of immersive,

highly branded content, such as native and video, across devices. Thismeans

the traditional separationbetween right-brainand left-brain thinkingaround

brand versus performance falls away, leaving a more powerful, integrated

approach. And there is a cascading effect all the way down the funnel.

Advertisers now have the opportunity to expand the boundaries of the

mid-funnel. In effect, if one equates the mid-funnel with the space between

mass media awareness and the ecommerce transaction, the marketer’s

definition of the mid-funnel must expand dramatically, eating into the

traditional boundaries of the upper and lower portions of the funnel.

At the upper end, fewer dollars will be allocated to untargeted messag-

ing through things like national television, and more dollars will be

allocated into addressable, programmatic tactics meant to drive consid-

eration through relevance, such as addressable TV and programmatic

video. At the bottom end, things like A/B testing and offer optimization

will get pulled up into the mid-funnel as tactics integrated into the rest of

the addressable experience. In essence, addressable and accountable

spending has won most of the budget, which is what most advertisers

have been seeking. That insurance marketer can now let that belt out

several notches, and overall return on ad spend has increased.

This shift will drive greater returns but will require some fundamental

changes to both organizations and external supply chains. The expansion

of the mid-funnel boundaries requires re-organization of internal func-

tions for most marketers. “Brand” functions that own domain over
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certain media like display and social from direct marketing organizations

no longer make sense. Organization around media (having separate

owners for search, email and display) should be questioned.

Similarly, externalmarketing supplychainswithdisconnectedcomponents

where multiple tech platforms and agencies attempt to deliver the integrated

mid-funnel in silos will create complexity and insurmountable barriers to the

addressable experience. Consolidating the supply chain to fewer, more

vertically integrated suppliers and platforms will become the norm.

The knowledge and insights gained as the audience travels through the

funnel extends down into the channel, creating a larger universe of people

who can now be brought into the funnel and are more likely to convert

(Figure 1.2). This ultimately reduces the targeting dilemma, and this is

how we scale. The result is more productive customer marketing, charac-

terized by greater conversion rates.More knowledgemeans more targeted

remarketing efforts. More efficient targeting, greater conversion, and

more effective remarketing; they all lead to a richer customer portfolio.

Our experience has proven this—in a bigway—time and time again.Our

clients have been able to increase their addressable impressions by more

than 400 percent. In many cases, they have increased their addressable

media spend by over 300 percent. Cost of leads and cost of conversions

have decreased by asmuch as 30 and 40percent, respectively.Wehave seen

remarketing pools increase more than 500 percent. Average lifetime value

of acquired customers has increased by more than 60 percent. And these

results aren’t atypical. They are commonly seen among our clients who

take this opportunity seriously. Imagine the competitive advantage over

those brands that don’t.

THE MECHANICS OF ADDRESSABILITY AT SCALE

Digital Addressability

Digital addressability involves the use of customer data, whether it is

anonymous or identified. Figure 1.3 depicts the addressability spectrum,

in which anonymous individuals move to partially identified and identi-

fied status over time, as the customer relationship expands and data is

being collected. And as both the level of knowledge and the level of

identification increase, so does the value of the customer.
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FIGURE 1.2 The Evolving Marketing Funnel
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FIGURE 1.2 (Continued )
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Ultimately, the objective is to drive as much content as possible to that

most valuable quadrant, where you have as much information on an

identified customer as possible. But even in the far right lower quadrant,

you will see that, as long as you have individual-level data, you can still

drive a lot of value from anonymous consumers.

THE DIGITAL AUDIENCE PLATFORMS

What is enabling that coveted addressability at scale opportunity at the

top of the funnel and continuing throughout the funnel, is the growing

number and variety of digital audience platforms, which impact the

entire funnel. There is an ecosystem in play (Figure 1.4), in which all

the members are contributors and benefactors. The consumer wants the

speed, relevance, and convenience of digital delivery. The marketer

wants high-value customers and prospects. The publisher wants to

monetize its audiences. And the platforms themselves are what facilitate

the addressability at scale.

FIGURE 1.3 Addressability Spectrum
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Historically, marketing planning was focused on which publications

would drive performance. As advertisers, the way we bought media was

by studying syndicated research panels to determine our targeting dem-

ographics, then we went to media publishers to buy our spots, many

weeks, even months, in advance. Today, because of digital addressability,

our planning is audience based. Where we used to think of quarterly or

even annual cycles, we’re now using new technologies that are connected

to large-scale publishers to carry out individual-level targeting in real time.

It’s less about the up-front plan andmore about the ongoing optimization.

If we consider the marketplace and how addressability at scale has

evolved from a media perspective, we might look back to the mid-1990s,

whenwe had large audiences who either fit the broad demographics of our

target audience, or they didn’t see our advertisements (Figure 1.5). Then,

in themid-2000s, wemoved to amore contextual, or cohort-based, digital

marketing approach, where brands were aggregating audiences of specific

interests, and we decided whether those were the interests of our customers

FIGURE 1.4 Addressability at Scale Ecosystem
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or not. A few short years ago, we began to realize there would be value in

anonymous customer data. So ad exchanges were developed, and we had

the opportunity through those exchanges to use anonymous, individual-

level data for targeting.

Now, these audienceplatformsare creating theopportunityof individual-

level targeting, whether anonymous, partially identified, or identified. We

define an audience platform as a technology that enables automated, real-

time delivery of targeted, personalized experiences to individuals (known

and anonymous) at scale utilizing first-party data. One such platform is

Facebook andCustomAudiences, where you can take an email address and

send it to Facebook andmatch up to 170million people in theUnited States.

Another is Twitter, which has been moving forward from cookie-based

toward addressable individual-level information as a connection point.

Even Google is starting to move its search toward linking to advertisers’

first-party data environment to make search ads perform better.

There aremanydifferentmethods of addressable targeting, such as direct

name-and-address match, real-time bidding in the exchanges, intent-based

targeting through search platforms, or segment-based targeting coming

from other social media companies. Most of these didn’t even exist four

FIGURE 1.5 Evolving PlatformMarketplace
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years ago. The change is happening fast. Most of the different types of

digital audience platforms and addressable targeting opportunities didn’t

exist at all, even four years ago.

And it’s happening across devices—PC, mobile, and tablet. It’s also

happening in search. Many of our clients think of search and say, “Oh,

we’ve been in that space for many years; our plan is working well there.” But

there has been so much movement in search that they missed while their

programs were on auto-pilot. It moved from traditional keyword targeting

into different device-based search. And the format is diversifying to include

features likevideoadsandclick-to-call. It’s nowmoving into integratedmedia

and targeting,whereyoucanactually load thedata thatyou’re collectingback

into the platform and begin bidding on media that you would never have in

the past, because you now have insights about those consumers.

New audience platforms have begun to arise from unexpected publishers

(Figure 1.6).Amazon is now in the space, building amediabusiness that has

already reached the $1 billion mark.11 Even Walmart has recently entered

the media business, debuting its own digital marketing platform. And this

phenomenon will continue to expand as more and more companies gain

these very valuable first-party data assets and look for ways to create new

monetization streams. It’s just going to increase the opportunity for us all.

To illustrate how dramatically the marketplace is changing, we only

need to think back a couple of years. Merkle works with many of the

major addressable audience platforms, and we used to suggest that we

take their user profile data and combine it with our clients’ first- and third-

party personally identifiable information (PII). We knew the tremendous

potential of analyzing the combined data to determine its value for more

robust targeting. The idea met with great resistance from these publishers,

who weren’t ready to loosen control on their profile data.

But here we are today, with rapid proliferation of addressability, and

the use of first-party data on these platforms is the fastest-growing piece of

their media business. We’re also seeing the rapid build-out of highly

integrated tech stacks that enable a lot of this addressability within the

publisher platforms. As excited as we were about the prospect of bringing

this data together, nobody could have predicted how quickly it would

evolve or how broadly it would proliferate.

11 Alistair Barr and Jennifer Saba, “Analysis: Sleeping Ad Giant Amazon Finally Stirs,”
Reuters.com, April 24, 2013.
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FIGURE 1.6 The Audience Platforms
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Whether you’re trying to take advantage of the opportunity from the

advertising and sales perspective of a publisher or the targeting and

reach perspective of an advertiser, it’s really hard to keep pace with

what’s happening. A lot of people think that the targeting is isolated

within the audience platforms, as if it’s just happening within Facebook

or within Google or within Twitter, which have reached scale in and of

themselves. But these publishers are all working to extend their ability to

reach users off network, which will result in even more massive scale, the

likes of which we would never have been able to comprehend before

today. They havemade some strategic acquisitions, for example: Facebook

withAtlas’ ad server technology;GooglewithDart,DoubleClick, andother

tools that enable a single view of the consumer; LinkedIn with Bizo’s

business audience marketing technology; AOL with marketing optimiza-

tion platformConvertro; andTwitterwithmobile exchangeMoPub. These

expansions allow the publishers to reach beyond their native environments

and start leveraging first-party data to create audience extension networks

that enable targeting across a wider landscape outside their platforms.

It creates incredible opportunity for addressability at scale, not only for

ad targeting but for delivery of rich, meaningful content across devices.

The capabilities that the big publishers are creating for first-party data

are great within their networks, but they create “walled gardens” that

make cross-platform audience management very complex. The “Big 5”

publishers—Facebook, Google, Twitter, AOL, and Yahoo!—know this

and are adjusting their product and technology strategies accordingly

(some more than others).

Today’s ever-expanding and highly dynamic digital audience platforms

are enablingmarketers to scale addressability to unprecedented levels andat

record speed. The opportunity is massive, and it’s here now, creating a rare

opening for brands to seize competitive advantage. It is rapidly changing the

marketer’s ability to manage the marketing funnel more efficiently and

effectively. Taking advantage of this will require a new set of skills, business

processes, capabilities and operating models, giving rise to a new breed of

marketerwho has the competencies tomaster and implement the integrated

data management, technological and execution capabilities, and establish

the operating model needed to leverage addressability at scale. This mar-

keter has a deep understanding of CRM principles yet has the knowledge

and innovative forethought to thrive in the world of digital audience

platforms. We call this new persona The Platform Marketer.
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THE COMPETENCIES

The Platform Marketer embodies the collective competencies needed to

successfully exploit addressability at scale. ThoseUSPS-based competencies

that worked in the past were very different fromwhat’s required today. To

take advantage of the opportunity, new competencies will be required. To

succeed as amarketer (and as anorganization), youmust hone your skills in

data, analytics, and audience experience to drive digital performance.

You’ll need to be a marketing technologist and an expert on the new

audience platforms. You’ll need to know how to create personalized

individual consumer experiences across a multitude of customer touch-

points. You’ll have to deal with the privacy and compliance hurdles that we

face as marketers today. And you must understand measurement and

attribution in a much more sophisticated way than you have ever under-

stood it. The brands that leverage these competencies on addressable

audience platforms are going to have the greatest opportunity for competi-

tive advantage.

Nine essential competencies lie at the core of platform marketing

success: identity management; audience management; consumer privacy

and compliance; media optimization; channel optimization; experience

design and creation; platform utilization; measurement and attribution;

and the technology stack. We have designated a chapter for each of these

competencies, as well as the organizational requirements for planning and

implementing them. But first, we’ll discuss the advent and evolution of the

ad tech ecosystem and the digital trends that are driving this new persona.
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Chapter 2 The Ad Tech
Ecosystem

Special Contributor: Anudit Vikram

We take the Internet for granted. Today we simply assume that any

information we may be looking for—an article to read, an article of

clothing to wear, a vacation to plan, just about anything—can be found

on the Internet. As a matter of fact, many of the details in this chapter

have been researched on the Internet. We also assume that most, if not

all, of the information we seek and find will be available to us for free.

And the reason why we get what we want for free is because publishers

that make the content available place advertisements on their pages.

These ads help the publishers generate money that allows them to create

the content we consume. The systems and processes that play a role in

the ad being shown to us comprise the advertising technology (ad tech)

ecosystem, which it’s not a stretch to say is the major contributor to the

ubiquity of the Internet.
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ADVERTISING IS AS OLD AS TIME ITSELF

TheancientEgyptians carvedpublicnotices in stoneas far backas2000B.C.

In 1472, the first print ad was created in England announcing a prayer

book for sale. Product branding came into being with the copy developed

for Dentrifice Tooth Gel in 1661. The birth of the automobile gave rise to

the billboard in 1835, and the first electric signwent up in Times Square in

1882. Radio advertising began in the 1920s and the first TV commercial

ran in 1941.1

In this 4,000-year journey, more than 500 years after the beginning of

modern advertising and almost 50 years after the advent of TV ads, we

saw the beginning of the digital advertising revolution. In 1994, magazine

site, Hotwired, launched the first banner ad from AT&T, Sprint, and

some others—and we haven’t looked back since.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING IS CATCHING UP FAST

In 2013, approximately one quarter of all advertising dollars in the United

Stateswere spentondigital advertising.2Clocking inat $42.8billion,3digital

ad revenues amount to approximately $11.4 billion more than newspapers

and magazines combined. It is 57 percent of what was spent on TV

advertising ($74.5 billion), but after giving TV a 50-year head start, digital

marketing revenues are expected to reach $74.1 billion in 2017, catching up

with TV ($75.98 billion).4 The worldwide market for digital advertising,

according to PricewaterhouseCoopers, will reach $185 billion by 2017.5

BUT WHAT REALLY IS THIS AD TECH ECOSYSTEM, AND HOW
DID IT COME ABOUT?

Powering these billions of dollars are the intricate advertising technology

systems that live within the broader technology ecosystem. These tech-

nologies are required because advertising on the Internet is a completely

different game than any other kind of advertising we have known

1 http://mashable.com/2011/12/26/history-advertising/.
2 www.iab.net/media/file/IAB_Internet_Advertising_Revenue_Report_FY_2013.pdf.
3 Ibid.
4 www.emarketer.com/Article/Total-US-Ad-Spending-See-Largest-Increase-Since-2004/
1010982.
5 www.pwc.com/outlook.
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heretofore.While the Internet gives us access to an unlimited audience at

a global scale, this audience is also extremely fragmented. Gone are the

old methods of advertising based on magazine readership or TV

viewership. The consumers browsing the Internet are more indepen-

dent, more unique, and have the ability to instantly leave their engage-

ment with the advertiser by browsing away from the platforms onwhich

the advertiser is displaying an ad to them. But this very same fickle

audience is also very responsive if engaged properly, and their respon-

siveness can be measured. Today, we are able to break down consumers

to the individual level and run campaigns targeted specifically to them.

We can further analyze exactly what is working and what is not and

take remedial actions appropriately. This segmentation, targeting, and

measurement of our digital advertising spend is enabled by the ad tech

ecosystem.

THE BIG PICTURE

Before we get to the details of this ecosystem, let us start by looking at the

big picture. Terence Kawaja, founder and CEO of LUMA Partners LLC,

gave a presentation in 2010, where he presented the slide shown in

Figure 2.1.6

As you can see, it is a complex web of technologies that plays a role in

getting the right ad in front of you. To better understand exactly what role

these technologies play and how they play them, let us look at what

happens when you access a digital property.

Let’s say that youwere on the Internet one evening looking to buy a new

laptop. You browsed some websites, searched for laptops and studied a

few, even put one in your cart at Amazon. But you got distracted before

you finished a purchase and went to sleep. The next day, you wake up to

check the news and notice that there is an ad from Amazon among the

headlines on the website. This ad shows you laptops and maybe even the

exact same laptop you had abandoned in your cart. How did this happen?

How did Amazon know you would be at this website and manage to buy

an ad space there showing you the exact same laptop you had been

looking at just a few hours ago? An intricate dance using members of the

6 Picture source at: www.lumapartners.com/lumascapes/display-ad-tech-lumascape/.
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chart in Figure 2.1 was responsible for you seeing what you saw.

Figure 2.2 depicts how it plays out.

When you browse a website (1), the site’s web server returns a bunch of

code (2) telling the browser what to display. Within this code is a link,

known as an ad tag. In its simplest form, the ad tag points to the publisher’s

ad server (3), which looks inside itself to decidewhat ad to show. The server

then returns that ad to the browser (4) for you to see, and the process ends

(wewill ignore the third-party buyerad server call for now).Butmore likely,

the publisher’s ad server returns some code that points to what is called a

supply-side platform (SSP) (5). The browser now calls the SSP (6), which

then starts what is called an auction on its own side (7), reaching out to and

requesting bids from a number of demand sources. These demand sources

could be demand-side platforms (DSP) and/or ad networks (8). The DSPs

and ad networks look within their own sets of buyer relationships to find

which ad theywant to show to the user and howmuch theywant to pay for

it. DSPs may run another auction on their side (9) to decide the most

relevant ad and bid. TheDSPs and ad networks then submit a bid (10) back

to the SSP. The SSP executes an auction to find the highest-paying ad

FIGURE 2.1 The Display LUMAscape
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(11) and passes it back to the browser (12). The code passed back to the

browser essentially functions as a redirect, and the browser now calls the

winningDSPdirectly (13). TheDSP sendsback the code containing the ad it

wants to show (14). The code is a redirect to themarketer’s ad server and the

browser then calls the ad server (15). The ad server returns the actual

creative and the ad is shown (16).

UNDERSTANDING THE PLAYERS

Now that we have seen how this all plays out, let’s look at each of the

pieces of the puzzle in a little more detail. From a user-centric viewpoint,

the first interaction with the ad tech ecosystem comes at the publisher site.

A publisher is any business, individual, or organization that prepares

and issues or delivers content to an audience. Publishers may not actually

create all the content. Some websites or online magazines, for example,

FIGURE 2.2 Anatomy of an Ad Call
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buy content from elsewhere for publishing. In many cases, the pub-

lisher acts as a host, or medium, for the content, and there are many

cases where advertising is placed around that content.7 Examples of

publishers are entities like Gannett and Hearst; known brands like

NBC, CNN, and CBS; and portals such as Yahoo!, MSN, and AOL.

These publishers create their own content or syndicate it from others to

present to users coming to their sites. Social sites such as Facebook,

Twitter, Pinterest, and LinkedIn are examples of publishers where

content is generated by the users who visit these sites. The business

model that generates revenue through the placement of ads is the

genesis of the ad tech ecosystem.

While the user may not explicitly see it, the next piece of the ecosystem

that he or she touches is the ad server.

An ad server is a web-based tool used by publishers, networks, and

advertisers to help with ad management, campaign management, and ad

trafficking. An ad server also provides reporting on ads served on the

website. Finally, an ad server serves the creative side; this means that the

ad server or ad serving company also delivers the ad to each user’s

browser.8 As you would have noted in the diagram in Figure 2.2 and

the description in the prior section, there are two types of ad servers: a

publisher (or seller) side ad server and amarketer (or buyer) side ad server.

Publisher ad servers like DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP) or Open Ad

Stream (OAS) are systems that work on behalf of a publisher. They help

publishers manage their advertising campaigns and report on them,

allowing publishers to generate and recognize revenue from their web

properties. DoubleClick for Advertisers (DFA), now called DoubleClick

Campaign Manager (DCM), Atlas, MediaPlex, and Sizmek are examples

of advertiser ad servers. They host and serve the creative treatments that

advertisers want to show their users and are the systems that the

advertisers use as the source of truth when it comes to billing and financial

aspects of their media transactions with publishers.

The crux of the workflow is this: The advertiser’s ad from the advertiser

ad server is being shown to the user on a publisher site via the publisher ad

server. But this simple flow has a very complex middle layer with players

that include ad networks.

7 www.quora.com/What-is-an-online-publisher-What-is-a-content-provider.
8 www.zedo.com/what-is-ad-server/.
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Ad networks arose because the supply and demand equation on the

Internet is not as easily quantifiable as in other media. With newspapers

and magazines you know exactly how many copies you have printed and

your circulation reach, and thus you can estimate how many times you

will expose a certain ad. With TV, you know the population of the area in

which your programs are broadcasting, and thus you can predict the

potential number of people who might view a certain ad. But when it

comes to the Internet two complications come into play.

From the seller (publisher) side, traffic to the websites is not a constant.

Depending on amyriad of factors, the samewebsitemay see a few users one

day and many more the next. (As an example, a weather website may see

minimal traffic when the weather is normal and stable and then a deluge of

users visit if a storm suddenly hits or weather advisories are issued). This

means that publishers will likely end upwith instances when the number of

ads theyhave sold is less than the traffic they see on their sites and, thus, they

lose out on potential revenue they could have generated because ad space

went unsold. Further, some publishers (especially the smaller ones)may not

have sales teams big enough to sell out their entire inventory.

From the buyer (advertiser) side, the fragmentation of content on the

Internet means that the effort to find the right type of content on which to

run their ads is a more expensive exercise. When you buy an ad in

magazines like Cosmopolitan or Vogue or The Economist or Time, or on

TV in shows like 60 Minutes or The Walking Dead, you—as an adver-

tiser—can be relatively certain of the type of content that appears in those

magazines or on those TV shows and the type of people who will be

consuming that content. But when it comes to Internet publishers, other

than the very large brands, finding the right content and audience is a

much more complex exercise. Hence, the advent of the ad network.

An ad network is an online business that specializes in matching

advertisers to websites looking to host advertisements. Advertising net-

works work as brokers for both suppliers (sites with content that can host

ads) and buyers (the advertisers).9

Some examples of ad networks are Tribal Fusion, Specific Media,

Media.net, and Conversant.

The businessmodel for ad networks is one of arbitrage,where the network

makes money by pocketing the difference between what they pay to buy the

9 www.techopedia.com/definition/26590/advertising-network-ad-network.
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inventory from the publisher and the price at which they sell it to the

advertiser. This model results in a loss of transparency to the publisher

and theadvertiser and is sometimesnotacceptable to them.Afurtherproblem

with first-generation ad networks was that when the networks could not

monetize the inventory they had already bought, they resold it to other

networks to try and recoup their investment.Thismeant that therewere times

when an ad impression bounced around from network to network before it

was eventually monetized—and by that time its value was almost useless to

the advertiser and generated negligible revenue for the publisher. Systems

were designed to overcome this challenge and theywere called ad exchanges.

Ad exchanges are very similar to ad networks in that they comprise a

marketplace where buyers and sellers come together. The basic difference

between the two is that the exchange business model is more transparent,

and the buyer and the seller have full view into the full value of the

inventory being transacted. As a matter of fact, exchanges may even have

ad networks supplying inventory to the exchange marketplace for adver-

tisers to buy.10 Popular exchanges are Google Ad Exchange, Yahoo Ad

Platform, and Microsoft Advertising Exchange. These three Internet

behemoths built their exchanges by buying out pioneers in the online

advertising space. Yahoo! acquired Right Media in April 2007 for $680

million,11 Google bought DoubleClick in May 2007 for $3.1 billion12

(yes—that’s billion with a B!), and Microsoft bought a company called

AdECN13 in July 2007 for an undisclosed amount.14

Right Media was the pioneer in the ad exchange space. Right Media

started as an ad network in 2003, but by 2006, it had realized that the

mess of redirects (ad networks redirecting to other ad networks) and the

resulting inefficiencies needed to be fixed. An ad exchange allows the seller

to auction its inventory to the highest bidder through a single redirect. The

biggest advantage this offers is the transparency that comes with this

10 http://adage.com/article/special-report-ad-network-exchange-guide-2010/ad-
networks-exchanges-101/143310/.
11 http://techcrunch.com/2007/04/29/panama-not-enough-to-battle-google-yahoo-
acquires-rightmedia/.
12 www.nytimes.com/2007/04/14/technology/14DoubleClick.html.
13 www.marketwatch.com/story/microsoft-buys-online-ad-exchange-adecn-inc.
14 I wanted to list these numbers just to give you, the reader, an idea as to how much
the exchanges changed the online media world. The Big Three—Google, Microsoft,
and Yahoo!—were holding nothing back to get into the game and get into it fast!
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method of monetization and enhanced access to inventory. This greatly

increases efficiency for both publishers and advertisers.

As the market matured, advertisers came to demand more specialized

technologies that were focused solely on the buy-side interests (as opposed

to the typical networks and exchanges, which worked both the sell-side

and the buy-side). This gave birth to the demand-side platform (DSP).

Demand-side platforms are technological systems used to purchase adver-

tising in an automated fashion.15 They allow advertisers to buy impressions

across a range of publisher sites. DSPs use information such as location and

behavioral preferences to decide which impressions make the most sense for

an advertiser to buy and determine the right price to pay for those impres-

sions. This price is determined in a real-time auction using a technology

called real-time bidding (RTB) and eliminates the need for human negotia-

tion, since the impressions are simply auctioned to the highest bidder.16

DSPs work on behalf of the advertiser and provide transparency and

control to the advertiser, allowingmaximized return on ad spend (ROAS).

A good DSP maintains relationships with many supply sources through

networks and exchanges. The DSP makes that inventory available to the

advertiser, always working to help buy the inventory at the best possible

price. DataXu,MediaMath, and Turn are some of the better known DSPs

in the market today.

Digressing a little from the LUMAScape, a note about RTB is para-

mount when discussing online advertising. This is the technology that has

been responsible for radical changes in the way media is bought and sold.

Before the advent of RTB, media transactions required that the seller

make the inventory available and specify its attributes and that the buyer

make a predetermined offer for a given inventory depending on its

attributes. Three situations resulted.

1. Inventory value was predetermined (buyers decided what price they

wanted to pay for a certain URL, or context, and when that inventory
came up for sale, the price was paid).

2. Price optimization, if carried out, was done in an offline manner and
new prices were then preloaded. Buyers looked at performance metrics

to see what was working and what was not and manually changed the
price they wanted to pay for inventory based on their analysis.

15 http://digiday.com/platforms/wtf-demand-side-platform/.
16 Ibid.
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3. Discrepancies in inventory categorization came to light only post-
campaign, too late for the advertiser to do anything about it. A buyer

thought he was buying a user on a news site, but miscategorization
meant the inventory was actually from a sports site. The buyer would

find out about this only in post-campaign reporting and would have
to ask for adjustments. A sports site instead of a news site may not be

too far off base, but what if it was a porn site instead of the expected
news site? Even if the buyer does get a post-campaign adjustment, the

potential harm to the brand has already been done.

Real-time bidding changed all that.With the advent of RTB, technology

advertisers (working through DSPs) were able to see—in real time—

attributes of the user while on the page and decide how valuable that user

was to them. An appropriate bid was placed for the impression, taking

into account all the attributes that were available to use. For example,

Zappos might recognize that a user has previously been on its site looking

at a specific pair of shoes, and therefore might be prepared to pay more

than Amazon or Best Buy to serve ads to her. The price of impressions is

determined in real time, based onwhat buyers are willing to pay, hence the

name “real-time bidding.”17

Now that we understand what the RTB technology is all about, let us

come back to the platform that uses this technology.

With the proliferation of the DSPs, the ad tech scales had started to tilt

in favor of the advertiser. Advertisers had technology platforms working

for them and the publishers needed an advocate in their corner as well.

This was the reason for the development of the supply-side platform (SSP).

Supply-side platforms are the publisher equivalent of the DSP (Fig-

ure 2.3).18 Just as the DSPs are used by advertisers to buy inventory as

cheaply as possible, the SSPs are used by publishers to maximize the

revenue they can generate from their properties. They do this by connect-

ing publishers to as many demand sources as possible, thus increasing the

possible demand for their inventory and driving the best possible rates.19

SSPs work on behalf of the publisher. In addition to opening up their

inventory they also give publishers control mechanisms, such as the ability

to set price floors and decide which advertisers or channels they want to

17 http://digiday.com/platforms/what-is-real-time-bidding/.
18 http://digiday.com/platforms/wtf-supply-side-platform/.
19 Ibid.
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have access to their inventory and at what price.20 Pubmatic and Rubicon

are two of the better known SSPs that are helping publishers realize their

revenue goals. In addition to the platforms already discussed, there is

another piece of technology that is of great importance in today’s advertising

workflows: the data management platform (DMP).

Today’s marketing ecosystem is all about being able to find the right

consumer at the right time in the right place. The right time and the right

place are handled using RTB technology, but finding the right consumer

means having someway toorganize and collect information about the users

in an efficient, privacy-sensitive, and regulatory-compliant manner—and

then being able to effectively use that information when buying media.

A data management platform is a centralized technology system that

allows you to create target audiences based on a combination of in-depth

first-party and third-party audience data, accurately target campaigns to

these audiences across third-party ad networks and exchanges, and

measure with accuracy which campaigns performed the best across

segments and channels to refine media buys and ad creative over time.21

FIGURE 2.3 Buy-Side versus Sell-Side Platforms

20 Ibid.
21 www.bluekai.com/data-management-platform.php.
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In the simplest of senses, a DMP is a real-time database that allows you

to collect first-, second-, and third-party data across different channels,

analyze and visualize it to understand performance and other business

metrics, and further syndicate it to downstream systems to affect your

marketing programs (Figure 2.4).

FIGURE 2.4 DMP Sources and Uses
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The DMP is also the foundational platform that allows you to put the

data to interesting business uses. The DMP can feed into decisioning and

personalization engines to enable you to have individualized conversa-

tions with your customer. The data in the DMP can help generate insights

and drive models for attribution to help you get a better understanding of

what is working and what is not as you engage in complex marketing

programs. In short, the DMP is a repository, a platform that allows you to

have a unified, holistic view of your most prized asset—your data.

Advertiser-side DMPs allow advertisers to make more informed and

targeted buys, ensuring that their messages are reaching exactly the type of

users they want exposed. Publisher-side DMPs allow publishers to collect

information about site visitors and bundle this newly created data asset

with their inventory. This lets them charge premium prices for their

inventory, because advertisers are now privy to more information about

the media buy than they would have been without this data.

All these platforms working together make it possible for you to see the

ad you saw when you browsed the Internet just a little while ago. But, as

you can imagine, making the most effective use of these platforms—while

absolutely necessary for the successful and efficient running of online

marketing campaigns—is not an easy task.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA IN ONLINE ADVERTISING

Now that we’ve studied the data management platforms, a discussion of

the impact of data in this ecosystem will help you fully understand the

coming changes in the way media plans are being executed. Earlier in the

chapter, we discussed real-time bidding and the advantages it provides by

automating auctions and facilitating ways to determine the appropriate

value of an impression. But these advantages would be meaningless

without the data attributes associated with each impression.

An RTB system by itself would not know anything about the impres-

sion and, hence, would not be able to assign any value to it. It is the data

associated with the impression that lets the RTB algorithm determine its

value. RTB has brought the speed of automation to pricing and serving the

ad, but it is the data that has brought the precision and individualization

to targeting, making digital buys so much more effective.

The types of data collected can be very diverse, and the uses of this data

are myriad. We can study technographic data that is exposed by the
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browsers and the devices being used, geographic data by parsing out the

IP address fromwhich the user is coming, contextual data as gleaned from

the content of the page, or intent data as gathered from users’ search terms

and keywords. But the most interesting and widely used of all the data

types—and the one that is responsible for the ability to target a specific

type of individual for a specific marketing campaign—is what is known as

behavioral data. This data type makes audience targeting possible and

online advertising so much more effective. Behavioral targeting is said to

be more than twice as effective as non-behaviorally targeted advertising.22

In the early days of digital advertising, advertisers used sites as a proxy

for audience. If you wanted to target men, you advertised on ESPN.com.

But as technology matured, it became possible to keep track of these users

as they moved around the Internet. You could, in theory, find men even

when they were not on ESPN.com because they had been to ESPN.com at

some time in the past and you tracked them from there on. Nowadays,

FIGURE 2.5 The User Data EcosystemMap∗

∗Replicated by BlueKai in logo format.

Source: Adapted with permission from BCG Perspectives, “The Evolution of

Online-User Data,” Report, January 2012.

22 www.networkadvertising.org/pdfs/Beales_NAI_Study.pdf.
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vendors known as data providers capture this browsing behavior data

across Internet sites, package it, and sell it to advertisers that use it to

target users in their campaigns (Figure 2.5). The data ecosystem is almost

as complicated as the digital marketing LUMAScape itself!23

The net effect of collecting this immense variety of data and making

inferences from it is the increased complexity in data packaging and its

use. Audiences can now be sliced and diced in so many specific and

complex ways that you can sabotage your results by targeting so precisely

that the number of individuals you end up with is too small to run an

effective campaign against.

If used properly, data can work wonders for an online campaign, but if

left unchecked or in the hands of someone inexperienced, it can wreck a

campaign. How the data affects your campaign is a function of how you

use it, but what is always true now is that there is another intermediary—

the data vendor—who plays an important role in your ad operations

workflow.

THE WAY THE MONEY FLOWS

With an understanding of the players in this ecosystem and how they work

together, we need to focus on the root objective of all this. Or, in the words

of Jerry Maguire’s client, Rod Tidwell, “Show me the money!”

While each of these players performs a role that is critical for the end-to-

end functioning of our media plans, the reality is that putting so many

intermediaries in play causes erosion in the economics of the system.

According to one accepted analysis,24 of every $5.00 that is spent by an

advertiser, the publisher—on whose property the ad is shown—only

realizes about $1.80. Why is this?

In the early days, the days of less complex systems, advertisers would use

an agency to buy from a publisher. The costs in this workflow were the fees

charged by the agency and that was pretty much it. (We’ll ignore the

technology cost of the ad servers on the publisher and the advertiser side

since they are essentiallyworking directly for the publisher and the advertiser

23 www.rtbchina.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/User-Data-Ecosystem.png.
24 www.slideshare.net/tkawaja/terence-kawajas-iab-networks-and-exchanges-keynote.
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andare, therefore, not addedcosts.) If theagencychargeda10percentagency

fee, the publisher would receive $4.50 for each $5.00 spent.

As the complexity increased with the advent of ad networks, interme-

diaries came into play. The ad networks now took a piece of the pie, as did

some of the other services that came alongwith the networks—services like

campaign analytics. (Now that you had the intermediaries, you needed

other intermediaries to help you track the spend across the intermediaries!)

Of the advertiser’s initial $5.00 spend, $0.50 went to the agency (the

10 percent agency fee), the ad networks kept about $2.00, and the tech fee

for the intermediarieswould account for another $0.10or so.Thepublisher

now recognized $2.40 of the $5.00 spent by the advertiser.

And then we made it even more complex with the DSPs, the exchanges,

the SSPs, and, if you look at the LUMAScape diagram, you’ll see the

creative optimizers, the data providers, the ad verification companies, and

so on. Even the simplest of this complex workflow now had multiple

intermediaries in play. The publisher payout began to look something like

the diagram in Figure 2.6.

FIGURE 2.6 Ad Revenue Breakdowns

Source: www.slideshare.net/tkawaja/terence-kawajas-iab-networks-and-

exchanges-keynote.
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In this chapter, we called out only the very few boxes from the

LUMAScape diagram in Figure 2.1 that we feel are critical to the online

advertising workflow. A full detail of these featured boxes, and even a

partial discussion of all the LUMAScape boxes, would be a book

in itself!

The point to note is that today’s marketer must understand these

platforms and know how—and in what combination—to use them.

It’s at the heart of becoming a Platform Marketer.
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Chapter 3 Introducing the
Platform Marketer

To take advantage of these new and constantly changing audience platforms

and to create clear differentiation among a sea of competitors, brands must

create an ongoing and relevant dialogue with their customers. It becomes

exceedingly difficult with the continued proliferation of inbound digital

consumer-to-brand channels (such as websites and call centers), outbound

digital brand-to-consumermedia (suchas display advertising and email), and

the platforms themselves. Brands are developing a new array of skills, tools,

processes, and metrics; and they are building or acquiring the expertise to

implement these capabilities in their day-to-day engagements with consum-

ers. This is imperative for the survival of any customer-centric organization,

as the environment becomes more and more competitive. Indeed, it is

imperative for the Platform Marketer himself to develop these skills. Due

to the increased complexity of leveraging data, technology, and analytics in

this new era, the brands that capitalize on addressability at scale will create

more enduring and sustained competitive advantage.
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As we touched on in Chapter 1, the Platform Marketer embodies a

collection of competencies that are required to take advantage of address-

ability at scale. Those USPS-based Platform Marketer competencies that

worked in the past have similarities but also significant differences from

what’s required now. Today’s digital marketplace calls for a marketing

technologist who is also an expert on the new audience platforms. You’ll

need to know how to create personalized individual consumer experiences

across a multitude of customer touchpoints. You’ll have to understand

and comply with the privacy hurdles that we face as marketers today. And

you must comprehend measurement and attribution in a much more

sophisticated way than ever before. The brands that leverage these

competencies on the addressable audience platforms, using a proven

framework like Connected CRM (cCRM), are going to have a great

opportunity for competitive advantage. And so will the marketing

professionals themselves.

Nine essential competencies lie at the core of platformmarketing success:

identity management, audience management, consumer privacy and com-

pliance, media optimization, channel optimization, experience design and

creation, platform utilization, measurement and attribution, and the tech-

nology stack. They can be categorized into three groups, as depicted in

Figure 3.1. These competencies are introduced in the following pages. The

remaining chapters in this book are devoted to exploring them in more

FIGURE 3.1 PlatformMarketing Competency Matrix
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detail and to helping you hone your skills in data, analytics, and audience

experience to drive digital performance across the addressable universe.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

Identity management begins with creating a unique consumer identity

map for each customer or prospect acrossmedia and channels. This identity

map is updated on an ongoing basis as consumer engagements create new

identity connections. Identity currencies are those customer identifiers,

anonymous and known, that allow for effective analysis and targeting.

These include such features as physical name and address, email address,

mobile number, customer IDs, social handles, probabilistic IDs, and

cookies. A single persistent “key” or identity is created when these curren-

cies are linked and merged together. In turn, all anonymous and known

digital interactions are aggregated at the individual level into a singular

event stream for targeting, personalization, measurement, and insights.

Effective identity management maximizes the collection of consumer

addressability data through the development of compelling experiences

that incent consumers to provide identification criteria while also making

intelligent use of third-party data to enhance customer profiles. It also

involves proactively engineering data capture within media and channel

to ensure that valuable identity data is retained and connected.

Best practices call for a pervasive identity management capability that

provides an integrated view of offline and online channel and media

interactions across the organization. This competency ensures that con-

sumer identity and knowledge are maximized. In order to ensure enter-

prise integration, identity management must be a C-level mandate, owned

by executive leadership, with clear metrics for success.

AUDIENCE MANAGEMENT

Audience management builds on identity management through the aggre-

gation of consumer data frommultiple sources for the purpose of creating

and analyzing consumer profiles or segments. It entails the merging of

personally identifiable information (PII) with anonymous data sources in

privacy-sensitive ways and the development of segments that can be acted

on across identity currencies. These segments can be used for analytic
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insight purposes and can also be directly syndicated across media and

channels in real time to enable targeted communications.

The foundational requirement for effective audience management is the

seamless integration of consumer data across offline and online touch-

points. This includes bringing together key consumer currencies, such as

name and address, email, cookie ID, and social handle along with audience

attributes and behavior. Profiles are built on this data allowing the infor-

mation to be readily digested and acted on by marketers. An important

requirement for effective audience management is the ability to update

audience profiles in real time as the consumer is engaging with the organi-

zation. Also important is the ability to push segment data, based on any of

the consumer currencies, to the appropriate audience platforms in real time

and topull, by facilitating the real-time lookupof segment data, as required.

In this way data might be pushed into audience platforms such as Face-

book or the email service provider for outbound communications. It can also

be pulled by customer service reps who are in active dialogues with the

consumerorpulled into adecision engine for real-time targetingonawebsite.

CONSUMER PRIVACY AND COMPLIANCE

With increasing attention being paid to the collection and use of consumer

data, the PlatformMarketer must be a vigilant and responsible steward of

that information.

Scrutiny, from legislative and regulatory entities as well as privacy

advocates, requires marketers to constantly monitor and participate in the

shaping of consumer privacy regulations and industry requirements.

These efforts are critical to the proactive development of enterprise-level

consumer data protection standards. The objective is to create data

practices that strike a balance among the needs and expectations of

the business, the industry, and the consumer, while enabling innovation

and value creation.

Supporting these efforts is a consistent, clear, and effective communi-

cation plan across the organization, designed to educate and promote the

values of a robust consumer privacy program. Additionally, your con-

sumer data collection efforts should reflect your commitment to the

integrity and protection of the data from corruption and/or unauthorized

access or breach. As we know, a strong and robust privacy program can
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be undermined very quickly if sufficient focus is not paid to how and

where data is stored, who can access it, and how unauthorized access can

be detected (if not in all cases prevented).

MEDIA OPTIMIZATION

While identity and audience management create data and insight “fuel,”

the engine that drives addressability at scale is the combination of

competencies and assets within media and channel optimization. Within

the world of media, new competencies in addressable media planning,

programmatic media buying, and buy optimization have arisen that take

full advantage of the scaling addressability in the audience platforms.

Gone are the days of the traditional “mad men” approach, where

relationships and intuition drove the media plan and buy. The media

optimization expert in today’s marketplace uses a consolidated data view

of the customer. That view is housed in an integrated media platform that

manages a complex web of programmatic media buying and optimization

tactics throughout the marketing funnel, including programmatic guar-

anteed, exchange-based, and direct-match tactics that have become hall-

mark tactics of the Platform Marketer.

This is a blend of the art of platform optimization and the science of

machine learning and automation. All of this is managed through an

audience-based (rather than publisher-based), addressable media plan.

CHANNEL OPTIMIZATION

Channel optimization is the process by which a company leverages data to

manage and improve the channel to enhance customer experiences,

increase interactions, and drive an increase in incremental conversions.

Channel optimization focuses on incremental improvements to the con-

sumer’s experience, in order to drive high-value engagements between the

brand and the consumer.

As in the realm of media optimization, within the world of the digital

channel, new competencies have arisen to take advantage of the increasing

addressability of the decision management and content management

capabilities within the domain of the first-party audience platform (exam-

ple: your website). These include real-time personalization as well as
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experience planning and execution. The media and channel optimization

disciplines are highly interrelated and must be expertly integrated with

an overarching experience planning and execution discipline that con-

siders the overall experience, from the first ad impression through to

customer loyalty.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN AND CREATION

The PlatformMarketer has mastered the intersection of creative with data

and analytics in the evolving digital platforms, and across media and

channel, to create a data-driven customer journey. There are three core

creative capabilities to be mastered, and they all require a change in

traditional creative culture.

1. A dedicated team of creative rock stars, well-versed in new media

platforms, including Twitter and Facebook, are aggressively innovat-
ing in new advertising formats.
The Platform Marketer knows that these emerging advertising

platforms demand a different type of creative team. This dedicated
team is able to produce new creative twice a week instead of twice a

year. The creative is constantly being optimized as a result of instant
feedback from the data and analytics provided.

2. A creative team culture purpose-built for one-to-one personalized
experiences across all device types.

Personalization technology has come of age. No two customers will
see the same version of your website or mobile website.

The Platform Marketer knows that the culture established in the
creative teams must ensure that creative assets are generated for all

different screen sizes at all different segments. Gone are the days that
the one-size-fits-all “big idea” image dominates the home page. The
creative team is generating 40 to 50 creative assets for a single home

page image to be delivered to the right segment on the right device.

3. Truly data-driven customer journeys.

The PlatformMarketer understands that experiences don’t start and
stop at each channel. The attributes collected against an individual and

acted upon on the website should be easily visible across channels such
as the call center andmobile app. Truly data-driven customer journeys

need to be crafted to ensure that a consumer sees the same, consistent
one-to-one personalized brand experience across all channels.
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PLATFORM UTILIZATION

We’ve discussed how the digital audience platforms are creating address-

ability at scale through their ability to reach practically everyone, practi-

cally all the time. The largest platforms of today, which are gaining scale

and momentum all the time, are Google, Twitter, and Facebook, even

Pinterest and LinkedIn. But we see enormous potential in the emerging

platforms, like AOL, eBay, and Amazon, which are beginning to hold

their own among the giants. And every day, third-tier players are entering

the market with massive platform opportunities—imagine the content-

rich, personalized experiences that can be enabled by platforms like Apple

and Walmart, given their customer reach and intimate purchase knowl-

edge. The potential exists for thousands of platforms to arise, and brands

will need to figure out how to leverage them for more appropriate

engagements with their customers.

Evolution within the platform market is constant. New publishers are

entering the market and raising the bar for existing publishers. All are

racing to provide greater value to advertisers, who are who are pumping

more dollars—and an increasing portion of the marketing budget—into

the digital space. The Platform Marketer must face the challenge of

keeping up with the pace of change, always staying on top of the

changes and advancements that are taking place on the existing and

emerging platforms.

MEASUREMENT AND ATTRIBUTION

For the Platform Marketer, effective measurement and attribution are

more important than ever before. They involve the development and

ongoing management of key performance indicators (KPIs) and under-

lying methodologies that measure marketing effectiveness and provide

insights for agile, ongoing execution. Measurement and attribution

requires the development and implementation of an approach that crosses

media, channel, and device type and enables fractional attribution, rather

than the inaccurate “last-touch” attribution. It also includes tools for

visualization and socialization of results and insights.

Today’s best practices include KPIs that are consistent, complete, and

published across the enterprise with one best estimation method for each

metric. Top-down marketing mix models that allocate spend across media
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integratedwithbottom-up, customer-level attributionmodeling across direct

and digital media and channels are required for today’s PlatformMarketer.

Robust scenario planning and optimization capabilities allow for

forecasting across measurement levels and dimensions, and a formal

testing approach allows insights to feed back into attribution. Dashboard-

ing tools have become a critical organizational unifying tool for the

Platform Marketer, offering a single place to go across the organization

to gain integrated insights and reporting of customer performance.

THE TECHNOLOGY STACK

The engine that drives the efforts of the PlatformMarketer is an integrated

marketing technology stack that brings together first- and third-party

consumer profiles and segments into the analytic and execution capabili-

ties of highly specialized automation tools. The effective marketing

technology stack facilitates easy integration and access to valuable

data from numerous, disparate online and offline (CRM) data sources

to give a consolidated consumer view (Figure 3.2).

This consolidated consumer view is activated and managed through the

marketing database, identity management, analytics, data management

platforms (DMP), decision management, and media- and channel-specific

execution platforms. The open and flexible design and implementation of

the stack allows for agile adaptation to the rapidly changing “data

currencies” required to execute in the ever-evolving digital audience

platform marketplace.

In recent months, we have seen the most advanced marketers rational-

izing the marketing technology stack. This will become the focus of most

marketers in the coming year. The tech stack should be able to support the

major functions described in the following section.

Enabling the Competencies of the PlatformMarketer

1. Identity management, data onboarding, and tagging. The key to

unlocking your online and offline data is to identify consumers, where
possible, and to understand the uniqueness of anonymous individu-

als. Identity management allows for the development of the “gold
copy” of the online-offline consumer record. It will create a single key
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that unifies personas across channels and media. It will facilitate the

onboarding of offline data to enable the use of this data in the online
channels. And it will have the connection to third-party sources to

improve the identification of individuals across channels and devices.
During the association of different customer profiles, we are also able

to construct a time series of events—the event stream—related to a
unique individual. This understanding will unlock all the data and
help improve the performance of marketing activities.

2. Marketing database. The marketing database is still the core data

management component of the marketing technology stack. This
database manages the “gold copy” of the consumer, prospect, and
associated event records and houses the “consolidated customer

view.” The marketing database is responsible for publishing data
to other marketing technology components.

FIGURE 3.2 Enabling the PlatformMarketer Competencies
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3. Analytics. The analytics platform transforms data into actionable
insights to inform relevant marketing executions and enable measure-

ment strategies. This platformbuilds the consumer event stream,which
is the longitudinal record of all of the online and offline interactions

with an individual. The analytics platform then performs all of the core
attribution, measurement, and forecasting/scenario planning functions

required to inform critical marketer decisions. This is done on one
consolidated platform where business rules, attribution algorithms,

and predictive models are managed through a single portal.

4. Data management platform. The DMP enables the creation and man-

agement of audiences for marketing and syndication to first- and third-
party audience platforms. TheDMPallows for anonymous and known
consumer data from various data sources, including the analytics

platform, marketing database, and execution platforms, for the pur-
pose of creating and managing useful audiences. This enables these

audiences to be seamlessly syndicated or pushed into execution plat-
forms to drive decisioning, including DSPs and site optimization tools.

5. Decision management. Decision management is focused on opera-
tionalizing data and insights in the execution ofmarketing activities. It

will enable the real-time optimization and personalization of market-
ing messages across channels and media. The decision management

function should be viewed in two parts. First, there should be a single
engine for common decisions shared across all channels andmedia. In

addition, there will be channel and media engines to drive specific
rules and functions. The biggest driver to data and insight continuity
across all marketing channels is the shared engine. This is the most

commonly overlooked part of the decision management capability.

6. Execution currencies. The execution currencies represent the level of
granularity and the actual data transfer between the marketer plat-
forms and audience platforms to enable targeting and optimization.

Currencies have tobeunderstoodand vertically integrated into the data
model, analytics and attribution, and targeting on an ongoing basis.

An advanced architecture across the entire technology stack includes

well-defined interfaces between components and participating platforms.

These interfaces allow for the free flow of data and insights from the

enterprise data services and analytical components to the technology and

platforms that execute marketing activity. The proper construction of the

technology stack will accommodate the capture, aggregation, and syndica-

tion of all data to any component. This will allow any component to
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subscribe to theholistic viewofa consumer: the consumer’s past experiences

with the brand, the value of the consumer to the brand, and the right

message tocommunicate to that consumer, regardless of channel andmedia.

Furthermore, the data and insights will be able to create richer consumer

experiences by powering the optimization and personalization engines.

Thebiggest impediment tomarketing activities is adisjointed technology

stackof loosely integratedpoint solutions for each channel andmedia.This

decreases resource efficiency and erodes marketing performance. Just as

important as the platforms and components themselves are the pathways

between them. Each component that lacks a pathway to others becomes a

silo that will take significant investment to overcome or integrate.

ORGANIZING FOR SUCCESS

Historically, the daunting task of creating integrated, personalized expe-

riences for consumers as they move across media and channels has caused

disillusion in most organizations. As a result, organizational structure,

operating models, and process have generally been designed to optimize

on product or channel, and thus resulted in disconnected customer

interactions. As the capabilities of the Platform Marketer evolve within

a company, so must the organization’s operating model. As addressability

and Platform Marketer capabilities enable integrated and coordinated

individual personalized experiences at scale, the vision of true cCRM is

now attainable. To achieve it, the company’s organizational structure and

operating model must evolve in parallel with the development of core

PlatformMarketer capabilities. When this transformation happens, firms

can successfully achieve the vision and rewards of cCRM.

A DEEPER LOOK

The following chapters will take a deeper dive into each of the compe-

tencies, with specific examples of companies that are taking action in these

key areas of proficiency. We have enlisted the help of a number of subject

matter experts, who have contributed their in-depth insight into the

requirements for up-skilling and the tools necessary to succeed as a

Platform Marketer.
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Chapter 4 Identity Management

Special Contributor: Matthew Mobley

A key technology enablement competency for the Platform Marketer,

which will unlock the value that can be driven through customer strategy,

marketing measurement, and individualized consumer experiences, is

identity management. It is a competency that has become increasingly

complex with the explosion of digital media and channels. It has also

become more polarizing for marketers and privacy advocates, as market-

ers drive toward more personalized interactions with their customers and

prospects. For the marketer striving to develop an understanding of all the

signals that indicate that the same individual is interacting with the brand,

the reality is that—in terms of identity management—the ability to

distinguish between John Smith and John Doe is less important than

understanding the unique qualities of that individual. This statement, of

course, is not to diminish the value of knowing it is Doe versus Smith.

Knowing this difference allows marketers to associate the valuable data

contained in traditional offline CRM data stores and maximize ongoing,

loyal relationships with individual customers. But in the end, identity
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management is about defining uniqueness and associating experiences

and characteristics to this defined uniqueness.

THE ANATOMY OF IDENTITY

The composition of an identity can be placed on a continuum where one

end is the anonymous state and the other end is the known state. In the

anonymous state, identity is defined by cookie, device ID, or other digital

identity marker. In the known state, identity is defined by name, address,

or other physical identity marker. Most of the known state identity

components fall into the protected category of personally identifiable

information (PII). The complexity of the identity continuum lies in the fact

that not all identity attributes identify an individual uniquely; identity

attributes are device and platform specific; and there is not an inherent,

persistent link between these identity attributes. These complexities are

the reason why brands rely on third-party vendors to help construct a

map of attributes, called an identity graph, in order to recognize unique

individuals (see Figure 4.1).

The identity graph can be deconstructed into three main parts:

terrestrial identity, device identity, and digital identity. Each of these

parts encompasses a specific set of identity attributes that may or may

FIGURE 4.1 The Parts of the Identity Graph
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not directly link to an individual but do form part of the key used to

create that linkage.

TERRESTRIAL IDENTITY

The terrestrial identity is one area that marketers have, for the most part,

mastered over the years. While it is not always perfect, there have been

numerous platforms introduced from the 1990s to today that allow

marketers to understand the association of physical identity attributes.

Early on, these identity attributes consisted of name and address. They

were later expanded to include attributes associated with physical

addresses, for instance, phone numbers. The goal of terrestrial identity

management is to maintain a persistent identifier for an individual as he

moves from address to address, changes telephone numbers, and, in some

cases, even changes names.

The systems that exist today parse, cleanse, associate, and manage this

identifier and the associated data attributes. In some cases, they are fueled

by data assets, both postal and third-party, that provide a historical view of

address and name changes and their association to an array of physical

identity components. These systems create the foundational identifier for

the known state, where appropriate device and digital identities are associ-

ated with the terrestrial identity in order to achieve the most valuable

identification of an individual. With these terrestrial, device, and digital

identity associations, we can link all data assets, offline and online, to create

a full profile of the individual who is interacting with the brand.

DEVICE IDENTITY

The device identity is commonly misunderstood. Often, identity attributes

that relate to a device are assumed to uniquely identify an individual.

While individual linkage to a device identifier can occur, it typically

requires a secondary registration process, a login or consumer input

form, to create this association. One of the most misunderstood is the

cookie. At its core, a cookie identifies the association of a specific device

and Internet browser on that device to an event. Without a secondary

event, the cookie in isolation cannot be associated with an individual.

Assumptions can be made but these assumptions will be complicated by

the nature of the cookie.
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For example, during John Doe’s first visit to a site while using Internet

Explorer, a cookie is placed on his laptop. John conducts a bit of research

and moves on to another site. On his second visit to the site he is using

Safari from his iPad. If cookies are enabled, a different cookie is placed on

this device. There is no basic way to associate these cookies to each other

without a third-party source or a secondary event.

There are other device identifiers. These identifiers provide for better

identification of a unique device, because they are not constrained by the

browser specificity issue of the cookie. At one point, the media access

control (MAC) address provided a stable way to uniquely identify devices.

TheMAC address is a hardware-based address that provides a permanent

way for companies to uniquely identify a device. In mobile devices, you

also have unique device identifiers (UDID) on Apple devices and unique

Android identifiers for Android devices. The use of each of these device

identifiers is becoming more constrained as platform and device manu-

facturers become more privacy conscious. These device identifiers have

been replaced on some mobile device operating systems. Apple’s iOS now

uses the Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA) and Google’s Android now uses

Google’s Advertising ID (AdID). These new identifiers allow consumers

more control. Consumers are able to adjust marketing preferences and

change the identifier to a different value.

DETERMINISTIC VERSUS PROBABILISTIC IDENTIFICATION

As device identifiers have become more constrained in their usage, and

with this trend continuing, device identification has begun to branch into a

world of probabilistic identification. This world does not use deterministic

methods, where the same device identifier associated with two different

events is assumed to be the same device. Instead, an algorithm is applied to

determine the likelihood that it is the same device. In recent history this

has been called device fingerprinting. Themarket has begun tomove away

from this term, because it implies a more specific type of identification

than is actually occurring. This is due in large part to the linguistic

association to actual fingerprinting. In essence, consumers associate

this with “big brother” concepts. In reality, device fingerprinting would

never be as accurate as fingerprinting.

The way probabilistic matching works is that a set of data points are

captured from a device. These data points would be related to certain
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device settings. In most cases this does not include Internet usage history.

An algorithm is executed to determine the uniqueness of these settings

related to all other device settings that have been captured, and a confidence

score is generated that indicates the likelihood that these settings match a

previously seen group of device settings. The more unique the settings, and

the greater their match to previously seen settings, the more accurate the

identification of a previously used device will be. Probabilistic matching

breaks down as device setting uniqueness declines.

If you were to go to the store and purchase 20 new iPhones, open them,

and connect them to the Internetwithoutmaking any changes, therewould

be no way to identify each device through probabilistic matching. All the

settingswould be the same. If you gave these devices to 20 different people,

over time, the characteristics of each phone would become more unique.

The phones would be set to reflect the ways that individuals would want

their devices to interact among themselves and with other devices. In time,

as uniqueness increases, device identification confidence also increases.

While probabilistic identification is still considered a nascent capability,

it is rapidly maturing. There are many consumer, corporate, and govern-

mental factors that could prevent it from ever reaching its potential, but

when we consider identity we need to consider both deterministic and

probabilistic mechanisms.

DIGITAL IDENTITY

The digital identity constitutes the set of identity attributes that define the

persona created by each individual to engage the digital world. These

personas would encompass identities like Facebook user IDs, Twitter

handles, forum avatars, or even login identities. The persona may or may

not directly tie to an individual’s physical identity attribute, but it will

have a closer association to a specific individual than many device identity

attributes. What makes digital identities different is that, while they may

change from platform to platform, they are common across devices. A

consumer’s Twitter handle is the same regardless whether she is using the

website or the mobile app.

Another important aspect of thedigital identity is that consumers can and

will associate other identity components with it. Let’s look at Google+. If

you create aGoogle+ account, you are required to provide an email address

and a name. This name may or may not be your real name, but it is
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important as an attribute to find uniqueness in an identity graph. Youmay

also associate your mobile number for security and for recovery of login

credentials. Identity attributes collected for these purposes are typically

precluded for use in marketing, but that doesn’t necessarily mean they

cannot be used for identification purposes. You may also associate your

home-town or physical address with your Google+ account. As you can

see, these digital identities can become keys to unlocking significant parts

of a person’s identity graph.

Not all digital identities provide the richness of theGoogle+ example, but

they play an important role in understanding with whomwe are speaking.

Even in their simplest form, we will typically have an email address

associated with the personal identifier (i.e., username) that is linked to a

device identifier. We can begin to use these digital identities to traverse an

individual’s device identities, especially in the case of socialmedia platforms

where consumers have high engagement rates on multiple devices.

THE IMPACT OF THE AUDIENCE PLATFORMS ON IDENTITY
MANAGEMENT

Audience platforms are digitally based, highly valued consumer services

that have developed a large community of registered consumers. Regis-

tered consumers range from individuals who have created a digital

identity on the platform to consumers that fully transact with the platform

to receive goods or services. The best examples of these platforms are

Facebook, Twitter, Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and eBay. Another key

point of these platforms is that users tend to interact with them through

more than one channel (e.g. mobile and website). The end result is that the

platforms maintain a significant audience with which marketers can

interact across channels.

Google provides a multitude of services for consumers. Its audience

platform encompasses a number of services beyond just a search engine,

such as social media (Google+), location services (Google Maps), and a

device operating system (Android). These services can be accessed

through—and will be leveraged by—a wide variety of devices and other

services. The information provided by these services to consumers is

greatly enhanced when consumers leverage a common login, or digital

identity, across all of them. For example, search results can be tailored to

your Google+ activity and location. The common login allows Google to
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uniquely identify that individual regardless of how the user chooses to

consume these services: website, mobile app, or integrated into another

service. In addition, as a consumer uses these services, Google will

associate other identity attributes with this digital identity. The other

attributes will entail both device and terrestrial identity components.

These additional components will then allow Google to interact with

the consumer, even if the person has not directly logged into the platform

to access a service. In this example, Google is able to create a common

map of the individual’s identity attributes associated with a unique digital

identity. Google then can provide access to this map in order to allow

marketers to target consumers, both in the platform and in the wild.

Many of the audience platforms have extended their platforms well

beyond their services. This extension is usually in the form a digital

advertising network. With Facebook’s acquisition of Atlas, you can now

target individuals through Facebook on the broader Internet. If you want

to target people who have signed up for newsletters on your company’s

site, you can pass those emails to Facebook to find those people in both

Facebook’s captive platform and in the wild, wherever Atlas reaches.

In the end, the audience platforms also have a negative impact on our

ability to understand uniqueness of identities across the entirety of the

digital landscape. As they encapsulate their advertising platforms for their

own audiences, they are also breaking our ability to link their audience to

audiences in other platforms. In essence, they are creating walled gardens

(Figure 4.2). Within the confines of their platform you can achieve an

understanding of the consumer and the multitude of devices they may use

by leveraging the platform’s unique identifier, but these identifiers do not

provide a linkage to relationships in other audiences maintained by other

platforms.

FIGURE 4.2 Advertising Technology Walled Gardens
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THE IDENTITY MANAGEMENT ENGINE

Key to identity management is having the right engine to process and

manage the relationships. We won’t go into detail about the engine in this

chapter, but we will point out some of its most critical capabilities.

The engine provides a centralized mechanism to rationalize the terres-

trial, device, and digital identity (Figure 4.3). It maintains the identities

over time and is constantly revaluating the relationship of the identities to

determine if new identity components create new relationships. It is an

enterprise engine leveraged by the entire organization. It is informed by a

stable of third-party data assets and partners, which help improve the

associations that are made. These data assets and partners will be key to

creating connections that your data would not be able to create in

isolation, and this key will unlock your ability to activate all your data

across all channels and media.

FINDING THE KNOWN PERSON IN AN ANONYMOUSWORLD

Organizations have captured vast amounts of data in existing CRM

systems, and many times this data is associated with a terrestrial identity

FIGURE 4.3 The Identity Engine
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with limited or no coverage of other identity components. This data

represents some of the most valuable marketing data an organization

manages in its systems. The data onboarding partner will make this data

available to online channels.

Data onboarding partners build identity partnerships throughout the

Internet to associate terrestrial identities with device and digital identities.

These partnerships, typically with large publishers or audience platforms,

allow data onboarders to associate their identifiers with the registration

data captured by the publishers. For instance, when you register with a

content provider by providing a name, address, and email address, these

publishers will fire a tag that allows a data onboarder to create an identifier

associated with that registration data. A tag is a piece of code that executes

on a website to exchange data between the user, the site owner, and

potentially other third parties. This process, coupled with a large publisher

network, gives the data onboarder the ability to create a large reference base

of data identity associations.

The data onboarder will then make this reference base available to

marketers. Amarketer with a large offline data asset containing customers

or prospects will be able to send the file to the onboarder in order to have

device and digital identifiers appended to the file. This will enable the

marketer to target those individuals on the Internet. One of the most

common use cases is the targeting of offline consumer assets for display

media. One reality marketers must contend with is that, more often than

not, the data onboarder will be able to find fewer than 50 percent of your

customers online. Typically, the high end of the match rate is just below

60 percent and the low end of the match rate is around 30 percent.

The overall process has many consumer privacy implications, and it is

mainly regulated today by industry regulatory bodies like the Network

Advertising Initiative, and each organization’s consumer privacy policies.

The onboarders have also established processes in order to protect

consumer privacy. These processes range from not sharing the reference

data directly with marketers to requiring organizations to prevent the

identification of consumers without consent.

The data onboarder plays a critical role in identification. Without the

data onboarders, marketers would not be able to create a large enough

device and digital identity footprint within their existing CRMdata assets,

thus rendering one of the marketer’s most valuable data assets useless in

the digital world.
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SEEING UNIQUENESS ACROSS MULTIPLE DEVICES

Close companions to the data onboarders are the companies that enable

marketers to understand the relationship of specific device identifiers to

each other. So close is the companionship that many onboarders are

pushing into the cross-device identification space.

The role of the cross-device identification partner is to help marketers

understand the relationship of multiple device identifiers to a single

individual. In many cases, these organizations deploy probabilistic match-

ing techniques to create these associations. They work in a similar way to

the data onboarder, but they are focused on a different portion of the

identity problem. For the most part, they create a reference asset that

enables marketers to understand that a mobile phone, tablet, and laptop

all relate to a single individual. Many of these companies do not enable

you to actually identify the individual; they only allow you to know there

is a relationship between device identifiers.

This portion of the identity space is still maturing, and many companies

are rapidly innovating. There are organizations today that have begun to

release products into the marketplace that apply probabilistic techniques

in order to better associate device identities at a household level. In these

newer use cases, when examining a pool of device identifiers, a marketer

would be able to understand that a tablet, mobile phone, and laptop are

related to an individual. The marketer would, in turn, be able to associate

those devices to another individual’s set of devices, potentially linking this

overall group of devices to a single household.

The importance of the cross-device players extends beyond the base

value of understanding device associations. The knowledge they bring to

the table provides a significant marketing efficiency play. Marketers are

able to better govern communication frequencies across devices. In prior

instances, marketing frequency would only be managed to a single device.

There are many other applications of this data, and these applications will

only get better as this market matures further.

WHY UNIQUENESS IS SO IMPORTANT

Identity management is one of the most critical competencies for the

Platform Marketer to understand and master. In the absence of this

competency, marketers would fail to truly understand the audience or
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the individual with whom they are communicating. Identity management

provides the map to knit together disparate data sets into a cohesive and

valuable data asset for an organization. This data asset becomes the basis

of an organization’s customer strategy, financial measurement and report-

ing, and ultimately the ability of the marketer to have a meaningful,

personalized experience with a consumer.

The problemwith identity management is that the simplest refinement of

consumer privacy regulation could have a significant impact onmarketing.

The fact is the vastmajority of organizations are focused on leveraging their

understanding of the consumer to provide the highest level of service and

products. Unfortunately, there are a few bad apples that attract the

attention of privacy watchdogs, threatening the efforts of legitimate mar-

keters to provide meaningful results through identity management. We’re

not suggesting that marketers shouldn’t be vigilant with their data over-

sight; we’re simply pointing out that an open dialogue needs to be con-

ducted without habitually demonizing participants.

Consider how customer relationships worked long ago. A consumer

would frequent an establishment on a regular basis. Maybe this establish-

ment was a market, restaurant, or tavern. As time progressed, the owner

of the establishment would become more familiar with the patron. She

would greet him as he entered the store, seat him at a good table, or even

have his favorite drink ready. The owner would discuss things that were

happening with her business and new products being introduced that

might interest the patron. There was also an expectation by the patron. As

he frequented the establishment and became more loyal, he expected the

owner to recognize this loyalty and treat him accordingly. This relation-

ship would typically never progress beyond the business. The interesting

part of this example is that the ability of the business owner to build the

relationship did not require her to know all of the specific identification

components; she simply needed to capture enough data in her mind to

know how to treat this individual as a unique person. This example is not

far from the desire of marketers today. Themain difference is that the data

capture happens on a wider scale in a setting that is less intimate and is not

well understood by the consumer. This fear of the unknown helps elevate

concerns about privacy and big-brother mentality.

Marketers today need to understand uniqueness and be able to react to

it. Consumers need to be educated about the value of these identity

connections as well. In the absence of this understanding our world would
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become more and more saturated with meaningless messages from

organizations trying to both retain existing customers and attract new

ones. People with grown children—or no children—would see ads for

diapers on every media and channel. Consumers in their early twenties

would be bombarded with advertisements for reverse mortgages. Mar-

keters need identity management to be more thoughtful and, ultimately,

successful in their marketing activities.
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Chapter 5 Audience
Management

Special Contributor: Peter Vandre

Audience management is the discipline of identifying audiences and man-

aging the contact strategy and corresponding conversation flow with these

consumers. When done well, audience management maximizes customer

value across interactive and offline touchpoints. Effective audience man-

agement is the next layer on top of a foundation of identity management. It

is the role of identity management to stitch together the various unique

identifiers (cookie ID, device IDs, social handles, email, address, etc.) into an

identity map enabling the persistent tracking of that consumer and their

actions over time. Analytics are applied to these identities to transform

identities into segments that can be used to reach valuable audiences.

WHY AUDIENCE MANAGEMENT IS IMPORTANT

Publishers must manage audiences carefully to cultivate their value. Value

can come in many forms, including advertiser revenue, data sales,
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subscription services, or product sales. If publishers maximize only the

short-termvalue of an audience, it is often at the expense of long-termvalue.

In the short history of the Internet, there are many instances where

consumers abandoned publishers because the consumer experience was

destroyed in the process of trying to monetize those audiences. Consumers

havemany choices, andnews travels fast in cyberspace, sowhen they start to

leave a brand, it can lead to the rapid destruction of the brand. A perfect

example of this is the spectacular demise of the social network, Myspace.

As reported by Businessweek in June 2011, at its December 2008 peak,

Myspace attracted 75.9 million unique monthly visitors in the United

States, according to comScore. ByMay of 2014, that number had dropped

to 34.8million.Over the previous two years,Myspace had lost, on average,

more than a million U.S. users a month. BecauseMyspace makes nearly all

its money from advertising, the exodus has a direct correlation to its

revenue. In 2009, the site brought in $470 million in advertising dollars,

according to eMarketer. In 2011, it generated only $184 million.

What happened? Chris DeWolfe, one of the cofounders of Myspace,

attributes the demise first to how they went about trying to monetize the

site. “When we did the Google deal, we basically doubled the ads on our

site. Remember the rotten teeth ad?” DeWolfe asks. “And the weight-

loss ads that would show a stomach bulging over a pair of pants?”

DeWolfe goes on to say that there was a request to stop selling these

gross-out ads even if it meant a $20 million haircut on $500 million in

revenue. Other decisions were made that negatively impacted revenue,

for instance, the company opted not to make changes to the website that

would have improved the user experience and increased page views.

Things got worse for Myspace in February 2006, when Connecticut

Attorney General Richard Blumenthal announced that he was launching

an investigation into minors’ exposure to pornography on Myspace.

This created a perception that Myspace was not a safe place for kids. All

of these missteps with others squandered Myspace’s first mover advan-

tage in social media as audiences fled to the greener pastures of Face-

book and Twitter. Both Facebook and Twitter have found ways to

monetize their audiences without ruining the customer experience and

alienating users.

Audience management is just as critical for marketers as publishers.

Marketers must manage consumer experience across first- and third-party

audience platforms. This includes messages delivered in display ads
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shown on third-party sites, posts in social networks, and the user

experience within the brand’s first-party websites, emails, and mobile

applications. And consumer expectations of marketers have never been

higher. They are engaged in an ever-expanding number of channels and

expect marketers to broaden their channel reach as well. They assume that

brands are aware of their past interactions and expect brands to provide

personalized and relevant interactions. They are self-selecting to engage

with brands that provide relevance and timeliness. In July 2013, Janrain

Inc. conducted a survey of 2,091 U.S. adults to uncover consumer

perceptions of personalization.1 The results showed that 74 percent of

respondents get frustrated with websites when content, offers, ads, and

promotions appear that have nothing to do with their interests. And

57 percent of respondents were fine with providing personal information,

as long as it was for their benefit and being used in responsible ways.

However, consumers desire a choice in the process. Effective audience

management can mean the difference between a business crashing, like

Myspace, or thriving, like Facebook and Amazon.

AUDIENCE MANAGEMENT TOOLS

There are several terms that are important to define before we dive deeper

into the conversation about how to effectively manage audiences.

• Audience is a group of individuals (known or anonymous) who can
receive a message or engage in a conversation. Online, audiences are

most often associated with publishers who produce content to attract
audiences. Marketers pay the publishers, either directly or indirectly, to

engage with those individuals with their messages. These audiences can
be accessed directly on the publishers’ online properties or extended by

the publishers into other third-party properties not owned by the
publisher. Marketers, however, also have many first-party relationships
with consumers and, as such, have audiences who visit their websites,

mobile apps, social forums, and other online channels. Audience man-
agement requires publishers and marketers alike to monetize these

audiences across third- and first-party properties.

1 http://janrain.com/about/newsroom/press-releases/online-consumers-fed-up-with-
irrelevant-content-on-favorite-websites-according-to-janrain-study/.
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• Consumer segments are groups of individualswith similar characteristics
who are assembled through an analytical process called segmentation.

Segmentation enables audience management. Consumer segments can
be assembled based on behavioral, attitudinal, demographic, psycho-

graphic, geographic, andother types of data. There are alsomanyanalytic
methods used to create segments, ranging from simple rules to clustering

to latent class models. Depending on the type of segmentation, it may be
used for either strategic decisions (such as pricing or product develop-

ment) or tactical decisions (such as determining the next product or
message that should be shown to a person).

• Personas are representative members of a segment that are used to help
marketers relate to that segment. For example, if we create a segment
called “young newmovers,”wemight choose Dan Smith with his family

of three as the prototypical representative member of this segment based
on the fact that he represents the average characteristics of individuals in

this segment. Since segments are by definition mathematical formulas,
they are abstract in nature anddifficult for humans to digest. But personas

are easily relatable, and therefore help inform the creative process.

• Profiles are simply statistical summaries of the elements making up a

segment. Like the persona, they can help the marketer understand more
about the segment. For the young mover segment, the profile could

include statistics such as “75 percent of consumers in this segment are
located in the United States, have an average of 1.5 children, and an

average head-of-household age range between 24 and 32 years.”

• Model scores are analytic-driven customer attributes that are used to

inform targeting and personalization decisions. Whereas segmentation
is used to organize individuals into groups, model scores are very

granular (varying by individual level). Various analytical methods
can be used to create these scores ranging from regression modeling,
machine learning, and rules, to decision tree modeling.

As mentioned, segmentation is an important tool for extracting audi-

ence value. The problem is few marketers have figured out how to

effectively utilize segmentation to drive value. It is common for an

organization to rally around a major segmentation project with a promise

that the output segmentation will effectively drive everything from prod-

uct development to market investment to acquisition creative to real-time

personalization across media and channels. A promise that a single

segmentation can accomplish such a wide range of purposes is misguided

and always leads to missed expectations and failed implementations—and
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often a devalued role and a bad reputation for segmentation within the

organization.

To avoid this trap, we recommend thinking about segmentation across

several dimensions. Different segment dimensions are useful for different

business purposes. Figure 5.1 contains a table that summarizes common

segment dimensionswith their definitions and recommended applications.

As a rule of thumb, some segmentation dimensions are more suited for

strategic applications and others for more tactical marketing execution.

When we are informing an individual-level communication decision, stra-

tegic segmentation dimensions are often not as helpful. In these use cases,

individual customer behavior and life cycle are typically the most powerful

inputs. On the other hand, research-driven segmentation, rich in consumer

attitudes, needs, motivations, and life stage segments, are incredibly valu-

able in informing strategic business decisions through the customer lens.

The best overarching segmentation strategies are multidimensional.

Figure 5.2 illustrates how one financial services company segmented its

customers across different dimensions to effectively inform strategic and

tactical decisions.

FIGURE 5.1 Where Different Types of Segmentation Work Best
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With this audience management framework, the company is able to drive

strategic direction through the enterprise segments, while taking advantage

of the much more granular “audience targeting” and “next-best-action”

models to drive individual-level targeting andmessaging decisions. The value

segmentationplays adual role. It is used to informmacrobusiness investment

decisions but also serves as a guardrail to ensure that marketers aren’t

overinvesting in specific individuals. Future plans for the value dimension

include pushing it into the demand-side platform to inform bid levels and

contact frequency, especially when remarketing to existing customers.

One of the most important considerations in creating any segmentation

or predictive model is the ability to accurately score across the audiences

FIGURE 5.2 Comprehensive Audience Management Toolset
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for which marketers intend to apply it. This may seem obvious but we’ve

seen many instances, for example, where a pure research-based segmen-

tation is developed with little to no thought for how that segmentation can

be scored against the target audience universe.

Another consideration is how the segmentation or model can be scored

against anonymous audiences. Up until a few years ago, segmentation was

scored only on universes that had personally identifiable information

attached.With many of today’s audience platforms enabling only market-

ing to anonymous individuals, this is no longer an option.

Some questions you might ask your analytics team before they start a

segmentation project include:

• What are the purpose and intended uses of the segmentation?

• To what specific audiences will we be able to apply this segmentation

and with what level of accuracy?

• Is this a segment that can and should be scored in real time (given the

desired application use cases)? What system or application will be doing
this scoring?

• Can and should this segmentation be applied to first- and/or third-party
anonymous segments? What data will be available to facilitate that?

WHEN SEGMENTATION DISAPPOINTS

If segmentation is so powerful, why does it sometimes fall short of

expectations? There are various reasons for this:

• The misconception that segmentation will directly create business
return. Simply creating differentiated, mutually exclusive groups,

even when implemented, does not change customer behaviors. Segmen-
tation differs from predictive modeling. Models select target audiences
using a fact-based cutoff of the model scores. In other words, we are

stacking the deck to make sure the marketing initiatives work and
predicting who will respond or convert. Segmentation is not targeted to

the individual and, in that way, it differs from predictive modeling.

• Thinking of segmentation as a substitute for targeting. The purpose of
segmentation is not to target a specific marketing campaign, and the
reason for that is simple: If we want to target something with accuracy,

there is always a better way to do it than building mutually exclusive
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groups, for example, through building propensity models. Targeting
and personalization require real-time contextual information that is not

available when creating customer segments.

• Creating segments to purely understand a conceptual mind-set or
persona. Often, agencies and consulting companies build research-
led “attitudinal” segments. Those have their purpose but are not

relevant to selecting marketing actions. Pure research-led efforts are
more like academic studies, but if they cannot convert into core strategic

segments, then they are likely not going to bring the desired change.

• Excessive focus on demographics. Although demographic personas and

profiles are very easily understood, they are often weakly tied to use or
purchase orientation and, therefore, unconvincingly tied to monetary

outcomes. Of course, the entire measurement system of U.S. television
advertising still uses age as a primary cut, so we do not imply that

demographics have no use. Our point is that demographics represent
only one dimension of a much broader picture.

• Undue absorption in the segmentation’s technical details. Too often,
analytical efforts place too much focus on the methodology and tactics
of the design and ignore the ultimate purpose and goal of the solution.

This typically happens when there is no clear purpose for the segmen-
tation solution. A well-crafted strategy yields a meaningful segmenta-

tion that is homogeneous within segments but different across segments.
Although the latter pieces can be quantified, it is hard to put a metric

against what is meaningful. The contrast to this is modeling, where,
typically, a clear metric is optimized. So the analytic methodology,

although important, can be a secondary focus.

ACTIVATING AUDIENCES

Historically, segmentation was used in digital media primarily as a rough

tool for audience planning and buying. The process works as follows.

1. Marketer or agency conducts primary and secondary research to
determine the target audience and its associated characteristics.

2. Agency creates basic demographic-based segments that are colored
with additional research and presented through personas.

3. Mass and digital marketing agency takes personas and leverages
planning tools to try and match them to specific digital properties

and the broader media buy.
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4. Budgets are allocated accordingly and inventory is secured for those
properties.

5. Media is run and performance monitored as adjustments are made.

In this situation, segmentation is playing an important role in informing

macro spend decisions, but it is still a relatively blunt instrument. However,

as more and more audiences are becoming addressable through audience

platforms, the role of segmentation is becoming much more important.

Although it is still used at a macro level to inform those guaranteed and

often premium ad placements, it is doing much more heavy lifting within

programmatic media. For example, segments can be created for high-value

audiences (leveraging first- and third-party data) that are then sent (syndi-

cated) from data management platforms (DMP) to audience platforms for

targetingwith specificmessages.Customer valuemetrics canbeused to turn

off or throttle upmarketing to specific individuals. Life cycle and next-best-

action segments are key inputs into the decision management platform

where rules and optimization algorithms are leveraged to drive the most

impactful communication delivery at each consumer touchpoint.

So, what does effective audience management look like from a customer

experience standpoint? Imagineaprogressionof customer interactions such

as depicted in Figure 5.3. Here we have paired what the customer is

experiencing within a customer journey with what the PlatformMarketer

is doing.

This experience shows that segmentation is informing marketing actions

at each step in the customer experience. For this to work, it is essential that

the segmentation be regularly scored and updated, often in real time, to

inform successive consumer interactions with the brand. TheDMP is doing

a lot of heavy lifting in regard to managing these segments in interactive

channels. However, the DMP must be syncing with the foundational

marketing platform to create a complete view of the customer. It also

must have a tight connection to the insight platform where new segmenta-

tions are created and deployed and where performance is tracked.

TYING AUDIENCE MANAGEMENT TOMARKETING PERFORMANCE

For audience management to be effective there must be accountability and

performance tracking against each segment throughout the entire
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FIGURE 5.3 Typical Customer Experience within the Customer

Journey
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marketing execution process. This includes not only the purchase of

media, but also the delivery of that media, and its associated impact

on conversions and the creation of incremental value.

Verifying that the media was correctly purchased against the desired

segment is the first step in this process. This requires analytics to be able to

configure campaign tracking with the right metadata so that it is easy to

report out spend by segment across tactics. Because this is a difficult task,

enforcing consistent and accurate entry of metadata by media planners

has been a challenge since the beginning of digital marketing.

Next, we must be able to verify that media was delivered to segments as

planned. This is also very difficult and requires constant vigilance. A big

part of the challenge is that there are incentives within the digital media

ecosystem for publishers and data providers to cut corners or commit fraud

to increase revenue. Examples of this are the high levels of ad fraud we see

among unscrupulous publishers who will use bots to boost impression and

click delivery numbers.Adweek reported inOctober 2013 that one in every

six PCs may be infected with bots.2 Fraudsters are posing under the names

of legitimate publishers, making it difficult for the marketer to distinguish

high-quality from low-quality delivery. Third-party data providers also

have incentives to bend the rules and supply intender or other audiences,

using loose definitions of intender to boost audience sizes at the expense of

quality. And, unfortunately, marketing agencies are also sometimes not

incented to do the right thing. Anagency thatfinds that its target click rate is

below goal for a month may turn a blind eye or even increase spend to a

suspicious publisher that is providing click rates. The PlatformMarketer is

an audience management expert who stays on top of these issues.

Finally, as mentioned in Chapter 11,Measurement and Attribution, the

ability to report out marketing performance by segment is essential to a

segment-driven marketing strategy. Attribution reports, dashboards, and

planning tools should be filterable by key segments.

CONCLUSION

Just as audience management builds on the Platform Marketer compe-

tency of identity management, other competencies can only be done well

2 www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/online-ad-fraudsters-are-stealing-
6-billion-brands-152823.
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on a solid foundation of audience management. The segmentation and

model underpinning of audience management is the scaffolding that

supports the customer journey strategy, which cuts across digital media

and channel optimization. It is one of the primary lenses through which

attribution and planning must occur. And it is only possible through

thoughtful integration across each component of the technology stack.
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Chapter 6 The Privacy Paradox

Special Contributor: Bennie Smith

The Platform Marketer wants nothing more than to meet consumer

expectations by delivering a rich, personalized experience across the

devices they love and constantly use. The Platform Marketer dedicates

significant resources toward making that a reality. And while consumers

intuitively know that those experiences are informed by information, they

are often reluctant to provide it. They are often uneasy with the idea that

marketers may have access to information about them to which they don’t

have visibility themselves. This reflects the commonly held definition of

privacy as “the right to be let alone,” and it speaks to consumers’ desire to

be in control of how, when, and with whom they interact. To add to the

challenge, marketers don’t always know how to ask for the data or how to

use it in ways that meet the needs and expectations of the consumer.

For the PlatformMarketer, therein lies the opportunity. It’s the Platform

Marketer who can chart the course that results in respectfully reaching the

consumer; delivering value into the customer relationship, regardless of

channel, device, or platform; incorporating a full understanding of the
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challenges and sensitivities of each touchpoint; and remaining in full

alignment with both consumer preferences and corporate objectives.

CONSUMER CONCERNS

In order to find solutions that address consumers’ concerns around

privacy, it’s important to listen to what they are saying. Typical research

in this area tends to generalize rather than break down concerns by

categories of interaction or experience. While the research around con-

sumer privacy is varied and, in some cases, gives off conflicting or unclear

messages, there is a signal among the noise.

In the GFK Survey on Data Privacy and Trust, conducted in March

2014,1 59 percent of respondents, who spanned all age groups, expressed

growing concern over privacy in the previous 12 months (see Figure 6.1).

Given the increasing frequency of blaring headlines about data breaches at

large and small businesses, retailers, and restaurants—coupled with the

general unease around the notion of pervasive government surveillance—

it is no wonder that concern over personal data is high.

This is not the first time we’ve seen high sensitivity or concerned

responses from consumers on this issue, but maybe it’s the first time

we’ve seen them in conjunction with consumer action in response.

In “The Data Digest: The Evolution of Consumer Attitudes on Pri-

vacy,” published August 1, 2014, by Forrester,2 we see that consumer

behavior can change in response to concerns they feel overall about

privacy (Figure 6.2).

Despite the lack of granularity in a lot of the research, there are some

clear messages that can map out a path to opportunity for the Platform

Marketer to carve out a different experience for consumers.

This is supported by the GFK Data Privacy and Trust study that shows

consumers, while looking formore order and clarity regarding their data in

the online space, are not calling for governments to step in and fix the

problem through regulatory or legislative efforts—at least not yet. Instead,

1 GFK Survey on Data Privacy and Trust, “Data Highlights,”March 2014, www.gfk
.com/trustsurvey/Pages/default.aspx.
2 http://blogs.forrester.com/anjali_lai/14-08-01-the_data_digest_the_evolution_of_
consumer_attitudes_on_privacy?evar1=51174:1444729&cmpid=PR:soc:tw:Shout+
1444729.
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FIGURE 6.2 Growing Consumer Empowerment

Base: 600 U.S. online adults.

Source: Forrester’s ConsumerVoices Market Research Online Community, Q3

2013 (U.S.) and Forrester’s ConsumerVoices Market Research Online

Community, Q2 2014 (U.S.).

FIGURE 6.1 Growing Consumer Concern about Their Data

Source: GFK Survey on Data Privacy and Trust—Data Highlights, 2014,

www.gfk.com/trustsurvey/Pages/default.aspx.
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they want the change to come from those brands with which they already

interact and that have their data in their care, custody, or control.

It’s no wonder consumers feel this way; these are the places and

communities with which they spend increasing amounts of time and

disclose all kinds of personal, if not sensitive, information (Figure 6.3).

If those brands don’t take this opportunity to better engage on the issues

that are of concern to the consumer, those consumerswill take actionbyusing

the tools at their disposal to gain whatever measure of control they can. The

marketerswho look for and listen to the signalwithin the noisewill ultimately

prevail in providing their consumers with those rich, tailored, personalized

experiences that lead to long-term, high-value customer relationships.

THE “PRIVACYSCAPE”

Somemarketers may dismiss or minimize consumer feedback and behaviors

as the anxieties of a few or believe that their already established customer

relationships don’t require much additional reflection on their part. But the

PlatformMarketer knows the folly of this thinking and is also keenly aware

that it’s not just the consumer who has concerns about privacy.

Some years ago, Terence Kawaja, CEO of LUMA Partners, developed

the LUMAscape to clarify marketers’ thinking about the digital marketing

landscape and all of the entities sitting between them and the consumer.

Along those lines, we created a landscape, or “privacyscape,” for the

Platform Marketer (see Figure 6.4). It illustrates that the space between

FIGURE 6.3 Consumer Desire for Better Data Controls
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the Platform Marketer and the consumer is filled with multiple groups

of stakeholders—from industry self-regulatory to state-mandated regula-

tory to legislative—all of which have a voice in the consumer privacy

conversation.

While this is not an exhaustive list of all the entities across the globe that

have a stake in shaping consumer privacy, it does illustrate that the path

from marketer to consumer is one that has to be navigated carefully and

respectfully. This is particularly true when we look at some of the public

statements made by regulators and privacy advocates. “It’s safe to promise

you that 2014will be just as busy as 2013,” said JessicaRich, director, FTC

Bureau of Consumer Protection, speaking at an International Association

of PrivacyProfessionalsmeeting inDecember 2013.3Andwhile speaking at

the National Advertising Division Annual Conference on September 30,

2013, she said, “We’ve spent a lot of time thinking not just about what is

beingmarketed to consumers but alsohow items aremarketed, especially in

the mobile arena.”4

FIGURE 6.4 Privacyscape

3 www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/privacy-today-ftcs-
2014-privacy-agency/131206privacytodayjrich.pdf.
4 www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/remarks-national-
advertising-division-annual-conference/130930nad.pdf.
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It’s not just empty rhetoric; attention like this has led to greater scrutiny

and, in many cases, action, as depicted in Figure 6.5, has taken the form of

press attention as well regulatory enforcement both in the United States

and in the European Union.

Let’s take a look at three of the main stakeholders in the protection of

consumer privacy.

GOVERNMENT

Governments tend to legislate in a rearviewmirror sort of fashion. In other

words, they often try to prevent something that has already happened from

happening again in the future. Even if a mishap is imminent, legislative

intervention is often too late to be truly proactive in avoiding unwanted

situations. In the United States, the laws intending to protect consumer

privacy in some way can be focused on specific industries, like financial

FIGURE 6.5 Attention and Enforcement

Source: DataGuidance, Enforcement Report 2013.  2014, Cecile Park

Publishing, Ltd., London, www.ftc.gov/enforcement/cases-proceedings.
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services (Gramm–Leach–BlileyAct, 1999); or healthcare (Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act of 1996); channels of communication,

like email (CAN-SPAMAct of 2003); or protected classes of people, namely

children, aswe saw in theChildren’sOnline PrivacyProtectionAct of 1998.

The European Union adopted the Data Protection Directive in 1995 that

speaks to the protection of individuals with respect to the processing of

personal dataand themovement of thatdata. In2015, the existingdirective,

it is believed,will be supersededby theGeneralData ProtectionRegulation.

In both cases, the law is broad and comprehensive and rests on the idea that

an individual’s privacy is a basic human right.

In addition to legislation, governments can promote concepts of con-

sumer privacy by imbuing regulatory agencies with the authority to either

enforce existing laws or create regulations and standards that can act in the

absence of legislation. In the United States, the Federal Trade Commission

(FTC) is perhaps the best example of this. At the top of the commission’s list

of strategic goals is the protection of consumers against fraud, deception,

and unfair practices in the marketplace. On issues of consumer privacy, the

FTC has been a supporter, and at times a not-so-gentle reminder, of the

importance of vigorous and responsive industry self-regulation.

While there are differing opinions as to the efficacy of legislation and/or

regulatory policy, this approach can often provide at least some clarity to

the Platform Marketer as to where the boundary lines are in terms of

behavior and practices. This stability can help the PlatformMarketer plan

and develop customer engagement models that speak to corporate objec-

tives and consumer expectations, while living squarely within the regula-

tory requirements. The Platform Marketer might say that CAN-SPAM is

an example of this. While it’s not perfect, and there continue to be areas of

debate and ambiguity, there is enough clarity that over the decade since it

was enacted, we have been able to develop strong, robust, and effective

consumer messaging campaigns that have acquired and retained custom-

ers in a rich value-driven relationship.

The PlatformMarketer also recognizes that it is important to be aware of

any regulatory issues that are being addressed at the state level. We know

that achieving federal legislation is often difficult and can take years to

accomplish; however, state legislators tend to move somewhat more

quickly in their attempt tofill a void createdby federal inaction, particularly

when it comes to the perceived well-being of citizens. California is just one

example of a state that has taken this responsibility seriously. Over the
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years, the state has enacted privacy legislation that not only includes a fair

number of general privacy laws but also specific ones that focus on health

information, identity theft, unsolicited commercial communications, and

online privacy. These protections are all rooted in the California Constitu-

tion,Article 1, Section 1, giving each citizen an“inalienable right” to pursue

and obtain “privacy,” a very worthy objective.5

INDUSTRY

Once issues of concern have been identified and solutions are proposed, it’s

notalways true that legislation, eitherat thenational or state level, is thebest

answer to address the problem.Often, it is the industry itself, in the form of

self-regulatory organizations, that can step up and provide the necessary

protections for consumers. These measures come in the form of widely

accepted best practices or guidelines. The Network Advertising Initiative

(NAI) is an example of an industry coming together and formulating a code

of conduct that is broadly adopted by members in the online advertising

space. For the most part, NAI is favorably viewed by regulators as a strong

and acceptable alternative to legislations. The Platform Marketer knows

that this approach is substantive and meaningful, yet flexible enough to be

adaptive to the changing nature of the environments in which consumers

congregate. Self-regulation is also responsive to thedynamic and innovative

technologies that power these market fluctuations.

It is in the adherence to and promotion of industry self-regulatory

practices based on the FTC’s Fair Information Practice Principles that the

idea of protecting the consumer from deceptive or unfair practices can

come to life, creating a distinction between those who value the consumer

and those who have other goals. The PlatformMarketer understands that

the basic principles of notice and choice, as outlined in the brand’s Fair

Information Practices Policy, are the building blocks of the foundation

upon which the consumer relationship is built.

INDIVIDUALS

Often overlooked, but just as important a stakeholder, is the consumer

who plays a large role in the notion of the privacy paradox. Consumer

engagement levels in all manner of digital experiences and communities

5 www.leginfo.ca.gov/.const/.article_1.
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have simply exploded—and they show little or no signs of slowing. There is

an awareness among consumers, not only that their personal data helps to

drive the rich experiences that these companies provide, but also that

sharing this data is the price you pay for these experiences, in whole or

in part.Without a better understanding of the what, when, andwhy of data

collection and use, the consumer is often left feeling vulnerable and

conflicted.“I love this restaurant-finderapponmyphone,butwhathappens

to my data if I press ‘ok’ when asked if that app can use my current

location?” Armed with tools that can provide them options, the consumer

moves from passive bystander to active participant.

Through the adoption of privacy-protecting tools and practices, such as

downloading and keeping updated versions of antivirus programs, run-

ning the latest versions of software on devices, utilizing browser controls

to limit some or all cookies, and even installing ad blockers, consumers are

demonstrating their ability to control the environments in which they

congregate and reveal themselves. Another indicator is this Google Trends

reporting (see Figure 6.6) showing the number of consumer searches for

the term “ad block” substantially increasing over time.

Again, the Platform Marketer can look at this challenge and see an

opportunity that lies in searching out ways to provide consumers with the

FIGURE 6.6 Consumer Interest in Ad Blocking

Source: http://invenio-solutions.com/online-consumer-privacyhow-will-it-

affect-the-media-brands-you-love/.
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experiences they are looking for, along with an understanding of how

their personal data supports them.

The Platform Marketer and team are aware of the debate emerging

around the need to update or revisit some basic principles that shape the

ways we’ve typically approached privacy. A number of privacy

approaches exist around the globe that vary by jurisdiction. For exam-

ple, in the United States there is a sectoral approach to privacy protec-

tions at the regulatory level while the EU has adopted a broad-based,

comprehensive approach to the problem. Both, however, have roots in

the Fair Information Practice Principles, which date back to the early

1970s. These guidelines were developed in response to the issue of an

increased use of automated data systems that contained information

about individuals.6

Notice and choice are at the heart of those principles and have been

effective in communicating to consumers the information needed to

make decisions about how to engage with brands in the online space.

However, this becomes more complicated as the traditional distinctions

between the first- and third-party roles, responsibilities, and data

ownership become cloudier. This is particularly true as it concerns

collection and usage of data. A more robust model is needed to

communicate important information to consumers. The Platform Mar-

keter is spending time with the team, thinking through ways to do just

that and realizing that it’s not only notice, but transparency, that

consumers need (see Figure 6.7). It’s no longer just a “tell them”

approach but rather “show them” via more means of communication

than simply text-dependent disclosures. Additionally, the Platform

Marketer and team know that simple, binary choice options like yes

or no, subscribe or unsubscribe—and the all-or-nothing approach they

dictate—are not likely the best way to capture consumer engagement.

Instead, providing consumers with a greater sense of control over the

data is a better approach for the long term. How do notice and choice

work when my watch is collecting data about me, my movements, and

my behaviors in order to help me make more health-conscious choices

that can lead to better physical and emotional outcomes?

6 U.S. Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems, Records,
Computers and the Rights of Citizens, “Chapter IV: Recommended Safeguards for
Administrative Personal Data Systems” (1973).
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THE PLATFORMS

In addition to understanding the regulatory framework at the national,

state, and industry level, the PlatformMarketer must also develop a solid

understanding of the use requirements of the key platforms on which

consumers are being engaged. Typically, that includes Google, Facebook,

and Twitter, and, depending on your social media strategy and under-

standing of consumers’ habits, it may extend to YouTube, Pinterest,

Yahoo!, AOL, and others.

For the most part, the common thread running through their policy

statements speaks to the advertisers’ responsibility for the safety and

legitimacy of their ads and/or messages. That’s no surprise for the

Platform Marketer, as these principles apply in the offline world as

well. What may be different for the Platform Marketer is the application

of these principles in the online space, particularly when engaging

consumers in a social media setting. With the proliferation of “liking,”

“poking,” “friending,” and “following”—not to mention sharing content

and promotions—it’s important for the Platform Marketer and team to

develop internal best-practice guidelines about how and when to partici-

pate and engage.

These guidelines may be platform specific, such as Twitter, and center

around the unique aspects of that community. They should address

questions that include: What are the criteria for when your brand follows

an individual? Should you proactively seek to do that or wait for an

invitation from the consumer? How do you handle negative tweets? Is

FIGURE 6.7 Notice to Transparency and Choice to Control
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there a tiger team in place to address questions or misinformation?Do you

have multilanguage skills on the team? (You may be targeting English-

speaking consumers in the United States, but your tweets may not be

limited to an English-speaking audience, especially if they are widely

shared or retweeted.) Are corporate PR and marketing communications

looped into the strategy in case your organization becomes part of “the

story” that gains broad or mainstream media attention?

Additionally, a set of internal best-practice guidelines are extra important

for the PlatformMarketer whose organization sits within an industry that

is more explicitly regulated than others. Pharma and financial services are

just two examples of industries whose marketing and advertising practices

and activities may be subject to law at the national and local levels,

governed by industry self-regulatory codes of conduct as well as specific

requirements and/or prohibitions imposed by the platforms themselves.

It is typical for financial services marketers to ensure that their messages

and promotions are compatible with the disclosure requirements imposed

by law or industry code of conduct when they appear in traditional

channels like print or television. However, it’s the PlatformMarketer who

must ensure that the requirements originating from the platforms them-

selves are equally addressed when messages appear in online spaces as

display ads or search queries, or in social media spaces, as tweets, for

example. Twitter, like the other platforms, explicitly calls out its expect-

ation of the PlatformMarketer to act in compliance with these standards.

In some cases, there are broad restrictions of use, either by country or by

product or service being promoted, and prior approval may be required.

In the case of health and pharma marketing, the Platform Marketer

understands that the requirements around promoting over-the-counter

medications in a medium with limited real estate for disclosure makes

product description a challenge but not necessarily impossible.

In the same way the Platform Marketer sees the ongoing need to

communicate to the customer, so do the platforms themselves. One

example of this is the continual efforts of Facebook to find ways to better

communicate with its users the ways in which it collects and uses data that

powers the experience now and in the future.

Facebook has taken steps to make the information clear and accessible,

utilizing an interactive, colorful site with language designed to be easier to

understand and absorb. “This is a continued effort,” said Facebook Chief

Privacy Officer Erin Egan, recognizing the frustration that users may
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experience due to the scope and/or frequency of change to their privacy

settings (Figure 6.8). “Wewant to provide information to people in a clear

and concise manner.”7

As the PlatformMarketer begins to utilize multiple platforms as part of

the customer acquisition and/or customer retention efforts, it will become

increasingly important to note that these underlying policies and guide-

lines are subject to change. This is especially true if that platform

continually rolls out new services, products, and tools or updates existing

ones that may impact how data is collected and/or used. As those changes

may subsequently impact how the Platform Marketer interacts with the

platform directly or with consumers present on the platform. They all

require the Platform Marketer to take the responsibility of compliance

with their changing guidelines and rules. The savvy marketer directs the

team to come up with solutions that address this responsibility. These

tactics could include a process such as setting up a recurring calendar

event that triggers the designated team member(s) to revisit the policies

and guidelines of the respective platforms to see if the last updated date

remains the same as previously noted. If the date has changed, organize

FIGURE 6.8 Facebook Data Policy

7 www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2014/11/13/facebook-rewrites-its-
privacy-policy-so-that-humans-can-understand-it.
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the team for a discussion around whether those changes impact the

strategy or any of the previously or soon-to-be deployed tactics.

At this point, it may not be clear to the average marketer how to find the

opportunity in what is developing into an increasingly challenging envi-

ronment, full of cautious consumers and ever-watchful advocates and

regulators. The Platform Marketer, on the other hand, recognizes that

there are two key assets that can help to level the playing field and create

opportunity where it may not seem to exist.

The first and foundational asset is the customer relationship. It is often

overlooked or undervalued as a core principal, but the PlatformMarketer

is the only stakeholder who owns the other half of the customer relation-

ship. This is a powerful asset through which to both communicate with

and listen to the consumer.

Think about this as an example: After years of shopping in the bricks

and mortar locations of a major national retailer, a consumer decides to

explore shopping and buying online with that retailer by agreeing to opt in

to its email messaging program. It all seems very simple and straightfor-

ward. Almost immediately after receiving the welcome message, the

consumer begins to see information and offers about the upcoming

season’s fashions or back-to-school specials. After several days, the

retailer sends a promotional message that also contains the opportunity

to customize the content of future messaging according to the consumer’s

self-reported gender-based preferences. The preference information is

entered, the form submitted, and the consumer receives an email confir-

mation of receipt. A day later, the next email communication arrives in the

consumer’s inbox, but it does not reflect the self-reported preferences of

the consumer. Assuming some sort of mistake, the consumer finds the

customer service email address in the message and sends an email asking

why, after taking the time to communicate her preferences, she is still

receiving offers that are irrelevant to those preferences. The marketer

acknowledges the receipt of the inquiry and sets expectations about a

response timeline (good) and a personalized response arrives within 24

hours (good). However, the answer as to why the consumer is still getting

irrelevant messaging is that it takes three to four weeks for the retailer’s

systems to be fully updated with the new information. That is a poor

response and an even worse experience for the consumer.

What the PlatformMarketer knows is that, when we ask consumers to

provide information about what they value in the relationship—which is
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what self-reported preferences are—it is essential to incorporate that into

the customer relationship in ways that acknowledge the consumer.

If there are real technical limitations that cannot be overcome in the

short term, the Platform Marketer knows that the answer is not to

continue delivering irrelevant (unwanted) information to the consumer

until back-end or legacy systems have been populated with the new data.

Instead you must look for alternatives to a negative consumer experience.

One option might be to temporarily suppress that user altogether to

ensure she doesn’t receive additional irrelevant messages during the time it

takes to put the technical capabilities in place. Another option might be to

proactively craft temporary messaging that informs the customer of the

time it will take to incorporate her self-reported data, with an assurance

that her preferences will be incorporated into the brand’s communications

as quickly as possible. This approach allows the marketer to maintain

engagement with that consumer, but does not imply that her expressed

preferences are being ignored because of technical limitations. The Plat-

form Marketer seeks to avoid experiences that subtly or otherwise

communicate to the customer that her feedback or input is not valued.

While this one issue may seem like a small thing, given the amount of

inbound mail the average inbox receives—up to 81 individual messages

each day in 2014 (see Figure 6.9)—the Platform Marketer knows how

critical it is for messaging to stand out in the consumer’s inbox. That goal

can’t be achieved by ignoring customer signals. Doing so could relegate all

future messaging to the status of spam, which is defined by the recipient as

messaging that is not meaningful or relevant to her, regardless of whether

it was solicited. The PlatformMarketer is looking for ways to incorporate

FIGURE 6.9 Email versus Spam

Source: “E-Mail Statistics Report 2011–2015,” The Radicati Group.
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those responses and to take action on them in ways that drive value and

create a sense of trust.

The other critical asset the Platform Marketer has is the team—the set

of internal resources including privacy, legal, and data security—that can

be marshaled and used to effectively establish a strong, value-based, two-

way communication with the consumer. While everyone on the team has

a role to play, all the activities are organized around a single guiding

principle: how our brand delivers upon the promise of rich, personalized

experiences while respecting the expectations of the customer.

Thinking back a moment to the findings in the GFK Survey on Data

Privacy and Trust, we know that consumers are suspicious of many

organizations that have custody of their data. They worry that their

personal information is not being handled in ways that ensure its

protection from breaches, malicious threats, or unexpected use. That’s

where your data security team steps in. Are they providing you with a

quarterly assessment of both what’s happening externally and how

that may be shaping your organization’s global information security

program—particularly as it regards the security of customer data? The

challenge for the Platform Marketer and the data security resources is

to provide the transparency required to increase customer confidence

but at the same time to avoid providing a roadmap to those who would

misuse the data. The answer may be different by industry or for each

individual organization; one place to start would be the privacy policy.

Is there a section titled “data security” that can be easily found by the

consumer? What level of assurance does it provide beyond the now

standard “we take data security seriously” disclosure? Today’s con-

sumers are savvy enough to know that a serious approach to data

security is table stakes, and they have come to expect more. Recently, a

national retailer experienced an attack that resulted in the loss of

millions of customer records, blaring negative headlines, and ulti-

mately a change in leadership. A review of that privacy policy after

the breach revealed that the company dedicated a mere 150 words out

of almost 3,000 to describe its commitment to this increasingly

important issue. While it could be argued that this company used

other channels like direct mail or email to talk about these issues with

both affected and unaffected consumers, the fact remains that the

privacy policy is a platform that should be thought of as part of the

messaging opportunity.
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The third component of the team is the privacy/data protection

resource, or chief privacy officer (CPO), who is the information privacy

professional in the organization. In some organizations this resource is

part of the legal team and perhaps the two roles are combined into the

same person. However, the organizational structure does not diminish the

Platform Marketer’s reliance on this key resource. The CPO helps to

shape and inform the organization’s information collection, sharing and

use practices, and the policies (if not contractual requirements) that

support the principles of notice and choice.

ThePlatformMarketer requires the teammember responsible for privacy

to stay current on both global and local enforcement trends and legislative

and/or regulatory initiatives that may present risk to established policies

andprocedures.TheCPOmustdevelop riskmanagement strategies for new

or existing products or services (privacy by design), guide training and

awareness programs (e.g., Cookies and Pixels in Digital Marketing 101),

and perhaps most of all, provide thought leadership on these key issues so

that the Platform Marketer and team can achieve the original objective of

delivering rich, tailored, and personalized experiences to the consumer in

ways that meet or exceed expectations, while respecting privacy.

When the Platform Marketer and the team—especially the CPO—

establish a close andmutually supportive dialogue, the PlatformMarketer

can come to rely on this resource as the voice of the consumer, providing

insight and guidance around the thinking and actions of privacy advo-

cates and regulators and combine that into a narrative that highlights key

or emerging themes in the consumer privacy space.

An important example would be the transformation of the now basic

“notice and choice” concepts into “transparency and control.” It is the

CPOwho can help the PlatformMarketer set and execute against strategy

to collect, use, and share consumer data. It used to be enough to assume

that consumers were aware when marketers were collecting data—“enter

your email address here”—for example. However, with an exploding

number of nontraditional sources of data that can be used to enrich the

brand’s understanding of the consumer and how to serve her, it places a

greater obligation on the Platform Marketer to discover better, more

robust ways to present and share this information. Perhaps a less obvious

example of the importance of this transition can be foundwhenwe look to

our friends in the European Union. In the EU, data protection authorities

have long said that providing individuals with control over their data was
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a critical priority, particularly where practices were thought to be unclear

or nontransparent to the individual. The European Commission’s enact-

ment of the “right to be forgotten” speaks directly to this notion. While

there is certainly much debate over the efficacy and soundness of this

particular approach, the Platform Marketer is aware that the EU stepped

into a gap (perceived or real) and created a support for consumers.

The CPO resource is well positioned to provide recommendations on

how to bridge the gap between consumer expectation and experience,

hopefully before additional legislative or regulatory action takes shape.

PRIVACY POLICY

Almost from the beginning, the posted privacy policy was heralded as a

boon for consumer privacy, in that it allowed the consumer to knowwhat

was happening when interacting with the website in question. At the same

time, the posted privacy policy was criticized as being too technical,

complicated, and difficult to access and/or understand by the average

consumer. Research showed that when data collection, use, and sharing of

information were clearly presented, consumers preferred retailers that

better protect their privacy.8 However, another 2007 study at University

of California, Berkeley, found that “75 percent of consumers think as long

as a site has a privacy policy it means it won’t share data with third

parties.” So, it’s clear that confusion reigns and consumer interaction with

the posted privacy policy has decreased. One might assume that no one

other than regulators and plaintiffs’ attorneys read them anymore.9

If that’s true, it presents another opportunity. The Platform Marketer

knows and understands that the consumer is looking for information upon

which to base decisions. Right now that informationmay be incomplete or

based on short-termbenefits (e.g., access to the site or downloadof the app),

under the assumption that the experience benefits outweigh potential risk in

the misuse of their data. That may be true, but the Platform Marketer

recognizes that communicating into the customer relationship iswhat helps

8 Alessandro Acquisti and Janice Tsai, Serge Egelman, and Lorrie Cranor, “The Effect
of Online Privacy Information on Purchasing Behavior: An Experimental Study”
(Carnegie Mellon University, 2007).
9 Robert Gorell, “Do Consumers Care about Online Privacy?” (October 2007).
Grokdotcom.com citing to a study by Chris Hoofnagle, UC-Berkeley’s Bolt School
of Law, Samuelson Law, Technology & Public Policy Clinic, Berkeley.edu.
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to drive value versus silence and hoping for desired outcomes. To be clear,

the privacy policy is not amarketing brochure or sales collateral. It ismeant

to be a clear and accurate description of those data collection, use, and

sharing practices employed to deliver value and rich experiences to the

consumer. If that’s how we understand its role then the PlatformMarketer

and teamare actively seekingways todeliver that information to consumers

in differentways. Perhaps they can use less text-dependentmethods, such as

video, andplaces not necessarilyfixed to a single location.Maybe insteadof

the privacypolicy link from thebottomof the homepage, themessaging can

be found in all the relevantplaces and experiences thatwouldbemeaningful

to the consumer. In the past, it was thought that the less we said about

privacy the better so as not to scare the consumer. What we know today is

that, in the same way that consumers have access to all sorts of pricing

information when shopping, they also have access to information about

data breaches or privacymissteps by some of the most recognizable brands

in the marketplace. They are forming their own opinions and considering

where they can take action. The Platform Marketer would rather tell the

brand’s story directly to the consumer than have someone else do it and end

up with a confused—or worse, disengaged—consumer.

“One ofmy concerns is that lawyers have been a little bit too involved in

this space,” said FTC Commissioner Julie Brill. “They don’t have to be

thrown out of the room, but I would really like to see the creative people

play more of a role in figuring out how to communicate with consumers in

a layered, just-in-time way, so consumers can learn what they need to

know.”10

While she uses slightly different language, we think that Brill is really

talking about ensuring that the Platform Marketer and the team are

devoting time, attention, and resources to a broader-than-typical set of

stakeholders, all aligned to the mission of communicating with consumers

beyond what was traditionally accepted.

ADDRESSABILITY AND THE PLATFORMMARKETER

The Platform Marketer has assembled the team, covering all the key

bases from privacy, legal, and data security to a user experience special-

ist, providing advice about the presentation and personalization of

10 www.advertisingweek.com/replay/#video-data=147.
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information in the privacy context. All of this is designed to prepare for

the opportunity presented by the always-on consumer and the rise of the

addressable audience platform, bringing customized audiences at scale

into reach like never before.

Identity Management

Often when we talk about identity, we think of name, address, race,

gender, and social linkages as those bits of information that speak to our

unique nature and divide us one from the other. In the context of

addressability, identity management does not mean the Platform Mar-

keter must know the customer in that context, nor does it mean that the

customer is simply the sum of basic attributes. Instead, it should mean the

connection of the various states of identity (e.g. offline—physical address;

online—cookie ID; demographic—homeowner; device ID—tablet) with a

unifying element that allows for the management of the attributes and

behaviors at the individual level. This important unique identifier allows

rich, meaningful, and desired experiences to be delivered to the customer

no matter the channel, the medium, or the screen.

In the context of the first-party relationship with the customer, the

Platform Marketer can and should know as much as possible, with the

understanding that this is a give and get relationship. Give respect and

trusted experiences and get information about the customer that drives

insights through analytics and is then useful in future and ongoing engage-

ments. The PlatformMarketer and team have done the work to ensure that

each relevant point of data capture is appropriately “noticed” and

“choiced” for the consumer and that transparency and control become

and remain part of the value proposition. If certain expectations have been

set for consumers thatwould limit the use of their data for purposes outside

those expectations, the PlatformMarketer must adopt a plan of action for

how to respect those limitations with the least impact on the business. This

means either keeping that data segregated from broader, unauthorized use,

ormore beneficially, looking forways to engage those customers, gain their

trust, and ultimately gain consent for the broader or repurposed use of their

data. The PlatformMarketer is keen to avoid the traps of “unfairness” or

“misleading”when thinking about leveraging customerdata forpotentially

broader or substantially different uses.
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The PlatformMarketer understands that this work is designed to enable

integrated and individually personalized experiences at scale and, ulti-

mately, when and where the customer wants them. This transition from

product- or campaign-focused communications to a customer-first

approach must deliver on the promises made to consumers in exchange

for their data. Those promises rest on the core principles of notice and

choice and security and will increasingly incorporate the concept of access

(i.e. transparency) into the value equation in order to drive trust.

Email Addresses

In the past, the question “What is an address?” would be fairly simple to

answer. It was very likely that this data point represented the piece of

information that directed someone or something to a physical location

where the consumer would reliably be found. Postal address is a great

example. But what happens when that construct is expanded, and the

notion of reliably finding the consumer is disconnected from a physical or

fixed location? That’s the question the PlatformMarketer is now embrac-

ing. Traditionally, the email address is thought of as a mechanism to

communicate from one to many on an individual basis into a specific and

unique location: the email inbox. Today, with the rise of the addressable

audience platform, the PlatformMarketer knows that the email address is

muchmore than that; it is a link between two unrelated environments that

can trigger messaging and engagement in a form beyond the standard

email message (e.g., display advertising or Twitter messaging).

This is a very exciting opportunity, but the Platform Marketer knows

that there are a number of considerations that must be addressed. Do I

have permission to use the email address (i.e., PII) in this context? Is there

anything in my privacy policy or at the point of collection that would have

set the expectation with the consumer that this broader use is not

permitted? Considering that privacy policies were generally written

well in advance of this capability and may have been written to address

the concern over the perception of unfettered sharing of PII, there likely

may be language similar to this: “Under no circumstances do we share

your personally identifiable information with third parties.” If that

language is a part of the Platform Marketer’s privacy policy, perhaps

the conclusion can be drawn that using that information to find that
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customer on a social media platform is likely restricted or prohibited. But

the marketer may have a solution. The process of using an email address

to match a user in one environment to the same user or member in another

environment can be accomplished without relying on the transfer of PII.

The use of a high-quality hashing algorithm can transform the email

address into a hash that can then be compared to another hash of the

platform’s member to determine if the hashes match. If they do, there is a

high probability that the same individual is present in both environments

and is then placed into a customized audience that can receive that tailored

messaging from the brand.

When the PlatformMarketer is extending these trusted experiences into

the addressable platform space where, as we know, the customer is

spending more and more of his time, it is important for the marketer

to ensure that these efforts are in line with customer expectations, along

with any regulatory or industry-imposed codes of conduct that may apply.

Certainly, our review of the privacyscape illustrates how complicated it

can be to navigate the thicket of state, federal, and industry regulations

and laws, both here in the United States and around the world. The

Platform Marketer is constantly reminded that, while the online space is

truly borderless and the customer can come from anywhere, the rules of

the road governing data collection, use, and sharing can be conflicting,

confusing, and not always obvious. It’s the legal resources on the team

that can be charged with helping to unwind this knot.

The PlatformMarketer knows that having a close working relationship

with the legal and/or compliance team is critical. They are the ones who

will spot the issues, provide visibility into where the do-not-cross lines are,

and help craft solutions that meet business objectives in those situations

where the lines are less obvious or settled (e.g., can protected health

information as defined by HIPAA ever be made anonymous?).

Overall, the key deliverables to the Platform Marketer from the team

would include the development of operating procedures for online and

offline data collection, use practices, outsourcing, and partnering arrange-

ments that support the business objectives. This should be seen through

several lenses:

• Advancements and innovations in technology.

• The proliferation of media platforms through which the Platform
Marketer can find, communicate, and engage with customer audiences.
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• Multijurisdictional requirements.

• Changes in consumer behaviors and expectations.

What is the privacy and compliance action plan for the Platform

Marketer? First, assemble the team and call them to action; it’s never

too early to start. Engage them early and often. Set goals for continuous

improvement in team intelligence on key metrics like advertising technol-

ogy and consumer acquisition and retention strategies. Understand the

impact of macro or external factors on the business as a whole. For

example, long-term decline in foot traffic to physical store locations,

coupled with increasing traffic to the e-commerce site, results in less

advertising in local print publications and greater investment in display,

search, and mobile advertising.

The PlatformMarketer knows that the integration of consumer privacy

and all of its facets into the customer acquisition and retention strategies

will beneficially shape the customer journey and help deliver on that core

promise of rich, tailored, and personalized experiences in multiple media

and channels across devices.
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Chapter 7 Media Optimization

Special Contributor: Megan Pagliuca

As advertising technology has evolved over the years, themethods bywhich

webuy and sellmedia have changed drastically. Technology enables the use

of data and analytics within media, giving rise to the world of platform

marketing. Competitive advantage is now created by amarketer’s ability to

leverage first-party data in media to personalize content for customers and

prospects. Technology enables marketers and agencies to connect with

publishers easily, and at unprecedented scale, to target the right individual

with the right message in the right context. This method of media buying is

defined as “programmatic.”

This chapter focuses on media optimization, which is the continuous

iteration of improving media performance in market. More specifically, it

covers the base knowledge required and best practices for buying and

optimizing digital media campaigns, with a focus on how programmatic

can be used throughout the process.

First, we review the evolution of advertising technologies, followed by

their impact on each of the market constituents: marketers, agencies,
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intermediaries, and publishers. We then review the foundational knowl-

edge and best practices for optimizingmedia today, including the methods

by which media is bought, the tactics used to buy it, the ad decisioning

process, inventory quality, and pricing models. Finally, we highlight the

market challenges we see in adoption of programmatic media.

The media planning process, which can be greatly improved by lever-

aging insights from first-party data and programmatic media, is out of the

scope of this chapter. Search optimization is also beyond its scope.

EVOLUTION OF ADVERTISING TECHNOLOGIES

It’s important to understand how advertising technology has evolved in

recent years. During the early stages of display media, marketers worked

directly with publishers to buy ad placements on their websites. An agency

rep would pick up the phone and call Yahoo!, agree on a price, and fax an

insertion order (IO). Any optimization that happened was controlled by

the publisher andwas primarily based on clicks. The challenge was that an

agency could only manage a limited number of publisher conversations,

negotiations, and IOs. The Internet was less fragmented than it is today.

There were fewer websites on which consumers could spend their time;

today, there are more than 1 billion websites. But it was still a challenge to

get broad reach and spend large budgets. It was very difficult for mid-tier

publishers to monetize their inventory, because they weren’t large enough

to warrant the time and operational burden of being added to the

marketer’s media plan. It was ideal for the large portals like AOL and

Yahoo!, as they, along with other top portals, received the majority share

of the online ad spend. For marketers to access greater reach and for mid-

tier publishers to monetize their inventory, ad networks were created to

offer a solution. Ad networks would go to the mid-tier publishers,

aggregate inventory, and often build niche inventory bundles to resell.

The ad network also offered optimization services, but with the goal of

maximizing its own margins, rather than the advertiser’s ROI. They

differentiated their offerings on industry or market niche, service quality,

and technology. Differentiation based on data and insights didn’t come

into play until much later.

As dollars started to flow more quickly into the space, inefficiencies

surfaced, and ad networks resold inventory through each other, with each
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network taking a markup, a concept known as “daisy chaining.” A

marketer would place a buy with a network and that network would resell

the impression to another ad network, which would resell to another ad

network, and so on.With amarkup at each of these steps, amarketer could

be paying a $10 cost-per-thousand (CPM) and less than a dollar would go

to the publisher. In 2006, the typical daisy chain went through as many as

20 different intermediaries. Inefficiency and fraud were rampant.

The inefficiency in the market exposed an untapped opportunity to

create a better model. In response to this, in 2006, Right Media launched

the concept of the ad exchange, which led to the broader industry

adoption of programmatic media, defined as buying media through

automation enabled by technology. The vision was to simplify and

automate the process, so that marketers and agencies could directly

link with publishers to buy an ad impression, in real time, with impres-

sion-level bidding. The Right Media technology platform allowed buyers

to control which impressions were purchased at what price. The creation

of a self-serve tool for an advertiser and a self-serve tool for a publisher

enabled advertisers to create direct connections through “linking.” A

simple analogy: On LinkedIn, you create connections with business

contacts; likewise, marketers and agencies can create connections with

publishers for media buying relationships. The advertiser tool and the

publisher tool were connected to enable automation of the IO process and

the ability to decide which impression to buy at what price based on an

algorithm, which we will cover in the media optimization section.

The next evolution of technology continued on this path, with a self-

serve tool for publishers to monetize their inventory, known as a supply-

side platform (SSP), and a self-serve tool for advertisers to buy the right

impressions at the right price, known as a demand-side platform (DSP).

These were separate technologies connected by a new industry protocol

known as real-time bidding (RTB). Similar to linking, the ability to create

direct connections was enabled between marketers and publishers, lead-

ing to what is known as private marketplaces. A private marketplace is

simply a connection between a marketer or agency with a publisher that

enables ongoing media transactions, similar to a connection on LinkedIn.

Today, DSPs enable marketers and agencies to own ad decisioning and

control over which impressions are purchased through business rules and

algorithms. The DSP is a technology partner for marketers and agencies,

with business terms that enable transparency into the cost of the media.
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The need has also arisen for channel-specific DSPs that specialize in

mobile and video.

In parallel with the evolution of technology, agencies were evolving

their model, with each agency holding company launching its own trading

desk. Prior to 2008, most agencies didn’t have the platform marketing

skill sets necessary to optimize media. They also were being squeezed on

revenue by the marketers’ procurement departments and saw an oppor-

tunity to take some of that margin back for themselves. They began by

creating a specialized center of excellence—the trading desk—that oper-

ated much like an ad network. Trading desks are separate companies,

with distinct P&L responsibility, which provide media services to sister

agencies within the agency holding company family.

The toppublishers struggledwith the advent ofRTB, as it allowedbudget

to be allocated easily across millions of mid-tier publishers, and the auction

model, in some cases, resulted in lowerprices than theirhistorical rate cards.

Top publishers were losing audience because of inventory fragmentation

(more sites means more places to go). The smart publishers adopted

programmatic technology and built proprietary data sets, with an under-

standing that their own first-party data is the new differentiator in media.

In 2012 and 2013, Facebook and Twitter doubled down and focused on

their advertising offerings. This radically changed the landscape of the

display market overall, and particularly the mobile media market. While

they both provide RTB-based advertising offerings that can be bought

throughDSPs,marketersmust go throughanapplicationprograminterface

(API) developer in order to access their own first-party data bundled with

their inventory. Facebook and Twitter operate in an environment that

requires logged-in identity, so the accuracy and richness of their data is

vastly better than in the exchange media environments. The logged-in

identity spans devices, enabling them to provide tracking andmeasurement

againstmobile media spend, where the rest of the industry has amajor gap.

Facebook and Twitter have also led the market by revolutionizing the ad

formats in mobile and tablet. Facebook in particular is redefining mobile

advertising in terms of ad formats, creating targeted, rich offerings at scale.

The rest of the publishers in themarket are following Facebook’s lead. This

is the next step of the evolution in the advertising technology market.

The transactional environment for media has improved drastically for

two reasons. The first is that marketers can easily reach audiences at scale

across all publishers from the top tier, mid tier, and long tail. Now, any
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mom and pop site with great content can monetize inventory easily by

plugging into an exchange environment. The second is that with the new

model, transparency has been brought to the ecosystem. The days of daisy

chaining multiple players and having non-value-add ad network inter-

mediaries are almost gone. While many black box ad network offerings

still exist within both the agency trading desk and ad tech world, a better

option has been created that the leading marketers are leveraging.

MARKETER IMPLICATIONS OF THE AD TECH EVOLUTION

The evolution of advertising technologies has not only improved efficiency

and transparency within the transaction but fundamentally changed the

way we select, target, and reach consumers.

Audience and Context

Traditionally, agencies would select the site and placement using the site

context as a proxy for audience, meaning that if a marketer was looking to

target men, age 35-plus with an income of $150,000, it would place an ad

on a site like Forbes.com. The evolution is about technology enabling a

marketer to reach the right audience—in the right context. Now we can

reach that audience across any site. Context remains important, both for

relevance and in building andmaintaining a brand image. An example is a

marketer with a home mortgage refinance campaign that would want to

show an ad next to an article about declining interest rates. The site on

which the ad appears also contributes to the audience’s image of the ad.

An offline comparison is a luxury marketer that locates its store in a

prominent area, surrounded by other high-end retailers and ideally at the

cornerof the street.Womendon’t buy$3,000handbagsbecauseof a relevant

ad but because the brand image has been built over time. The same is true

online, which is why both audience and publisher context are important.

Competitive Advantage Lies in the Use of First-Party Data

Before the evolution of programmatic media, the defining component of

agency differentiation was buying clout, and competitive advantage went
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to the largest agencies that could negotiate the lowest prices. This caused

debilitating barriers of entry for smaller agencies.

Programmaticmedia enables the use of data and analytics throughout the

buying process. The ability to target at an addressable level is also on the rise

with tactics like Facebook Custom Audiences and Twitter tailored audi-

ences, where customer lists can be matched to Facebook and Twitter

identity. While addressable targeting tactics allow us to target at an individ-

ual person level based on logged-in identity, programmatic tactics still allow

more granularity than in thepast, assessing at an individual impression level,

which is based on the cookie. Historically, when buying broad-reach media

in bulk, it was all about getting a lower price. Now, even for upper-funnel,

broad-reach buys, it’s about being able to use data to reach the individuals

who have the right profile for your product, and to do so at the right price

point. This is most valuable for marketers that already have knowledge of

who their prospects should be. Take a cable television provider as an

example. The marketer knows which individuals use its service, but it

also knows the prospects that could potentially switch to its cable service.

For that cable television provider’s branding campaigns, it would want to

target only those individuals. A very different industry examplewould be an

insurance provider. For some providers, only certain individuals drive

profitable policies, such as those with credit scores of 750 or more. It’s

critical to the marketer’s business strategy that the company continues to

advertise to those people with the highest potential for lucrative results.

Take the example of a large agency holding company that negotiates a

block of inventory, or a first look at inventory, for the lowest price.

Another agency, with the ability to use data in the process, would bid

higher for an audience because of its knowledge of that audience, and

could win that impression away from the larger agency. The publishers’

business rules and technology should allow the highest bidder to cherry

pick individual impressions based on the cookie. Competitive advantage

in media buying is now about the ability to use data more effectively, and

negotiation plays a lesser role.

FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE AND BEST PRACTICES

It’s important to understand how to leverage programmatic technology in

order to get the best results. From media buying methods to inventory
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quality, from analytic insights to various pricing models; due to the com-

plexities involved,manyagencies andmarketers aremisusing programmatic

technology. The following sections review the fundamental knowledge

required, as well as the best practices necessary to maximize results.

The “Plumbing” Behind Media Buying

Sophisticationand complexity of buyingmethods have increased.While it’s

useful tounderstand at a high level, the focus should remainon the audience

and the publisher and not get confused in the acronyms or the many

technologies and their protocol variations. There are three primaryways of

buying media, with variations within these three categories.

1. RTB buying. Real-time bidding is a method of programmatic buying
that allows the buyers to assess what impression to purchase at what

price in real time. This is ideal for the marketer because the ad
decisioning is on the buy side, specifically within the DSP or channel-
specificDSPplatform.Thechallenge is thatnotall inventory, ad formats,

and publisher data can be accessed via RTB. Through RTB, inventory
can be bought directly from publishers, also known as private market-

places, or more broadly across the openweb.When buying on the open
web, one can typically report on the publishers through which ads are

displayed, but some sites may be masked or blocked.

2. Programmatic guaranteed or API-driven buying. This is a method of

programmatic buying where there is workflow automation and, in
some but not all cases, the use of an algorithm for decisioning. The

agency will manage this through either a DSP or an API developer for
Facebook and Twitter, but the ad decisioning happens on the pub-

lisher side with this type of buying. Examples include buying Yahoo!
guaranteed inventory through a DSP or buying Facebook inventory
through an API developer.

3. Guaranteed media buying. Publishers monetize their inventory
directly with advertisers, without workflow automation or the use

of algorithms. Publishers’ custom sponsorships, content integrations,
and custom ad units are mostly sold this way. Some publishers still sell

standard banners this way with their high-quality inventory (quality
will be defined in the next section). This is the traditional way media

was bought before the advent of the programmatic method.
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We can access most publishers’ inventory through all three buying

methods—directly, through APIs, or using RTB. Social publishers, like

Facebook and Twitter, sell inventory all three ways, but inventory is

primarily sold through buying platforms that access Facebook and

Twitter through their APIs. This enables the platforms to keep their

first-party data, and the ad decisioning can remain within their system or

walled garden. We anticipate Pinterest, Instagram, and others will follow

this same path. The Facebook Exchange (FBX) offering enables the

purchase of inventory through RTB but without access to the actual

Facebook user data. Facebook’s clear priority is monetization through its

API developer partner platforms, not FBX.

These are the three ways to buy inventory; they represent the different

ways the plumbing actually works. The art of putting together the right

media plan—and optimizing it—requires not only an understanding of

the different ways to buy but also knowledge of which publishers and

audiences the marketer would like to reach.

Media Buying Tactics: Remarketing and Prospecting

Remarketing is a tactic that, in some industries such as retail, is siphoned off

on its own and transacted separately. Companies like TellApart and Criteo

specialize in remarketing.Remarketing, or retargeting (terms that aremostly

used interchangeably), refers to the practice of showing someone an ad after

he or she has taken an action, like visiting a site, opening an email, clicking

on a keyword, or downloading amobile app. First-party data is leveraged in

all of these examples. Remarketing can be to a current customer or a

prospect, but it always involves targeting someone who has demonstrated

interest in someway. Data onboarding, directmatch, and customaudiences

are all terms that refer to takinganoffline list andmatching those individuals

online, then showing themanad.These are technically formsof remarketing

when first-party data is being leveraged. They represent remarketing against

offline activities, such as the prior purchase of a product.

In contrast, the capability to onboard prospect lists would be a

prospecting tactic. Prospecting tactics may start with first-party data

but require the use of second- or third-party data for expansion. First-,

second-, and third-party data are defined by relation. First-party data is

data that is proprietary and gathered in one’s own systems from one’s own
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customers and prospects. Second-party data is someone else’s first-party

data. Buying Facebook data would be second-party data to amarketer but

first-party data to Facebook. Third-party data is data that is sold by an

intermediary. An example would be an online data reseller like Exelate,

which might work with a travel booking website and resell “travel

intenders,” which would be categorized as third-party data. Another

example, from offline data, would be with a data reseller like Datalogix,

which could resell data from grocer loyalty programs.

For marketers, the greatest value is driven by leveraging first-party

knowledge, whether it’s from offline or online activity. Layering in

second- and third-party data can be useful for look-alike modeling for

prospecting. Third-party data can be effective to create look-alikes or

refine targeting data, but there are challenges with accuracy and cost. For

example, the data reseller may not be 100 percent transparent about the

makeup of the data. A travel intender segment for someone who shopped

for a flight to Florida in the last hour is going to be more useful than

someone who shopped a month ago. Lastly, third-party data comes at a

cost, which can be higher than its value. Strict ROI analysis should be used

to determine the incremental lift from the data source.

An addressable tactic like Facebook Custom Audiences, where offline

first-party customer lists are onboarded online, is particularly effective

because Facebook operates off of a first-party cookie and leverages

Facebook identity, which is based on logins. Addressable tactics can be

effective in a DSP environment, but the issue is that there is a reliance on a

third-party cookie, rather than logged-in identity. There are issues with

third-party cookies, as they are specific to a browser, not an individual;

they are sometimes deleted and reset by users and blocked by some

browsers; and they are not effective in a mobile environment. In an

environment like Facebook, third-party data is verified against the Face-

book identity, so the example with Datalogix grocer data would likely be

more accurate than buying Datalogix grocer data in a DSP environment.

In general, one should always break out remarketing and prospecting

separately for reporting and measurement purposes, as the audiences are

in different stages of the marketing funnel. Remarketing will always have

a lower cost per acquisition (CPA), as you are converting someone who

has already demonstrated interest in some way and is approaching the

bottom of the funnel. Prospecting tactics are top of the funnel; you are

looking to drive qualified individuals down the funnel and then convert
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them with remarketing. Remarketing has also become more powerful

with Google AdWords’ launch of remarketing lists for search ads (RLSA).

Once someone visits a site, you can not only retarget them with a display

ad but also customize search ad copy or change bidding strategies on

keywords when that individual searches on Google. Integration between

tactics is incredibly powerful. You can take an offline list of high-value

prospects, onboard them online, and then drive them to the site. Once they

get to the site, you can group them in a high-value segment for both search

and display messaging and send custom sequenced messaging between

search and display.

There are a number of tactics and data types that can be leveraged. The

ability to organize business rules and algorithms to align the right content

to the right audience in the right context is critical for success. Starting

with the first-party data will deliver the best results.

Publisher Inventory Quality

There are multiple components that need to be considered with regard to

quality: the context on the page, the responsiveness of the audience, and

the viewability of the ad.

As discussed earlier, media used to be purchased using context as a

proxy for the audience.With the evolution of ad technology, we can assess

both the audience and the context. For context, a gasoline retailer would

want to put an ad next to an article about declining oil prices. An aspiring

luxury marketer would want to place ads only on high-end sites next to

other high-end marketers. Then there are some types of content that most

advertisers generally avoid, for example, sexually explicit content, some

user-generated content, and sites that tend to create fake content just to

attract advertisers. There is also a large fraud issue, where fake clicks are

generated to drive growth in advertising dollars. Ad servers are, and

should continue, providing tools to scrutinize content quality. But as an

alternative, there are third parties that provide monitoring services that

flag fraud and low-quality content after the fact and often even block it

before the impression can be purchased.

The responsiveness of the audience is dependent on the relevance of the

ad to the user, but in aggregate, user response rates decrease based on the

depth of their session. As depicted in Figure 7.1, created by AOL, if a user
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has just come to the site, the first ad is session depth 1, and after they have

seen 20 ad impressions, they are at session depth 20. Publishers can

monitor the depth of the user’s session on their inventory, but do not have

visibility into the length of the session beyond their site. As a rule, response

rates decline as user session depth increases. The lower the frequency of

depth, or the earlier the user is in his session, the higher the response rate.

The low-frequency impressions can be sold for the highest CPMs, and

publishers often sell directly through a guaranteed environment. The high-

frequency impressions are lower in quality and are sold through exchange

media environments. The high-frequency and lower-quality inventory can

be referred to as “remnant.”

It is true that lower-quality inventory, in terms of session depth, is

typically what is sold through exchange media environments. With the

evolution of programmatic guaranteed and further growth of program-

matic media, we anticipate more high-quality inventory will become

available to be purchased programmatically.

The viewability of an ad is also a critical component of inventory

quality. We used to look at this in terms of whether the ad was “above the

fold” or “below the fold” (a concept that originated with the fold of a

newspaper). Buying above the fold inventory was a proxy for buying

viewable impressions, and publishers would classify their inventory

accordingly. In 2014, the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) launched

FIGURE 7.1 Session Depth in Relation to Response Rate

Source: www.slideshare.net/seattleinteractive/202-1450pm-chad-gallagher.
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a standard for viewability, which is that 50 percent of pixels must be in

view for a minimum of one second. Viewability is measured by third

parties, but ultimately is a metric that should be integrated within the ad

server or measurement platform. It is easiest to act upon the viewability

metric in programmatic buying, because a campaign manager can opti-

mize away from and exclude audiences and sites with low viewability.

Many digital agencies and viewability leaders, like Moat and the IAB, are

trying to move the industry to a standard where direct publisher buys can

include a viewability guarantee.

Ad Decisioning

A marketer or agency leverages a DSP to access inventory through either

type of programmatic buying, programmatic guaranteed, or RTB. Within

the RTB method, the DSP has the ability to enable auto-optimization,

which leverages an algorithm for the ad decisioning. The algorithm

predicts in real time the value of an individual impression, based on

the marketer’s defined goal and the knowledge of that individual to date.

The algorithm is powerful because it’s acting on real-time online responses

such as site visits, leads, or online conversions. For comparison, direct

mail modeling may only be updated quarterly based on user response

versus real-time model updates for online ads.

The algorithm is typically used in prospecting campaigns, but not in

remarketing campaigns. In remarketing campaigns, the logic is just rules

based. So, for example, a user comes to the site, and youwant to show him

an ad later in the day, so that is simply a rule. There is no need for an

algorithm to decide whether to show the individual an ad or not, as we

know we want to show ads to any individual who visited the site.

The dependent variable in the algorithm is the campaign goal, which is

a predefined conversion metric, usually an online site visit, lead, or

conversion sale. In some cases, you can also pass the offline conversions

back into the algorithm. However, the algorithm performs better with

more data, so it’s often better to pick a more shallow conversion, like a

lead, to optimize to and monitor online and offline conversions. Within

the decisioning process, the algorithm checks the predicted value gener-

ated by the algorithm and determines if that is higher than the cost of the

impression. If the value is higher than the maximum allowable CPM, it
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bids. The bid is then entered into an auction, and the marketer with the

highest bid serves an ad against that impression. The algorithm is working

based on the knowledge it has to date; in other words, it is determining the

profiles of the individual cookies that took the action or met the campaign

goal since the campaign launched. The algorithm uses variables such as

originating sites, geographies, time of day, day of week, recency of ad

view, and frequency of ad view to value individual cookies. Some

algorithms also incorporate first- and third-party audience data to find

similar audiences. The algorithm “learns,” or gets smarter, as it has more

data. This means the performance at campaign launch is the worst it will

ever be, because the algorithm has the least amount of data. With more

successful completions of the marketer’s goal, the algorithm reviews more

data and the cost per goal completion decreases.

A skilled campaign manager, or as some agencies refer to the role—a

trader—should also be manually optimizing every campaign. The best

practice for prospecting in exchange-based media is to start the campaign

broad and make refinements over time. Of course, hard targeting should

be in place around geography, devices, and frequency—and unproductive

sites should be blacklisted—but other than that, when launching a new

campaign, broad is best. Reporting should then be broken down for goal

completion by publisher, technographics, third-party data segment, day

part, and contextual categories. The campaign manager should see what

“pops” or indexes highly against the goal and break out another line item

with that target and a higher bid. It’s important to increase bids for

audiences that you know you want. Since it’s a second-price auction, even

if you bid high, you are only going to have to pay out some difference

between your bid and the second highest bidder. With the Google

exchange, for example, it’s a penny above the second highest bidder;

but this is different depending on the supply-side platform’s rules. The

campaign manager should always be testing higher or lower bids as the

market dynamics change frequently.

This is also an auction environment, so you may be winning inventory

at a given price one day, and the next day, another agency comes in with a

bid on that same audience or publisher. Your performance could decline,

as you no longer have access to that inventory. In the fourth quarter of the

year, due to increased retailer budgets brought about by the holiday

season, CPMs increase across the board. A marketer is unable to buy the

inventory at the same price as the rest of the year, so campaign managers
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need to continuously adjust. Some demand-side platforms, like Google’s

DoubleClick Bid Manager and AOL’s AdLearn Open Platform, are

creating views that enable the campaign manager to see win rates, which

would guide the campaign manager when bids must increase.

A publisher may also be selling inventory through more than one

supply-side platform, or it may pull inventory out of the programmatic

environment to sell directly. This is why we caution against using a

supply-side platform or exchange as an optimization variable, as the

inventory within the platform is not a constant.

While purchasing ads on Facebook and Twitter is similar in that media

is also bought programmatically, the primary way inventory is currently

bought is through platforms that access the Facebook and Twitter

algorithms leveraging their APIs. The ad decisioning, or control over

which user sees which ad, lies within Facebook and Twitter’s algorithms,

rather than within the marketer-controlled buying platform, like in

exchange media buying. Facebook winners incur a displacement cost

due to competition while Twitter has a second-price auction, paying just

enough more to win. Both platforms factor in engagement plus user

quality when bidding—a big difference from exchange media buying.

While the technology evolution, and specifically the algorithms that

auto-optimize media campaigns, has enabled significant improvement in

performance, the truth is an expert in optimization who understands the

marketer’s business could beat out even the best algorithm. An expert on

the marketer’s business and the platform can identify trends, learning new

audiences and sites with a business context that the algorithm misses. The

best results occur when we are using both the algorithm and an expert to

optimize the campaign. The manual optimization, or the expert, is

particularly critical with Facebook and Twitter, as there is less maturity

in the decisioning algorithms.We have seen the difference between having

an expert versus someone new to the platform can mean spending 10x the

media budget toward the same campaign goal.

Pricing Models

For the RTB method of buying, the pricing model is a dynamic CPM

(dCPM), which allows bids at variable CPM levels. Bids are predetermined

by the campaignmanager and dependent on the target action, such as a site
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visit, lead, conversion, or sale. As mentioned previously, the algorithm

predicts the value of that impression against the goal. If the predicted value

is higher than the maximum bid, it is entered in the auction. Because it’s an

auction-based environment, bids always need to be translated to a common

currency, so that bids can be compared against each other and the winner

can be chosen. This common currency is often known as the effective cost

per thousand (eCPM). Facebookhas a similar pricingmodel, but it’s known

as an optimized CPM.

It’s important to note that, no matter the pricing relationship you have

with any RTB vendor, whether it be a DSP or ad network, the auction

works based on a dynamic CPM. The core differences between ad net-

works and DSPs are their different business models. An ad network will

take a risk and sell on a CPA or cost-per-click (CPC) basis, while DSPs

price on a percentage-of-media or revenue-share model, where the agency

or marketer has transparency into the cost of the media. API providers

that are leveraged for Facebook and Twitter operate with the same

business model as the DSP, with a transparent percentage of media.

This is a requirement mandated by Facebook for the purchase of its

inventory, designed to prevent the arbitrage that ad networks commit

with other publishers. Arbitrage, which was introduced in Chapter 2, is

defined as the purchase and sale of the inventory at a markup. Arbitrage is

not a good thing for publishers, because vendors can sell their inventory at

higher prices than the publishers themselves can, effectively taking reve-

nue from the publisher. It also has a negative impact on marketers as a

large portion of their media spend is going to the ad network, which

reduces the dollars they could have spent on media. In some cases, ad

networks can do this because they take on the risk and sell on a cost-per-

action basis. Other times they do just sell on a flat CPM. A handful of ad

networks have gone public and their publicly available margins are

around 40 percent, in comparison to a DSP which is 10 to 15 percent

for the use of the technology platform. Note that ad networks provide

“managed services,” or account management and optimization services,

on their platforms. DSPs and API providers offer the option of using the

tech platform directly or using the managed services team for an addi-

tional percentage of media. The percentage of media for DSP managed

services is usually around 10 percent.

Following is a list of the types of pricing models that vendors will offer,

even though with RTB, all pricing is based on a dCPM model, and
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through the guaranteed method, pricing is typically on a CPM directly

with the publisher.

• Cost per lead or acquisition (CPL or CPA). Ad network margins thrive
when marketers purchase on a cost-per basis. It’s important to note that

publishers don’t typically accept this pricing model, so if you are buying
on a CPL or CPA basis, it’s because an ad network is taking on the risk,

but then marking up the buy. It is marking up the inventory significantly
above the purchase price.

• Cost per click (CPC). Since search is the giant, and it evolved earlier
than display, this metric, which was well understood by marketers, was

translated to display. However, clicks in display do not translate into
conversion metrics, so it is not a good pricing model for sales. As with
CPL or CPA, ad networks take a significant markup on this model.

• Cost per thousand (CPM). Publishers typically sell their inventory on a

guaranteed CPM basis but through dCPM with the RTB method. If a
vendor is reselling RTB inventory on a flat CPM, then there is a lack of
pricing transparency. Because the basic tenet of RTB buying is dynamic

pricing in an auction, flat prices indicate that the vendor is buying at a
lower CPM and then selling at a higher CPM. While buying from

publishers on a CPM basis is the norm, it is not recommended to buy
from vendors, such as DSPs or ad networks, in this way.

• Revenue share or percentage of media. This is the primary model for
DSPs andAPIproviders. ForDSPs, thepercentageofmedia ranges between

10and25percent. Inmobile, theseprices tend tobeon thehigher side, since
budgets are smaller. API providers range between 3 and 10 percent.

To get the best results, it is necessary to ensure that you have transpar-

ency on the cost throughout the process.

PROGRAMMATIC MARKET CHALLENGES

The rise in programmatic has dramatically changed the knowledge and skill

sets required for digital media. The major shifts or marketer implications

are that, first, we are no longer using the publisher context as a proxy for

audience, but we are buying audience and publisher context. Second is that

competitive advantage is now created through the ability to leverage first-

party data within the process. There are challenges with the current agency

model and challengeswithinmarketer organizations that prevent adoption.
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AGENCY HOLDING COMPANY CHALLENGES

The agency holding companies have attempted to take advantage of the

ad technology evolution by compartmentalizing the skill sets needed to

leverage programmatic into siloed organizations, known as trading desks.

There are a number of problems with the trading desk model. The first is

transparency around cost. Agency trading desk double dipping is well

documented and is increasingly known and understood. For example, we

recently consulted a large financial services marketer that was paying a

percentage of media to an agency (around 8 percent) and to the trading

desk (around 30 percent), and then the trading desk was leveraging the

DSP managed services (10 percent). The marketer was paying almost

50 percent of media spend in service fees.

The second problem is the lack of knowledge, skill sets, and competency

to leverage programmatic within the agency, since it is siloed within the

trading desk. The point of programmatic is to enable an easier and more

scalable connection from marketers to publishers and audiences. Yet, as

an example, media plans consistently include big-name DSPs listed like

any other publisher. The media plan should still be about publishers and

audiences. It doesn’t make sense to put an ad server on a media plan as a

publisher. But a demand-side platform, which is simply a technology to

connect to publishers, is often included in agency media plans.

A third challenge that is particularly problematic is that the agencies

and agency trading desks lack the capability to utilize marketer-provided

first-party personally identifiable information.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have walked through the evolution of digital media

buying, from a traditional buying model that mirrored offline media

buying to the current model that is real time and data driven. The market

has gone from publishers being a proxy for audience to offering a real-

time understanding of both person and context to drive real-time bidding.

We’ve looked at the value that first-party data brings to the table and how

starting with first-party data yields the greatest results, especially when a

skilled campaign manager is in the driver’s seat. We’ve looked at the

plumbing behind ad buying and why it’s important, but only because it
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allows us to better connect to publishers and audiences. We must not get

too caught up in the technology itself. We’ve looked at the different media

buying tactics, inventory quality, and ad decisioning techniques and

pricing models. The key thing to remember across all of these components

is that we are trying to bring the right message to the right person in the

right place at the right time. But just as important is at the right price—this

should drive optimization so that efficiency goals are met. All of the

technologies that are cropping up are bringing new and innovative ways

to do this. We must learn how to tease out the truth across platforms, so

that we can clearly see the consumer at the end of the day and know how

to have the right conversation with him at that moment. This has been the

marketing dream for years, and we are coming to a point where that

dream is manifesting in reality.

With $4.6 billion in 2014 spending, programmatic currently represents

about 22 percent of the display market. The expectation is that it will

almost double to $9.03 billion by 2017.1

1 www.emarketer.com/Article/Advertisers-Continue-Rapid-Adoption-of-Programmatic-
Buying/1010414.
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Chapter 8 Channel Optimization

Special Contributor: Zimm Zimmermann

DEFINITION

What Is “Channel”?

Think of channel as the means by which a customer comes to you (as

opposed to outbound interactions, delivered through media). Channel

provides the means by which customers are able to make an active

decision to visit your company, whether physically or virtually. They

visit your website. They call your service center. They leverage an app.

They even visit your brick-and-mortar location. Merkle views a channel

as an avenue by which customers are able to actively elect, engage, and

manage their visits and interactions between themselves and a company.

Channel aligns to any and all interactions that might occur while a

customer is at your company (e.g., on your website). From sales to

customer service, product to reviews, channels provide all of the necessary

resources to complete whatever experience or interaction the consumer
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needs (see Figure 8.1). Channel optimization, therefore, is the process by

which a company leverages data to manage and improve the channel to

enhance customer experiences, increase interactions, and drive an increase

in incremental conversions. Channel optimization focuses on incremental

improvements to the consumer’s experience, in order to drive high-value

engagements between the brand and the consumer.

Channel optimization is not something new. Companies have been

doing it since the dawn of commerce. The interior of commercial stores

provide a recognizable flow and (possibly) even a branded experience.

Casinos rearrange their slot machines based upon visiting guests. Service

centers will route calls based upon specific customer needs. Websites are

designed to simplify engagement, improve experiences, and increase

conversions. Companies attempt to provide the same experience and

branding regardless of channel.

But customers have moved beyond the brand and product, toward the

desire for an integrated personalized experience—an experience that

focuses on their specific needs. Whether on a website or at the store,

customers look for personalized experiences that target their own needs

FIGURE 8.1 Channel Types
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and interests. They are looking for more than a product or brand; they

want an experience—a conversation about the product and how that

product fits their needs or how the brand is a part of their life.

Neiman Marcus has recognized the need for an integrated customer

experience by enabling its iPhone app to assist in shopping for products;

contacting a sales rep (via email, phone call, or FaceTime); viewing

upcoming promotions and events; and more. Nordstrom has also taken

the step of integrating the brick-and-mortar store with digital channels by

providing such tools as a virtual dressing room, personalized homepages,

and social sharing functionality. Nordstrom has provided its customers

with the ability to develop, maintain, and even manage their relationship

with the retailer. A relationship that will, for example, allow Nordstrom

to notify them when their favorite designers’ seasonal lines have arrived,

which, in turn, prompts customers to stop, visit, and shop.

PERSONALIZATION

Nordstrom, like most companies today, recognizes that customers are

looking for a personalized experience. Customers want companies,

brands, and products to have a direct relationship with them and their

needs. They are looking for a company to take advantage of the 360-

degree view that the company has of them and provide a one-to-one

relationship. Customers may not understand (or even know about) the

buzzwords, but they are expecting a personalized relationship. In fact, the

majority of customers today welcome a personalized experience.

Before we get too far along, let’s take a moment to clarify what is meant

by “personalization.” Personalization can be defined as “the enablement

of dynamic insertion, customization, or suggestion of content in any

format that is relevant to the individual user, based on the user’s implicit

behavior and preferences, and explicit customer-provided information.”

That’s a rather broad statement.

By that definition alone, personalization could be something as simple

as identifying customers by name during a service call or presenting them

with the local weather on your website.

With such a loose definition, quite a number of companies are laying

claim to personalization and their ability to provide personalization

through simple rules or complex decision or recommendation engines. A

small samplingofbusiness-to-consumerandbusiness-to-business providers
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is listed in Figure 8.2. Some of these providers deliver personalization based

on customer attributes and behavior, others based on product associations

or on hybrid approaches.

On the other hand, such a broad definition offers companies the ability

to expand upon personalized customer experiences. Personalization can

exist within any offer, copy, creative, or call-to-action. Personalization

can occur via any channel or media—a website, landing page, service

center, kiosks, and so on. Personalization leverages all points of data:

interaction, behavioral, attitudinal, and descriptive. It can be both obvi-

ous and obscure in its delivery. Finally, personalization can be derived by

company data (implicitly) or provided by the customer (explicitly).

Personalization, in this context, enables channel optimization with the

ability to develop an ongoing dialogue with the customer—a conversa-

tion. Effective conversations leverage relevant data, focused customer

experiences (i.e., journeys), defined metrics for continuing the conversa-

tion, and a clear means for calculating business value.

Therefore, channel optimization moves beyond a simple performance

metric for improving a desired interaction (or conversion), and becomes a

comprehensive strategy focused on maintaining an ongoing relationship

with each customer that visits one or multiple channels.

Channel optimization, in essence, develops a conversation between the

customer and the company—a conversation that enables the company to

better understand theneeds, products, and services providedby the company.

FIGURE 8.2 A Sampling of Personalization Service Providers
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CONVERSATION

In our context, a conversation is themeans bywhich a companymaintains

two-way dialogue between itself and a customer, with the sole objective of

helping the customer complete a desired interaction, transaction, and/or

conversion. The customer defines the topic of the conversation, which can

include topics such as product, services, retention, loyalty, cross-sell, up-

sell, or general questions.

To simplify, personalization leverages data to manage the conversa-

tion and experience with optimized content that creates a relevant

customer journey.

A conversation with each and every customer sounds like a daunting

task. Yet today, companies are doing just that. In the simplest of

examples, companies are optimizing their websites to personalize expe-

riences, drive relevant offers, and increase customer satisfaction. Brands

are realizing that moving beyond optimizing the average experience

for all customers, via controlled testing, to optimizing the individual

experience, through personalization, is driving a higher incremental

performance. Personalization has moved beyond a novelty to an

imperative.

MULTIVARIATE TESTING

Multivariate testing, in its simplest form, is the evaluation of one variable

(offer A) versus another variable (offer B) to decide which variable has a

higher level of defined interactions with the customer (see Figure 8.3).

Interactions can be as simple as a click-through, opened email, or even a

purchase.

Multivariate testing finds the champion between two competing var-

iables. Once identified, the champion is leveraged for all future inter-

actions—until such time as another challenger is introduced, at which

time you start the entire process over. Some have a tendency to refer to the

process as “champion/challenger” for this reason.

Multivariate testing has become a standardized business practice within

all aspects of channel optimization. It has led to incremental lifts in desired

business interactions as high as 30 to 40 percent. An excellent example can

be found in Chapter 9, Experience Design and Creation.
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SITE OPTIMIZATION

Within channel optimization,websites offer companies abitmoreflexibility

in the means and methodologies that can be leveraged in offering a per-

sonalized experience. Website optimization can leverage multiple offers,

integrate personalization, differentiate copy and creative, segment onanon-

ymous and known customers, and adapt the experience as the customer

moves from one page to the next. We refer to this as site optimization—the

practice of improving customer interactions and desired conversionswithin

websites, landing pages, ormicrosites. Some types of site optimization, such

as multivariate testing and usability testing (e.g., eye- and click-tracking

studies), focusonoptimizing the efficiency of the experience for all users as a

single group. Site personalization builds on this to further optimize content

in terms of messaging and delivery to the individual site visitor.

To understand the difference between optimization in a store environ-

ment versus a website, let’s examine a very rudimentary example. Within

the brick andmortar location, we have two different standees featuring the

same product and same offer. We place them in different parts of the store.

While we show an incremental lift in the sales, we are uncertain if the sales

were due to the standees, and if so, which location drove the most results.

With online site optimization, our options for testing, analyzing, and

adjusting increase exponentially. We have insight into the driving factors

around any testing. We even have the ability to baseline the test so that

each offer or message is presented on equal footing. We know:

FIGURE 8.3 Multivariate Testing Scenario
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• Who (within the addressability spectrum) is interacting with the offers.

• What offers (copy and creative) are driving customers to interact.

• Why they are interacting (e.g., because of the offer, another point within

a customer’s experience, or both).

• When the customers are interacting (from a time/date stamp at a point

within a customer journey).

• Where the customers are interacting.

• How they are interacting (e.g., a simple conversion to a complex
relationship).

Site optimization leverages the learnings of multivariate testing and the

data about the customer to generate a more personalized experience.

AUTOMATING OPTIMIZATION (THE DECISION ENGINE)

Consider the number of possible touchpoints across online and offline

channels and media. There are simply too many options to manually

optimize the interactions one by one. The only way to do it at scale, and

achieve the true potential of optimization, is with significant automation,

using the rightmodel and the right data.When automating an optimization

program, we break the process down into five key phases (see Figure 8.4).

FIGURE 8.4 The Decision Engine
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1. Collect data. The volume, variation, and velocity of data determines
the richness potential of personalized experiences.

2. Analyze the data. Leveraging individual and group attributes, models
are built to map personalized content delivery to individuals.

3. Decide what to present. Platforms execute the models, business rules,
and machine learnings that power personalized experiences.

4. Present. The personalized content (copy/creative) is delivered in

branded and compelling experiences.

5. Optimize. Models are optimized over time based upon interactions,

predictive engines, attributes, and other relevant data so as to increase
the desired performance or conversions.

Within the Merkle technology stack, the automation sits at the center,

managing data, analysis, and content as a customer interacts and engages

with a company (see Figure 8.5). Leveraging the automation process just

described, we can walk through a sample of how automated optimization

manages a personalized experience with a customer.

FIGURE 8.5 The Marketing Technology Stack
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• As an individual visits the channel (site), data is collected to identify
the individual. The data can range from the few attributes that we

are able to glean from the person’s IP address or browser user
agent to corresponding information that we have about him within

our foundational data (i.e., identity management and marketing
database).

• Once we have identified who the visitor is and what we know, we
leverage predefined models, rules, and analytics derived from decision

management to power the automated optimization process.

• Leveraging the data, rules, and analytics, the automated optimization

engine determines the most appropriate interaction for the customer. In
some cases analysts may override or inform the engine recommenda-

tions based on business rules, example-specific offer suppression based
on eligibility criteria, and so on.

• With the recommendation decided, content (both copy and creative) are
selected from the content management solution and executed via the

defined channel to deliver a personalized experience to the customer,
which is targeted to her needs and interests.

• Upon delivery, the site collects additional data on the consumer’s inter-
actions, conversions, and nonresponses, so as to optimize andmanage the

ongoing customer conversation. Testing is also built into this process to
allow the introduction of new offers, products, treatments, and messages
into the personalization process.

• This is what we consider true personalization: personalization that
leverages relevant data, insight/analysis, and targeted content to deliver

an optimal experience, message, and interaction, thus developing
and maintaining an ongoing conversation with the customer. Looser

definitions of personalization (e.g., basic channel-specific product rec-
ommender engines or simple experience modification based on explicit

customer-provided data) are still incorporated into developing and
managing the overall customer experience.

SCALES OF TARGETING

Whenwe look at the differences in channel optimization techniques, we can

see the true impact of personalization and automation. When a company

opts not to do any form of targeted marketing, the incremental lift in

business value is negative, causingadetrimental impact to a companyas can

be seen in Figure 8.6.
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Basic batch targeting and segmentation will provide a small incre-

mental lift. With the right analytics and closed-loop marketing pro-

cesses, these methodologies can be extremely beneficial in helping a

company understand its target, segments, and approach to content. It is

not until a company begins to employ optimization strategies that it sees

a significant incremental lift in business value from combining founda-

tional data, customer engagements, marketing analytics, and decision

management. Optimization has proven time and time again to be a key

component in refining channel programs. In another chapter, a clear

case will be made as to why optimization is a core component of

personalization.

Personalization is the most advantageous next step after optimization.

While a company can continue to work and improve upon its optimiza-

tion program, in general, it will only see small incremental improvements

after the initial deployment of its optimization program. Personalization

takes a company’s channel optimization program to a new level of

customer experience, content development, and incremental lift in busi-

ness value.

FIGURE 8.6 Conversion Ratio to Level of Targeting
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Personalization’s reliance upon decision management and workflow

gives credence to the phrase “content is king,” and personalization is the

onlymeans bywhich tomanage the automation of the right message, right

channel, right time, right person principle.

CONTENT CONSIDERATIONS

The reality here is that content is going to be needed, a lot of content.

Content development for personalization is an extensive topic, one that

could fill a whole book. For the moment, let’s focus on what our

automated system requires of its content in order to deliver on the needs

of personalization and also inform future content development.

The content must anticipate a personalized moment. Indeed, it must

anticipate all the possible personalized moments. This means we need a

deep understanding of both the customer perspective as well as those

critical touchpoints that benefit from personalization before any content

development can begin. This will vary depending on the industry. In

e-commerce those moments are closer to the point of purchase, but when

choosing a life insurance policy, personalization can be even more

effective in the consideration stage. Detailed experience maps are helpful

when planning content development for personalization, as they can

identify and prioritize the moments it will be most effective.

The content must be flexible and modular. Keeping message, offer, and

treatment separate and interchangeable gives us the ability to stretch the

variations that can be delivered. And the order that messages can be

displayed gives us even more variation. Simply displaying the benefit of a

product before the offer is a form of personalized variation and vice

versa—what we know about a customer helps us determine which order

will be most effective for conversion.

The content must to be compelling. This means it must be both high in

quality and very relevant for the personalized moment. Many forms of

personalization simply reflect a previously viewed product or state an

obvious step in a purchase process, which can have its benefits. But

extending what is possible in personalized content by supplying more

contextual elements (anticipating time of day, using previous behavior

to simplify an action, using customer loyalty to incentivize in real time)

can be even more influential for the customer engagement.
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GETTING STARTED

We see a specific set of components and means by which to move a

company from a simple “batch and blast” to a fully personalized channel

optimization program. Our approach: Develop a customer strategy

program that can take advantage of both the customer experience design

and powerful learning capabilities of automated optimization.

• Develop the right mix of copy and creative, specifically designed to

create and manage ongoing one-to-one consumer interactions.

• Develop, manage, and optimize custom analytics and models that

provide the support and learnings associated with an automated per-
sonalization engine.

• Know and understand the integration andmanagement of the data flow.

Once there, we can begin with the creation of customer journeys and

personalization use cases to inform the broader personalization strategy.

Strategies turn into detailed strategic conversations with a defined imple-

mentation plan as shown in Figure 8.7.

Next, we look at the data integration and event stream development

(Figure 8.8). We begin with the creation of event streams across anony-

mous and known consumers. This event stream creates engagement

“memory” across touchpoints—a first step to connecting otherwise

disconnected customer interactions into a conversation.

Finally, we align channel optimization (Figure 8.9). Event streams are

fed into an analytic and rules engine to determine the right communica-

tion packet (treatment, offer, device, and timing) for each consumer

FIGURE 8.7 Sample Implementation Plan
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FIGURE 8.8 Data Integration and Event Stream Development
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touch. Ongoing oversight of the optimization program ensures that

personalization provides a continued, incremental lift in business value

and improves messaging effectiveness.

These three steps provide the foundational aspects of a channel opti-

mization program that focuses on the customer’s journey, channel opti-

mization, and personalized consumer conversations.

SITE OPTIMIZATION SAMPLE

In our experience, personalization is being used to manage several

different pages throughout an entire website, and predefined zones within

each of those pages as shown in Figure 8.10.

Each zone contains defined business rules and objectives, customer

journey purpose and integration, unique content (copy/creative) associ-

ated with the zone, and optimization criteria and methodology. However,

as you can see in Figure 8.11, within Zone 1, personalization is optimizing

on more than one simple aspect of the zone.

Personalization optimization occurred on the (A) offer, (B) creative, and

(C) call-to-action. This level of optimization requires:

• Increased collateral, which is simplified through a direct connection to
the content management platform.

• The right foundational data to be used by the decisioning engine in
determining the right conversations, interactions, and experience.

FIGURE 8.9 Channel Optimization Alignment
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FIGURE 8.10 Personalization Zones

FIGURE 8.11 Personalization within Zone 1
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• A detailed customer journey with predefined conversion points that
move the person through the experience while maintaining the person-

alized conversation.

• Ongoing analysis and optimization.

CHANNEL OPTIMIZATION HAS CHANGED

Over the past 25 years, Merkle has analyzed channel optimization. We

have watched the growth of the digital realm and the impact that data is

having upon all of the channels. From optimization to personalization, we

realize that the level of customer engagement is growing. Consumers want

companies to know who they are and what they want, and they expect

targeted, personalized experiences.
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Chapter 9 Experience Design
and Creation

Special Contributors: Patrick Collins
and Kevin Walsh

Nothing is more provocative among creative professionals right now than

the role of data and analytics in the creative process. A recent headline in

Ad Age proclaimed that “Data-Driven Creative Equals Mediocre Cre-

ative.” In our experience, nothing could be further from the truth—and

now more than ever, as the concepts of customization, personalization,

and addressability at scale become a reality through the proliferating

digital audience platforms.

In this chapter, we will highlight the benefits of bringing together the

right-brain and left-brain capabilities of experience design and show how

data can be used to elevate your creative. When executed well, data and

analytics will: accelerate the creative process, provide a shortcut to known

truths, improve the quality of ideas, and allow for less campaign waste.

How often have you clicked the unsubscribe link on an email because

the copy didn’t resonate or was clearly targeted to the wrong person? It is
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blatantly irresponsible for creative professionals to disregard what the

data exposes. Data provides visibility; visibility provides insight. With

insight, we can make fewer assumptions, create more impactful cam-

paigns, and improve business performance. Improvements can be made to

your creative and experience design process by:

• Creating with insight. Start with a more informed creative brief.

• Optimizing constantly. Launch and iterate; it takes a minute to learn

and appreciate it and a lifetime to master.

• Developing unique creative for targeted audiences. Custom creative for

different customer segments will always drive better results.

Let’s explore each of these concepts in more detail.

CREATINGWITH INSIGHT

Most marketers are familiar with the concept of a creative brief

(Figure 9.1). Many projects start off with one, but few end up with

exceptional results. Why does this happen? Often briefs are too focused

on the functional benefits of a product rather than on the influential

aspects of the consumer. Briefs tend to generalize audience information to

mere demographics and assumed attitudes. They may be factual, but they

don’t provide enough insight for a creative team to shine. Spelling out the

components of a marketing initiative is only part of what a creative team

needs to be successful.

WHATMAKES A GREAT CREATIVE BRIEF?

Exceptional creative requires more than just a general audience landscape.

To market effectively, the brief should contain clues to what will most

positively influence customers to respond. Those clues come in the form of

customer brand perception, buyingmotivations, and other decision factors

that run through a customer’s head when considering a product or brand.

Key Characteristics of a Worthy Creative Brief

• It’s short, never more than two pages.

• It advises on what you need the consumer to think, feel, and do.
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FIGURE 9.1 A Typical Creative Brief, Light on Real Customer Insight
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• It suggests a competitive advantage.

• It provides a customer insight or perspective.

• It advises on the best ways to motivate a customer response.

Of the five criteria listed, the first three are generally achievable by a

capable marketing leader. But the last two pose a bigger challenge. They

require a rigorous investigation process—plus the skills to decipher what

the investigation uncovers.

Your marketing strategies require more than just demographic and

purchase behavior data to build effective messaging. You also require a

deep understanding of what drives a consumer decision. Within any

customer decision is a core motivational element that must be identified

early in the creative process (see Figure 9.2). Often the factors that

motivate a customer come from specific hidden personal values. Consider

your choices for customer research carefully. Do your methods include

investigation into motivational factors? Your ability to discover what the

targetable population requires to make a purchase decision creates a big

advantage in both message and treatment of your marketing experiences.

FIGURE 9.2 Four Dimensions of Audience Profiling
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CONVERTING CUSTOMER INSIGHT

Uncovering the insights is only the first part of the effort. Connecting those

insights to better performing marketing initiatives is the real challenge for

the PlatformMarketer. Besides a team that has the ability to find the right

insights, a process is required to translate them into marketing strategies

and tactics and to socialize them through the rest of the organization.

Consider the following steps to transform customer insight into focused

marketing moves:

1. Frame the problem.
Before beginning any customer investigations, you should identify

general market needs, examine competitive dynamics, determine
areas of growth potential, and gain stakeholder alignment on impor-

tant business needs or operational constraints.

2. Perform qualitative investigation.

Take the framed problem and focus on the motivational aspects of
customer purchase decisions. Develop a discussion guide for the

interviewing process that guides the conversation toward the values
that influence customer decisions.

3. Perform quantitative leveling.
Through analytic modeling techniques, you can then determine the

prevailing customer sentiment in your audience by conducting spe-
cialized surveys that are crafted from the raw material of the qualita-

tive findings.

4. Visualize the results.

In order to get team alignment and actually see the findings from the
qualitative and quantitative exercise, you’ll need to tie product

features and benefits to the personal emotions and values of your
customers. The best way to do that is to show the connections. Using
the data from the qualitative leveling you can also emphasize what is

most important to your audience. The connected decisions diagram in
Figure 9.3 shows how product attributes connect to customer values

during purchase decisions.

5. Translate the findings.

Using the map, you can now discern the various groups of customer
types that align to different motivational factors. You can then build

customer personas and profiles to illustrate your discoveries.
Figure 9.4 illustrates customer profile aspects, including motivational

factors, barriers to conversion, brand alignment, and key message
strategy.
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FIGURE 9.3 Connected Decision Diagram

Source:Merkle. All rights reserved.
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Now you can combine demographic, attitudinal, emotional, and

motivational details into the distinct customer profiles and develop
marketing objectives, unique positioning strategies, and sets of pene-

tration tactics—all based on motivational factors.

6. Feed the creative brief.

Now, the creative brief can be pumped up with clearer direction on
how to best influence the customer. Instead of simply mentioning

attributes of a particular audience, we can now suggest things like
better language choice, words to avoid, message focus, even focused

thematic elements. This will establish a better foundation for our
creative ideas and marketing tactics. Figure 9.5 is an excerpt from a
brief that indicates language, thematic suggestions, and other areas

for creative consideration.

BEYOND THE BRIEF

As expected, these actionable insights become even more powerful after

the creative phase, when it is time to get into optimization. The work that

FIGURE 9.4 Customer Profile
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went into improving the brief can also set up how test plans are designed.

Knowing what motivates distinct types of customers gives the perspective

needed to measure performance in content choices, message variation,

functional steps, and other forms of experience optimization.

OPTIMIZING CONSTANTLY

A new movement called “agile marketing” has recently emerged, which

crisply captures many modern marketing best practices. Among other

things, agile marketing promotes the ideas of validated learning over

opinions or conventions and adaptive, iterative campaigns over big-bang

campaigns.

In order to embrace these two ideas of validated learning and iterative

campaigns, PlatformMarketers must be willing to assume that their initial

creative ideas—even though better informed through data-driven

insights—will need to be adapted in market. While this may sound

very obvious to many, the counter force is that many creative processes

do not support this approach, and many creative teams are not well

FIGURE 9.5 Areas for Creative Consideration
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trained to work this way. Many creative professionals are unwilling to

revisit prior decisions or indeed during the creative process, to admit that

they don’t know which creative will perform better.

Adopting a willingness to be constantly optimizing requires a different

perspective on how to approach the creative process. It requires brands to

engage their creative agencies differently as well. It means that the creative

process can’t be developed in a vacuum but, instead, must be an integral

part of the ongoing marketing operations.

In nearly all businesses, optimizing the customer experience is central to

successful conversion. This means that, as a Platform Marketer, you

require a culture that makes it a priority to uncover friction wherever it

lurks and has a dedicated process for fixing it. It’s important to note that

this will be different across varying business models—so the steps to take

may change, but the cultural values remain the same, regardless of

industry. Following are steps you may want to consider.

• Build a creative testing culture. Optimization can only succeed in a
culture that understands that this is a constant process. Friction is

guaranteed to creep back into your customer experience if neglected.
A good creative testing culture means no one gets disenfranchised. All

experience owners must have a voice during test planning. However, the
reality is that 99 percent of optimizing decisions reflect the opinions of

the most senior people in the room; the HIPPO (highest paid person’s
opinion) rules. This usually causes an underestimation of the situation,
which results in performing fewer tests, misguided testing goals, or

worse, an avoidance of a known creative issue. This is damaging,
because it delays real testing. And as marketers, given the pace at which

we are running to keep up with friction, we can’t afford to be wasteful
with our time.

• Avoid starting with a heavy redesign. A typical HIPPO approach is to
start over or be dramatic with a design. Be aware of the pitfalls of a

heavy design phase. Before you go deep on a redesign, do smaller tests to
assess the impact of your thinking. The result may be different than you

think.And youmaybe able to avoidmanydesign cycles by experimenting
with what you have in its current state. Instead of a dramatic redesign,

consider quick, deliberate tests. You will be surprised what you learn
about your assumptions as to where the friction exists.

• Be polarizing with your tests. The best testing experiments succeed
when there are extremes at play. Try distinct variations to draw out
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customer preference. For example, move your button all the way to the
opposite side, or change your imagery to reflect a completely different

mood. The findingmay be that customer behaviormay not change at all.
Button placement or site imagery may not matter at all to the customer

experience. The friction may lie somewhere else. A nonresult is still a
result; it tells you not to spend time changing it.

• Be brave with your testing. Let’s be honest, the majority of tests may
fail. The important thing is to never stop until there is an answer. A

healthy testing culture rewards the courageous people who continue to
ask the right questions.

• Bepatientwaiting for the results. There is a sweet spot in testingduration.
It’s called statistical significance, or reliability (see Figure 9.6). Knowhow

long you need towait for results. Incorporating analytics into your testing
plans will save not only your time but your sanity. Inmany circumstances

analytics can help to predict the point in time when statistical significance
will occur and can keep you from bailing on a test before its results
are proven to be accurate.

• Begin with the biggest impacts. Start where friction is always the biggest
and work outward. You could start with things like brand treatment,

FIGURE 9.6 Statistical Significance
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but it will pale in significance to mobile standards and customer

interaction best practices (see Figure 9.7). So consider small, deliberate
creative tests that will help inform larger friction issues.

Ultimately, this kind of testing is just one integral component of the

larger optimization cycle. For instance, what can be verified in, say, a

social ad test can enlighten how that creative should be represented in

other places along the customer journey, like a welcome email, return site

visit, or even follow-up call center scripts (see Figure 9.8). A strong testing

culture will enable you to connect this kind of knowledge. And you will

move faster toward reducing friction across the entire experience. All of

this requires a tightly coordinated team of analytic, technology, and user

experience professionals.

RAISING THE BAR

Sometimes the baseline that everyone thinks is realistic is actually the low

end of what is achievable. A recent client of ours knew she needed to

continue to find ways to improve the performance of a new homepage

design. The challenge was that executives in the organization concluded

that the performance was already great; it was achieving the results they

had expected from a homepage. She was deterred from investing anymore

FIGURE 9.7 Consider What Makes the Biggest Impact
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time in homepage optimization. Regardless, she was convinced she could

make it much better. Bravely, she juggled some priorities around and

found the resources within her existing budget to charge ahead, in spite of

the naysayers, and build a new testing plan. She focused on small things

like deliberate changes to form fields, adjusted imagery, and refined

language. Her efforts have netted a 40 percent improvement in customer

quote completion in just a few months. She has since become a hero in

her office.

FINDING THE RIGHT SUCCESS

Another client tapped our agency to design a digital experience to

showcase its “Family of Products”—a brand message the client hoped

would result in increased sales for its lower-performing products. The new

page was effective and the results were almost immediate. Each product

experienced a higher conversion rate on the new landing page than it had

before. Most brands would consider this creative a success and walk

away. However, we were also tracking revenue effect and noticed that

the net revenue impact to the business was more than a 5 percent loss!

Why was this happening?

FIGURE 9.8 Connect Optimization Knowledge across the Journey
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We determined this was the result of other products within the “family”

not being strong enough in their messaging during the conversion cycle. As

a result, they were dragging down the revenue impact of all the products

represented. So, we shifted our approach to instead put optimization

energy into the conversion funnel of the weaker products. The “Family”

message was replaced with a newmessage directing customers to a landing

page devoted only to the client’s top product. The refocused optimization

efforts have lifted the channel’s sales conversion by an average of over

70 percent, resulting in a much more dramatic increase in revenue.

BREAKING DOWN SILOS

Testing and optimization means achieving the best results within the reach of

your own team. Often that means optimizing within your silo, where the

immediate testing culture exists, before branching out and causing unin-

tended, far-reaching pain for the rest of your organization. But to achieve

maximumadvantage, this expansion should take place as quickly as possible.

We recently worked with a company whose goal was to improve the

effectiveness of its media efforts by focusing on post-click–through

landing pages. We redeveloped the landing pages with best practices

and continued to optimize the experience to achieve higher levels of

performance. Rather than isolating this performance knowledge, the

client took the optimized landing page to other internal stakeholders

who were relying on the same evergreen website. Everyone saw a sales

improvement every time. For a brand that was already enjoying relatively

high conversion rates, this was a revelation. This same team is now

engaging across nearly every page of the main website to improve

messaging and remove even more friction from the experience.

Manybrands and agenciesmistake compromise for collaboration.When

we first engage with a client on an optimization project, we will always

propose two drastically different ways of solving a marketing challenge.

Each approach has its strengths and relies on a very likely hypothesis. The

oldwaywould be to combine the favorite aspects of each version to create a

Frankenstein’s monster of an experience and hope the compromises elicit

the best results of both options. Instead, consider delivering both experi-

ences, and track KPIs associated with the differences to identify the highest

performing experience. Establish a better baseline this way and then

incrementally add new ideas and more testing along the way.
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In order to embrace creative optimization, Platform Marketers must

ensure that all aspects of their operations and processes facilitate decisions

based on data rather than opinion. They must be prepared to test multiple

concepts concurrently. Theymust ensure analysts are involved early in the

creative process. Theymust always be working on challenger creative, and

most important, they must ensure that their creative teams have the time

set aside to engage in post-launch optimization.

UNIQUE CREATIVE FOR TARGETED AUDIENCES

We’ve discussed throughout this book the benefits of personalized expe-

riences and media targeted to individual consumers or audiences. At some

point, however, the different creative advertising variations and person-

alized site content need to be created and trafficked, which provides

unique challenges in comparison to traditional creative processes.

Targeted advertising and personalized site experiences, when done

correctly, might need to target different devices, segments, or customers

at different states of the purchasing life cycle. As shown in Figure 9.9, this

can necessitate a massive variety of creative and content.

FIGURE 9.9 Targeted Media and Personalized Experiences Can

Necessitate a Massive Variety of Content and Creative
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The first challenge is providing a smooth enterprise workflow approval

for a large number of creative variations. Often in larger enterprises, there

is a sophisticated system of checks and balances on creative for regulatory

or legal purposes. A large number of variations of creative can wreak

havoc on approval systems. To solve this challenge, consider approving

creative and copy variations in principle rather than in final form.

Figure 9.10 shows a creative approval process for a single creative concept

with 108 variations of creative. Using this approach to creative approval

can simplify the operational challenges. This particular campaign had 5

additional creative options totaling over 600 different creative options.

A smart targeting platform like Facebook can dynamically match the

right creative to the right audience. In real time, it can determine which

creative is workingmore effectively for which audience and emphasize that

creative. The Platform Marketer must encourage the creative teams to

leverage the capabilities of these new targeting platforms.

In the campaign shown in Figure 9.10, the creative teamwas surprised by

the outcome. For instance, images with solid purple-colored backgrounds

performed more strongly than images with black or white backgrounds.

Which direction the character faced (left or right) made a difference to the

click-through rate. Even some characters performed better than others.

Creating this many variations of creative can be challenging. It’s

important to remember that because the environment of dynamically

managed creative changes so rapidly, teams need to be amenable to what

the data tells them. Pre-filling a number of media slots with multivariant

creative is archaic. Creative teams need to understand the power of

platform optimization and be willing to create individual assets that

can be assembled into cohesive communications.

Imagine the cost in time and resources of attempting to create 600 or

more individual creative units. Even using multiple teams to individually

create these variations could be overwhelming and cost prohibitive.

Conversely, a single team wouldn’t have the physical capacity to create

every possible variation of an ad for every single audience.

SUMMARY

The Platform Marketer can only succeed when the marketing process

mandates the use of customer insights to feed creative efforts, not only at

the brand level but in all engagements throughout the funnel. And
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FIGURE 9.10 From Few, Many

One of six variations of creative with approximately 600 different pieces of

creative.
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motivational insights that examine what drives consumer purchase deci-

sions should be included as a key component of customer strategy.

It is also critical to establish a culture where everyone strives for

constant optimization. Encouragemarketing teams to share testing results

with each other in order to strengthen the effectiveness of the entire

customer journey across the traditionally siloed marketing functions.

And finally, continue to find ways to deliver differentiated creative

treatments for targeted audiences, and use platforms like Facebook to

dynamically match the right creative to the right audience.
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Chapter 10 Audience Platform
Utilization

Special Contributor: Matthew Naeger

After assessing eachof the competencies covered in the earlier portions of this

book, it is time to think about how you make the most of the platform

marketing stack to achieve the goals that you have set for your programs.

The previous areas address key competencies that are necessary to utilize

digital platforms effectively. Now we will focus on the differences between

theplatformsandhowyoucanmake themostof yourability to communicate

in an addressable fashion with your potential, new, and existing customers.

To start, it is important to recognize that addressable platforms are

changingonadaily basis.Whatwehave today fromcompanies likeGoogle,

Facebook, and Twitter is quickly being parroted by major publishers and

merchants likeAmazon,Walmart, andAOL.Additionally, eachplatform is

racing to evolve and provide greater value to its advertisers as more money

heads into the digital space. Each platform has its own set of features that

helps to differentiate the value and the experience, but to this point there is
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not one that has become a total solution for marketers, due to the

proprietary nature of the products and the audiences available to each

independently. Each of the platforms is working toward the goal of one-to-

one addressable audience targeting in one form or another. As that target-

ing continues to increase, a heightened focus is placed upon how to utilize

each platform. Equally important is determining how you plan to integrate

your message delivery and experiences across platforms when the connec-

tions between IDs and users are not synergized. In order to improve that

process and unify the experience, it is necessary to start thinking about how

your planning process needs to change. Figure 10.1 illustrates how to

prioritize the audience in your planning process.

As you can see from the outlined process, it becomes important to be

able to pull the audience experience plan into the briefing process and the

media plan development for the selected platforms. With the Platform

Marketer stack, you then have the ability to move audience members

FIGURE 10.1 Audience Prioritization
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between messaging cycles and develop deeper experiences. Utilizing a

message framework such as that shown in Figure 10.2, you can take

advantage of the addressable nature of these new platforms and connect

to a customer via the platforms either independently or in combination.

Additionally, you can use the value segmentation of your customer data to

guide the media placement process and, on a person-by-person basis,

determine howmuch you are willing to spend on the next ad based on the

expected return. Each component will hold a different value and each

experience will serve a different purpose in developing your relationship

with the customer.

SCALE OF ADDRESSABLE AUDIENCES

The main challenge for expanding the use of audience platforms for the

past several years has been the lack of scale in the size of the audience that

FIGURE 10.2 Message Framework Example
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could be managed with multiple message scenarios. As we mentioned in

Chapter 7, which looked at media optimization, media plans used to be

fairly simple. First, you planned which sites you wanted to purchase.

Next, you planned which networks you wanted to buy in order to expand

the reach and volume of the impressions you could serve. And finally, with

your remaining budget, you planned some form of a programmatic buy.

Each of these tactics was typically optimized at a CPM level, and the levers

that were utilized were basic reach and, possibly, engagement metrics.

As Facebook, Twitter, and Google have expanded their platform-based

product offerings, they have additionally expanded the quality of the

inventory and the types of ads that could be delivered. Each of these

expansions has yielded better tools for understanding the audience to

whom youwill serve your ads and how often you can find those people. As

these platforms have grown and improved, we have been given the

capability to determine a number of factors prior to a buy such as:

• Howmany potential impressions a platformwould serve to each specific
audience (based on volunteered demographic data, as opposed to

typical platforms, which are using third-party interpreted data).

• What types of interests those audiences have been expressing through

their behavior within the platform (i.e., Google’s in market targeting,
Facebook’s interest targeting, and Twitter’s interest categories).

• How often the audiences are available.

• How much it will cost to serve ads to those audiences.

Armed with this information the media planning process can become

much more outcome-based and marketers can provide ROI forecasts

before media is executed.

Now that the platforms have matured, the idea of adopting an audience-

first approach to media planning is pushing to the forefront of the

industry. The Platform Marketer is driving this change and will continue

to do so as the addressable audience platforms grow. In total scale,

Facebook, Twitter, and Google have the ability to consistently reach

more of the global consumer market than any other media platform.

You are seeing television networks, as well as cable providers, scrambling

to enable digital delivery of their programming and their advertising.

Addressable video and television advertising are starting to grow to scale,

and we are seeing the evolution of these same types of audience platforms
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enabled by digital and offline data at the individual level. As addressable

television advertising and video platforms evolve, they will lead to the

same type of targeting and measurement that we have on the digital

platforms today. There are going to be new networks rising and new

platforms fighting to win the battle of who can build and integrate the

fastest.And just as you sawGooglemake its name in search, Facebookbuild

its platform in social data sharing, and Twitter build its platform on the

immediacy of interest-based data, you will also see a new major player

emerge in this space over the next two years.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE PLATFORMS

Facebook

Anyone who uses Facebook on at least a semi-regular basis will tell you

that the social network has both positive and negative features for its

users. However, more than a billion people rely on it consistently to help

keep in touch with their friends, find out new information, and as a source

of entertainment. These are three reasons why Facebook has grown in

popularity over its short lifespan. It provides a utility to those who

participate that other platforms don’t match. As a result, Facebook users

are very free with the information that they share with other users—and

that which they allow Facebook to share with advertisers. Most users will

tell you that they don’t want their personal information shared by Face-

book. But at the same time, they will agree to the terms and conditions of

the platform without giving a second thought to what those terms say can

be donewith their information. Sure, every once in a while there is a public

uproar about what Facebook is doing or some change that it has made,

but the public in general has proven that those things won’t change their

usage habits for long. It is that very behavior that makes the platform a

great opportunity for advertisers.

The basics of the Facebook platform are simple to understand. Facebook

provides a desktop and mobile version of its platform that can be accessed

by its users via a single, persistent login across all devices.This single sign-on

process across devices provides both a utility to users and a great data

compilation tool for Facebook. The single-user ID that is created by the

persistent cross-device sign-on process allows Facebook to see a user as an

individual and not a series of related cookies. Each interaction that a user
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has with Facebook is tracked and associated with that individual without

any guesswork or ambiguity. Facebook, in turn, provides access to this

single view of the user through its advertising platform and gives you the

ability to advertise to those individuals specifically, to identifyproperties for

those individuals who are important to you, and then to look for others

within the platform who have similar properties (look-alikes). It can also

target users generically, based on that first-party volunteered data. The

platform gives you a series of ways to deliver your advertising, including

display or video ads that run in users’ news feeds or down the right side of

the page when viewed on the desktop. Facebook has added new platforms,

like Instagram, over the last few years that have brought additional scale

and new options for format and delivery. As we mentioned previously, the

ad formats and targetingoptions are consistently expanding, and in the time

it has taken for us towrite and publish this book, there will likely be several

additional advancements on this platform.

At the same timeFacebook is increasing the ability to reach individuals on

its own platform and in its own content delivery, the platform is also taking

that information and externalizing it to reach people across the web. With

the acquisition of Atlas, Facebook has begun to expand its ability to utilize

its information to deliver ads that are running across other publisher

websites. In 2014, Facebook took the first steps toward externalizing

targeting capabilities when it began allowing advertisers to buy mobile

ads on third-party sites using the same targeting features thatwere available

within the Facebook platform. Then, in late 2014, the company announced

the launch of a similar platform on the desktop side. Using Atlas as the

primary delivery tool, Facebook is integrating the Atlas ad-serving technol-

ogywith its own first-party user data and a consistent cross-platform ID for

both targeting and reporting. As this toolset continues to grow, Facebook is

pushing advertisers to think about its advertising in a Platform Marketer

construct and tomove to personalizedmessaging at an individual level. The

company has stated publicly that it will continue to advance this effort to

allow for more relevant advertising for both its users and its advertisers.

Google

Like Facebook, Google has built its platform to provide a social utility to

users first and an advertising platform for marketers second. As we all
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know, Google began its journey by providing users with an information

resource that they needed—and to which they very quickly became

addicted in their daily lives. Over the past 15 years, Google has become

not only a platform but also a verb. Within its search platform is a tool

that lets users provide insight into their needs and wants, and Google then

provides that information to advertisers to use as a means of targeting

advertising. That is very easy to understand within search, but then

Google added to that ability when it launched the Gmail email service

in 2004, followed by the acquisitions of YouTube in 2006, the Double-

Click platform in 2007, and the Invite Media demand-side platform in

2010. Through the integration of these platforms into a single marketing

stack, the company has the ability to understand what people are

interested in and use that information to deliver highly targeted and

relevant ads to those users across search and display platforms.

Unlike Facebook, however, Google has not yet taken the leap to allow

individual user ID targeting across those two delivery platforms. Within

DoubleClick and the DoubleClick Bid Manager (the new name of the

Invite Media DSP), Google provides the ability to target segments of users

based on both first- and third-party user data that is shared between

Google, its publishers, and in some forms, its advertisers. In 2013, Google

launched a new targeting feature within the search platform called

remarketing lists for search ads (RLSA), the first list-based search target-

ing feature in the market. Within all of these platforms, Google has given

advertisers the ability to connect user interaction with websites to target-

ing of ads across the various areas of online advertising.

One of Google’s key advantages in this space is that it provides a variety

of services that tie users together across multiple platforms using a similar

single sign-on process for all of its properties. Over the years, Google has

made advances in providing personalized experiences for users and

continues to develop new tools to serve better advertising and query

responses to users of its services. This evolution continues as Google

increases the penetration of additional tools like GoogleMaps andGoogle

Now (a platform that is designed within the Android mobile operating

system to answer users’ questions, even before they ask them, by inter-

preting interests and needs from prior site interactions). Although Google

has moved more slowly in the identifiable targeting space, the company

has certainly moved just as fast as anyone else in integrating new

capabilities for targeting within its various platforms and across their
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users. To this point, Google has relied primarily on cookie IDs for

targeting by advertisers and utilized first-party Google ID layers for its

own personalization. Today, it is making an effort to integrate CRM data

into targeting for both search and display advertising. Google is also

taking its targeting and measurement capabilities a level beyond other

platforms by combining its advertising and site tracking reporting capa-

bilities within Google Analytics to provide data on attributed cross-

platform, cross-device, and offline conversion activity. As this platform

continues to evolve and mature, Google is setting a precedent by helping

advertisers understand more about the effectiveness of their advertising

than any other platform.

Twitter

The newest of online advertising platforms, Twitter has made significant

advancements over the past two years in both creative delivery as well as

targeting platforms. Starting off as a utility for the dissemination of

immediate response and new information for users, Twitter has advanced

its niche in the online space through continued growth of targeting and

reporting capabilities. When Twitter launched its partnership with Niel-

sen in 2013 to report on television viewer interactions on the platform, it

opened the eyes of many advertisers to a new way of understanding the

value of social media in recognizing the effects of offline advertising. After

that announcement, Twitter also invested in its tailored audiences plat-

form. Similar to the Facebook Custom Audience platform, tailored

audiences allows advertisers to bring their first-party data to Twitter,

in the form of email addresses, to identify and target advertising within the

platform. This program has shown promise and will continue to grow as

Twitter expands its reach and new ad delivery mechanisms.

The area in which Twitter has made the largest investment—and

continues to show the most promise—is in engagement with users within

the mobile environment. Twitter’s first move in that space was to acquire

MoPub in 2013. This set the stage for a new form of mobile ad delivery

that would integrate social media targeting in the mobile ad delivery

platform. As this integration continues to mature, we expect to see

additional mobile targeting features as well as new forms of advertising

outside of the Twitter platform, utilizing interest-based data from within
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the platform. With this focus specifically on mobile, Twitter has placed its

bet on the continued migration of audiences away from desktop/laptop

devices and onto mobile platforms.

AlthoughTwitter is the smallest of the three topplatforms, it has done the

most to integrate its platformwith areas of focus for traditional advertisers.

This integration will continue to bring scale to the platform, which will

fund growth of new ad delivery capabilities and, in the long run, position

Twitter as an ongoing power player in the Platform Marketer space.

Scaling Platforms

Amazon

The Amazon Ad Platform and the Amazon Mobile Ad Network both

show significant potential to scale in the addressable media space over the

next several years. With tremendous amounts of data on customer

shopping and buying habits, Amazon’s platform can provide enormous

value to retailers and consumer packaged goods (CPG) companies that are

looking to capture customers at each stage of the purchase funnel. With

the data that Amazon is already using, the platformwill be able to provide

indicators of purchase intent, look-alike purchase audiences, similar

purchase audiences, as well as probabilistic sales targets. The limitation

to this platform is that it is tied to purchase intent and entertainment

behaviors. Amazon will not have access to life events, friend networks, or

other indicators that Google, Facebook, and Twitter each have in abun-

dance. That doesn’t mean that the niche it serves isn’t worthwhile. In fact,

if Amazon were to open up more first-party data to advertisers and

potentially build a partnership with another platform, it could add

substantial value to any ad environment.

Walmart

Bringing a separate alternative view to the marketplace, Walmart has

been more focused on using its ad platform and network to solve a

different problem for advertisers: that of how their online ads affect

offline behaviors. Sure, Walmart is allowing advertisers to utilize tons

of online shopping data from its web properties for segmentation and
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targeting of ads, but the retail giant is also turning that information

into ad justification by connecting it with offline purchase intent. Much

the same way that Google is trying to solve this problem for retailers

and service companies alike, Walmart’s platform is trying to do more

for CPG organizations to show that if you advertise on the network,

your product will sell in the brick-and-mortar store. Advertisers using

the Walmart platform can then also extrapolate that data to help

justify purchases of additional online ads, based on who is being

targeted, what purchases they have made in the past, and what they

are likely to buy in the future. If you add couponing into this process,

things get even more interesting as Walmart continues to expand the

platform and use it as a means to show that customers still shop in both

online and offline environments. This online/offline connection hap-

pens to be Walmart’s only real advantage over Amazon for both

advertisers and customers.

AOL

The AOL suite of ad platforms has continued to evolve over the past

15 years. We have seen AOL go from being one of the largest media

companies on the web to being an afterthought in many circles of the

online world. However, along that path, the evolution has continued and

grown into something that is starting to look a lot like an integrated one-

to-one addressable media opportunity across online and offline experi-

ences. That may not sound like the AOL that you have come to know over

the past few years, but it is certainly the AOL that you will want to know

over the next few. Through the integration of its platforms, AOL is

showing that individuals could be connected not only across digital

devices but also on their televisions with the potential of Adap.tv. This

makes sense for a company that was once part of Time Warner and one

that has continued to push its media roots forward online. As the

movement of TV programming online continues and the movement of

cable providers to become more like set-top box digital delivery services

(smart TVs, Google TV, Apple TV, Netflix, and so on) AOL begins to get

the scale necessary to play at the forefront of the addressable platform

space. The fact is that television advertising still sells, and no one else

currently has the ability to sell television in a connected, consumer-

targeted way linked to online advertising.
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Apple

With all of the hype that always exists around Apple, it seems almost

counterintuitive to list it as “a bit of a contender” in a space where it seems

to have so much power. However, when you consider the significant

reduction in market share of the iOS platform over the past few years, the

question of whether Apple can scale becomes a concern. In a recent

International Data Corporation report, data showed that while iOS

devices were continuing to show sales growth, their market share versus

Android devices was still declining (11.7 percent in second quarter

2014).1 With that said, the Apple audience is still a relevant one, and

Apple is doing its best to make the iAd platform one that will help the

company generate revenue and drive its digital targeting business for-

ward. The iAd platform has changed several times since its inception and,

most recently, the big push has been to incorporate first-party CRM data

to assist in targeting and to build advertising models. As this platform

continues to evolve, it is easy to see the potential to connect iAds with

Apple Pay and build something that can extend to other targeting features.

A LOOK AHEAD

As you probably realized when going through the details on each of the

platforms, the race to the future of platformmarketing is closer to the start

than it is the finish. The major players we have discussed here will trans-

form along the way, and new ones will enter the market from all

directions. Theywill all evolve with themarketplace. There is the potential

of regulation, the potential of consumer backlash on privacy, and the

potential that a new delivery platform could come along and change the

game even further (wearables anyone?). However, the one thing of which

we can be sure is that customers will continue to react to increasingly

relevant, timely, and useful advertising.When customers react, advertisers

follow and platforms grow.

1 www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS25037214.
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Chapter 11 Measurement and
Attribution

Special Contributor: Peter Vandre

For the Platform Marketer, effective measurement and attribution are

more important than ever before. Measurement allows the organization

to learn from the past and make better decisions in the future. It involves

the development and ongoing management of KPIs and underlying

methodologies that measure marketing effectiveness and provide insights

for agile, ongoing execution. In spite of the proliferation of data, the

advancement in computing power, and more sophisticated analytic

methods, most companies are still struggling to effectively address the

measurement problem. Companies are trying to take the same last-touch

attribution shortcuts that, in some cases, were good enough before the

digital channel and marketing explosion. Unfortunately, these simplified

approaches are now leading to bad decisions and wasted spend. In this

chapter, we’ll explore the root causes of bad measurement and lay out the

fundamental building blocks that are necessary to fix it.
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MEASUREMENT CHALLENGES

The fragmentation of touchpoints, brought about in large part by the

digital revolution, presents distinct challenges for the Platform Mar-

keter. Consumers are exposed to a plethora of competing messages from

offline and online media. And to complicate things further, they are

reaching out to brands through an equally staggering number of

channels. In fact, the days when an organization defined its brand

and pushed it to consumers are gone. Consumers have just as much

control over what your brand represents as you do. This is not to say

that brand creation and mass media are no longer important. In fact,

when you consider how much influence friends, online reviews, and

social networks have on a buying decision, it has become even more

important to manage what your brand represents. It is how an organi-

zation manages its brand that is changing.

Unfortunately, most marketers are still using the same measurement

methods that were popular before the digital marketing explosion, a

time when customer journeys were much more linear and simplistic.

When consumers are engaging with relatively few media and channels,

a last-touch or last-engagement marketing attribution approach gives

directionally accurate results for direct media. Direct marketers have

grown up using key codes for catalogs, dedicated 800 numbers for

direct mail, and last-click/post-view windows for email. These methods

inherently give more credit to last-touch marketing. As a result, they

tend to lead marketers to overspend on bottom-of-the-marketing-

funnel tactics at the expense of mid- to upper-funnel tactics. This

problem is compounded by increases in marketing spend, a widening

variety of media and tactics, and a growing array of choices for how

and where to purchase. The outcome for large brands is typically

millions of dollars in wasted marketing spend. Through attribution-

sensitive analysis we have shown that, for many brands, a modest

shift in attribution assumption can cut such waste by as much as 15 to

30 percent of the marketing budget.

The more effective approach to measurement, especially in digital and

direct media, is to shape the attributionmethod tomore closely resemble a

consumer’s actual journey with the brand. This requires not just looking

at the last interaction that took place but the time sequence of interactions,

or what we term the “event stream,” leading up to a sale. The event stream
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concept is relatively simple. Each interaction with the brand, outbound or

inbound, is cataloged at an individual level, with a date-time stamp and

associated metadata about that interaction. The output is a unique,

individual-level timeline showing exactly how the consumer engaged

the brand (see Figure 11.1). In the case that a company has multiple

lines of business, it is a best practice to create a single event stream across

interactions. For B-to-B, additional business dimensions are needed so

that individual customer journeys can be aggregated and analyzed at a

corporate level as well.

The event stream is created as an output of the identity management

process described in Chapter 4. Event streams should be created for both

anonymous and known individuals and, as much as possible, with an

integrated event stream that ties back to interactions occurring across

devices. With an event stream in place, we now have a robust data

construct to allow us to ask and answer questions about how consumers

are engaging across touchpoints. Equally important is the assignment of

marketing credit on a fractional basis, not just a last-touch basis, to each

FIGURE 11.1 Customer Event Stream for an Insurer
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marketing touchpoint. Advanced analytics, with predictive modeling or

machine learning, are needed to do this assignment accurately. And

testing is critical to validate the attribution process. However, our

experience is that the Pareto Principle, or the 80/20 rule, applies to

attribution. In this case, 80 percent of the work that goes into creating

accurate attribution lies in the process of creating a robust event stream.

Advanced analytics applied on bad data may produce results that are

worse than last touch. Unfortunately, creating good event streams is very

difficult. In the next section, we explain what the roadblocks are to getting

to a better measurement system and what you need to do to move them.

ADDRESSING ROADBLOCKS

Roadblock 1: Organizational silos. Measurement roadblocks typically
begin with the organization itself. Data silos tend to follow organiza-

tional silos.Asanexample,manyfinancial servicesfirmsareorganizedby
lines of business tied to product with separate measurement systems by

business line.While theremay be overarching organization-widemetrics
reported, optimization occurs within product silos. Coordination across

line-of-business (LOB) must occur to bridge data gaps across businesses
and to more accurately reconstruct the customer event stream. For this

work to happen, the development of a unified customer event stream and
centralized measurement methodology must become an enterprise pri-
ority, and the overarching measurement framework must be an enter-

prise currency. Incentive structures need to be addressed so that
marketers are rewarded for working across business groups.

Roadblock 2: Identity management. In addition to organizational chal-
lenges, companies also must be willing to invest in a robust identity

management solution and continue to work on improving the quality of
the output. This is a foundational building block of cross-channel

measurement. Today, cookies are still the primary tracking mechanism
for digital interactions but their effectiveness diminishes every day.Many

mobile devices don’t accept third-party cookies and many spyware/
antivirus programs and some browsers block them by default. Addition-

ally, cookies are tied to browsers, not devices or people, leading one
person to have many different cookies from the same brands. Digital
tracking based only on cookies leaves big holes in the identity graph and

the subsequent event stream. Brands need to work with reputable
partners to help fill in these gaps in a privacy-friendly way. Every
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organization also needs an identity management roadmap to prioritize
and planwhich improvements are introduced into the process andwhen.

Roadblock 3: Maintaining data quality. You can have the most robust
identity management system available, but if you can’t consistently

collect, organize, and update the information about those events you
cannot create a useable cross-channel data model. Our experience is

that effective campaign datamanagement is rare. Tags are oftenmissing
on creative or websites leading to data loss; campaign planners neglect

to enter key campaign attributes or follow published campaign stan-
dards; and different groups and agencies working for the same brand do

things differently. Additionally, data that may be correct when entered
may need to be updated when more information is available. For
example, original pricing terms for an online display placement may

not match actual invoiced terms, once adjustments and discounts are
applied. Incorrect information about a specific marketing tactic, espe-

cially pricing, will lead themarketer tomake bad decisions if undetected
and not corrected. Someone needs to be responsible for monitoring and

enforcing data quality.

Roadblock 4: Walled gardens. Large publishers and audience platforms

such as Google, AOL, Facebook, Twitter, and Amazon are creating
marketing environments that are walled off from each other. Consum-

ers traverse these environments, but these walled gardens don’t
always let the data flow with them. The result can be data gaps. For

example, I may take a list of known prospects or customers and
onboard them into the Facebook environment. Facebook, however,
as of the writing of this book does not allow marketers to drop a pixel

on ad creative shown to consumers in a way that allows us to target
them within the Google ad network. Nor can we understand whether it

is the same individual who is seeing ads in both networks. Effective
identity management can help bridge some of these gaps, but it will not

be perfect. Marketers and agencies have to be very strategic about
which marketing solutions they choose (for example, DMP, DSP, and

Ad servers; see Chapter 2 on Ad Tech Ecosystems) and on which
networks they are certified for tracking purposes. Your media plan may

help drive your decisions to utilize one platform over another. For
example, if you spend a disproportionate amount with Facebook, you
may want to consider using Atlas for ad serving, because it is owned by

Facebook and has better tracking and measurement capabilities within
that platform. Similarly, there are tracking and measurement advan-

tages to using the Google DMP if you are spending a lot in Google’s
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network.More onwalled gardens can be found in Chapter 4 on Identity
Management.

Roadblock 5: Offline to online data integration. Many attribution solu-
tions are designed to work primarily with digital interactions and

digital conversions. This may be fine if you are an e-commerce com-
pany, but it is a big problem if you are a multichannel retailer, a bank

with branches, an insurance company, a hospitality company, or
any business with spend in online and offline media and sales channels.

To create event streams that span offline and online campaigns you
need a deliberate data collection strategy to maximize these linkages.

You also will likely need to leverage third-party data onboarders that
can take offline identities and onboard them into digital identities in a
privacy-conscious way. Vendors such as Merkle, Acxiom, and Epsilon

provide these services. The end result of this process should be event
streams that contain not only digital interactions but also offline

interactions.

Roadblock 6: Ad fraud. In March 2014, theWall Street Journal reported
that “about 36 percent of web traffic is considered fake” and that about
28 percent of U.S. online ad spend is wasted due to fraud.1 If this is

true, it represents $50 billion in waste in the U.S. market alone—and
this is a global phenomenon. Fraudsters are using bots and other

methods to click on ads, browse websites, and even complete some
basic online conversion activities like registration. The result is that

basic attribution metrics, such as exposure rate, click-through rate, and
incremental site traffic, are wrong. Finding and removing the fraud is
hard, and the best defense against it is actually better measurement—

specifically, optimizing programs based on actual online and offline
sales instead of presale metrics. It is almost impossible for fraudsters to

fake a sale. For this to work, we need to be better about tying online and
offline sales into that event stream.

MEASUREMENT STRATEGY

The bad news is there is no product you can buy today that can completely

eliminate the roadblocks for you. Effective measurement requires effective

process and consistent standards, beginning with a solid measurement

strategy and plan.Measurement strategy is a framework used to ensure an

1 Suzanne Vranica, “A ‘Crisis’ in Online Ads: One-Third of Traffic Is Bogus,” Wall
Street Journal (March 23, 2014).
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organization properly scopes and plans to implement a world-class

measurement and attribution system. In our opinion, the best measure-

ment strategies meet five key criteria.

First, a measurement strategy must have complete metrics. In other

words, nothing is out of scope. A great example of this is the organization

that spends a significant amount of money on broad media, such as TV.

Often TV is used as a broad media designed to drive a softer metric like

awareness or perception. It, therefore, is common to have a situationwhere

direct and digital media are measured on an ROI basis but TV is not,

because it was designed to drive a different outcome. Not having complete

metrics makes the measurement framework break down, because how can

wedecidebetween spendingmoreonTVormoreondigitalmediawithout a

full picture? Nothing should be left out of the framework.

Second, within a measurement strategy, metrics must be applied con-

sistently. We regularly see organizations with a metric such as cost per

acquisition (CPA), which they compare across programs. For example,

digital display, paid search, and direct mail can all generate a CPA metric.

Assume direct mail is measured using a test control design and therefore

creating a true incremental CPA metric. But then assume search and

display are calculated using direct attribution methods. It is likely that

search and display will generate better CPA estimates than direct mail,

simply because they are calculated using different methods. Calculating a

metric like CPA in a consistent manner to represent the same thing across

media and programs is essential to a measurement strategy.

Third, the metrics need to be applicable across all measurement levels.

Marketing mix models are very effective at creating a single metric across

all media, but this method can’t estimate the same metric at a very

granular level within media. Often, organizations use other metrics at

a granular level like cost per click or cost per response. The challenge is

that, at a quarterly or yearly planning level, metrics from the media mix

are used to establish budgets and goals; each media owner cannot then

calculate those samemetrics day to day at the level of granularity bywhich

the planning decisions were made. This is why it is essential that the

metrics can be generated at all measurement levels.

Fourth, the metrics have to be applicable across all measurement dimen-

sions. Dimensions in this context refer to common ways by which an

organization would likely want to break out a metric. Geography and time

are common dimensions. Organizations want to know what the cost per
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sale is by month or by state or by some other increment of place and time.

Another common and powerful dimension is customer segment. What is

the cost per sale by segment? It is important toplan earlyhowmetricswill be

sliced by these dimensions. If we care about a metric like brand awareness,

for example,wemay need to increase sample size and ask specific questions

to be able to report out brand awareness by segment.

The fifth and final critical element for a measurement strategy is to

ensure the right method is used for each metric. There is no measurement

method that is the best choice in every instance. Sometimes marketing mix

models are ideal, sometimes random test designs, and other times market

research is required. By ensuring the right tool is used for the job,

organizations can often cut out some of the market research studies

that are better handled in marketing mix models and then refocus that

money to increase the sample size of market research studies in order to

report out by segment or granular periods of time.

There should be two key outputs for measurement strategy: the metric

playbook and the development and implementation roadmap. Themetric

playbook acts as a measurement manual of sorts. It includes an overall

measurement framework, which is a visual representation of what metrics

are important and how they relate to one another. This single framework

needs to be understood and adopted by all groups within the organiza-

tion. The metric playbook should also detail both the definition and

calculation method for each metric. The second output is the development

and implementation road map, which is a document that outlines what

work is going to take place over time to build the required organizational

support, the integrated measurement platform (data and data manage-

ment platform), and analytics and reporting capabilities.2

YOUR DIGITAL DATA NERVOUS SYSTEM

Effectively estimating metrics is dependent on quality data capture and

distribution. For digital, this is challenged by the myriad of ad tech

partners that are required to execute a comprehensive digital marketing

strategy. You are likely working with one or more DSPs, DMPs, email

service providers, ad servers, search engines, search bidding platforms,

2 David Williams, Connected CRM: Implementing a Data-Driven, Customer-Centric
Business Strategy (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, 2014).
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web analytics tools, content management systems, personalization

engines, e-commerce platforms, or sales/lead management systems.

Each of these systems is connected to consumer touchpoints and contains

important information about what content, offers, messages, and so on

were delivered to which consumers and when. These are the core ingre-

dients that go into the development of the individual-level event stream—

the data bedrock of effective measurement.

Today, most of these systems operate primarily through tagging and

cookies. Tags/pixels are created by people and implemented in websites,

creative assets, mobile applications, emails, and other places to enable

data collection, proper content delivery, and browser-level tracking.

Cookies allow us to maintain a persistent identity across touchpoints.

The process of effectively configuring, contacting, and maintaining this

data layer is often referred to as tag management. Effective tag and data

management can create the digital data nervous system that will ensure

that each marketing appendage is able to function in harmony with the

rest of the marketing body.

There are tag management tools such as Tealium, Google Tag Man-

ager, Ensighten, and BrightTag that are designed to help facilitate this

process, but technology alone cannot be the answer. This nervous system

should be actively managed by a centralized team that is responsible for

not only placing and configuring tags but also creating and enforcing

standards for campaign data. One reason these campaign standards are

essential is that agencies and internal teams, by default, will not instru-

ment their campaigns to enable measurement across the ecosystem, since

these extra steps are often not necessary for measurement within their

own silos. A centralized “data czar” or data group may be necessary to

create and enforce these standards.

EFFECTIVE MEASUREMENT REQUIRES TESTING

Gone are the days when we could simply throw more analysts at

measurement and expect better results. Creating and maintaining event

streams requires technology. Attribution models are developed by statis-

ticians or mathematicians, but algorithms are embedded in analytics

platforms that automate scoring of new marketing data on at least a

daily or weekly basis. The output should be expressed through compre-

hensive and centralized reporting that allows analysts to spend less time
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prepping data and doing custom analyses and more time sifting through

results, finding insights, and making recommendations. The top attribu-

tion systems have gone a long way toward automating this process.

However, often additional calibration of these outputs is needed to adjust

for non-digital marketing touches, such as mass media, existing brand

impact, competitive factors, seasonal impacts, and so forth. It is important

that these calibration steps also be automated as much as possible.

Furthermore, the measurement discussion so far has been about how to

understand the impact of marketing actions taken in the past. While these

backward-looking approaches aid the ability to make better decisions

going forward, they fall short of helping truly optimize budget planning. If

a marketer has an additional million dollars to spend, should that be used

to buy more spots on TV in Toronto, target deeper in direct mail lists, or

spend more on targeted Facebook ads? The attribution models might

suggest all of these as attractive choices, but truly making the best spend

decisions requires drawing from historical attribution results and apply-

ing forward-looking analytics that can allow the marketer to run scenario

optimization exercises and predict marketing impact. How many sales,

quotes, prescriptions, subscriptions or new customers should the mar-

keter expect?3

To support this capability, an end-user tool represents a best-in-class

access capability allowing a user to engage with the platform and submit

what-if scenarios. The tool draws from past results and predictive

algorithms to provide scenarios ranked in order from best to worst

performance. The output identifies optimal budget allocation across

measurement levels and dimensions, including consumer segment. This

provides a powerful differentiator supporting the Platform Marketer’s

ability to guide spend for next month, not just next year’s budget.

TESTING

It is impossible to have a robust measurement systemwithout a systemized

approach to testing. For big brands testing is not a substitute for a solid

attribution system, but rather an important complement. Testing allows

you to validate key attribution assumptions and build confidence in the

measurement system overall. Results of tests can serve as additional

3 Williams, Connected CRM.
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calibration points to the marketing system. For example, you might

discover through testing that existing attribution models are underesti-

mating the impact of a certain medium or missing an important interac-

tion effect between media. Once understood, adjustments can be made to

correct for missed effects.

In some cases, testing can help you fill in natural gaps in the attribution

process. For example, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, Facebook does

not allow marketers to place pixels on the ads shown to those targeted

through their Facebook CustomAudiences onboarding process.We select

an offline audience with personally identifiable information, onboard that

audience into the Facebook platform, and then show them ads. We can

track conversions that happen based on clicking on the ads, but Facebook

does not allow us to cookie individuals as we show them ads. This leaves

a gap in the event stream, as some individuals influenced by the ad search

may go to a physical store or directly visit a website, instead of clicking

through the ad. Here is where testing can help out. We create a holdout

group that is not onboarded or targeted through the Facebook campaign.

We then match online and offline sales based on name and address to

those targeted (test) and those not targeted (holdout) and look at the

incremental lift. This testing provides a level of measurement that is

impossible to achieve without testing.

Testing can also help refine targeting and messaging within media.

Programs that have a perpetual testing element evolve much faster than

those that do not. This type of testing is informed through analysis of

customer behavior, sentiment, and motivation, and married with market-

ing experience and best practices. We create an informed hypothesis for

how we can improve performance, and then we test that hypothesis

relative to our business-as-usual marketing approach. Test results should

be cataloged and shared in a centralized way, yielding a strategic asset for

the company over time. New marketers reviewing prior test results can

benefit from years of prior learning and optimization.

Unfortunately testing is harder today than in the past. As we move to

one-to-one personalized communications it is no longer about testing to

discover the best overall message, creative, or offer for everyone but the

best communication for the individual at that touchpoint. Testing varia-

tions can quickly explode and decision engines are needed that have

integrated testing frameworks that can handle these variations (see

Chapter 9, Channel Optimization). Analysts need to be trained in
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multivariate testing techniques and have an ability to prioritize testing

efforts. As test results emerge, we need to catalog not only what the best

messages are but to which audiences and under what circumstances.

Through this process, we can learn a tremendous amount about our

customers—honing our intuition and making us better marketers.

WHAT IS COMING?

Any measurement system should be designed with an eye toward the

future. Although it is impossible to predict the future, we see some

important trends that will impact measurement over the next couple of

years. The first trend is the consolidation of attribution solutions within

the major marketing clouds. In May 2014, Google announced that it

was purchasing Adometry. The same month, AOL announced it was

buying Convertro. What is the result? We expect to see attribution

become much more integrated with the other components in the ad tech

stack. Instead of requiring separate tags or ad server log file feeds,

Adometry could benefit from collecting data directly from Google ad

and analytics tags. Furthermore, attribution results could be pushed

directly into the search bidding platforms and the demand side platform.

Such changes could significantly reduce the effort required to implement

the solution, increase data quality, and enhance the ability to take action

on the results in digital media.

Facebook has not purchased an attribution platform but instead is

bolstering the inherent tracking and measurement capabilities within its

Atlas ad server. A shift from cookie- to people-level reporting and

targeting is based on the platform’s robust device graph. Today, these

measurement capabilities are restricted to ads placed within the Facebook

ad network. We expect Google to follow Facebook’s lead and begin to

allow for cross-device and persistent people tracking within its marketing

cloud. By utilizing its robust identity graph, Google could greatly improve

the quality of the consumer event stream. Google today allows marketers

to onboard offline marketing touches, such as direct mail, and sales

(e.g., call center) into the event stream.

The big question is:Will the big marketing cloud providers—Facebook,

Google, Adobe, and AOL—at least partially remove their garden walls to

allow for tracking across ad ecosystems? A Google or Facebook attribu-

tion solution is much less appealing if it can only measure marketing
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touches within each of their own walled gardens. If these solutions are

opened up across platforms then we expect more of the heavy lifting

around digital identity management and event stream creation to shift

accordingly and independent attribution solutions to begin to disappear.

If not, we expect independent attribution solutions to continue to thrive.
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Chapter 12 Marketing
Technology Stack

Special Contributor: Matthew Mobley

By now, marketing technology has progressed to a point where it has

outpaced the ability of most marketing organizations to realize all the

addressable marketing possibilities that lay before them. Technology in

and of itself is not a limiter to the marketing organization. This is not to

say that there are no limitations, but many of the technological barriers

related to data volumes, access speeds, and connectivity to media and

channels have been overcome. The challenges in technology lie in the

ability of the marketing organization to rationalize all of the capabilities

into a coherent solution that does not isolate data and insights in any

channel or media. Every component in the technology stack, or platform,

must work in concert with each of the others. Theymust havemechanisms

to share data and insights, to deploy unified marketing messages, and to

engage consumers in the context of previous experiences with the brand,

regardless of the channel or media. This rationalization of the technology

stack is where most organizations stumble.
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There are many obstacles to achieving a rationalized technology stack,

including factors relating to organization, expertise, rapid technology

evolution, and overselling by platform companies. These obstacles are

manifested because of humans, not technology. Another contributor to

these issues is the lack of a universal marketing stack. You cannot procure

a single platform from one company that will be able tomeet all marketing

needs. It takes a stable of technology providers to enable the marketing

technology platform.

One quick look at your organizational chart will let you know if your

CRM effort will be affected by the organization-related barriers around

technology. If it shows a digital marketing team and a CRM or database

team, you have a problem. This structure is very common in large and

medium-sized organizations and stems from the fact that the skills

required for digital marketing are not inherent in traditional database

marketing personnel. But this organizational structure will result in two

primary data and insights silos: one for offline CRM data, and one for

online data. Each silo will make technology decisions in the context of its

own marketing purview, and these technology choices will not readily

align if and when they are brought together. Any technology decision

must be made in the context of the entire marketing organization. Does

the technology we are implementing enable data and insights to be

activated in any channel and media? Does this technology share its

data and insights with all other technology components in the technology

stack? If the answer is no, you need to reconsider this component. The

digital technology teams need to be focused on how they leverage the rich

data contained in the offline world, and the traditional marketing teams

need to understand the digital world.

Marketing organizations struggle to keep up with the expertise needed

to understand all the technologies that are in play today and their hyper-

evolution in the market. Typically, marketing technologists develop a

deep understanding of specific components in the stack for specific

channels and media, but fail to understand how these same components

can drive other channels andmedia. This results in a technology landscape

that is littered with point solutions that don’t integrate with each other.

It is further exacerbated by rapid changes in these technologies and new

technology players entering the arena. As these technologists cope with

their day jobs they are unable to maintain the level of exploration and

learning needed to understand the dynamics of technology evolution.
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The other expertise gap exists in the CIO organization. While these

organizations have developed deep proficiency in core operational tech-

nologies, this expertise does not directly translate into the technology

skills that are needed by the marketing organization. Marketing organi-

zations also struggle with the lack of agility found in the traditional IT

organizations. They have sacrificed some agility to risk mitigation and

governance practices, which are important competencies to ensure success

in their arena. They also have challenges similar to those of the marketing

organization, in that the technology is evolving at a pace that exceeds the

time it takes to understand the new technology sets. It will take a dedicated

and focused effort by both organizations to keep pace. Unfortunately, this

comes at a cost to the organization.

A RATIONALIZED TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURE

Key to creating a rationalized, integrated architecture is the development

of a functional blueprint that depicts key areas of the marketing technol-

ogy stack. This architecture will become the guidepost for key technology

decisions and for socializing the vision in the enterprise. It defines the key

components, each of which must be viewed with every other component

as both a consumer and contributor of data and insights. It cannot include

every function, but it should describe the broad platform.

The foundation of this platform relies on three core components: the

marketing database, identity management, and the data management

platform (Figure 12.1). These components make up the foundational

marketing platform. Any success or failures in these components will be

propagated and magnified in the other components. This is a result of the

fact that these layers are responsible for storing, integrating, and manag-

ing the data—the lifeblood of this marketing platform.

MARKETING DATABASE

The foundation of the marketing technology stack is still the marketing

database. What has changed in today’s world are the types and volume

of data contained within it. These changes force organizations to rethink

how they build and implement the marketing database. The marketing

database should no longer be viewed as a relational database with a set
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of applications to manage the marketing efforts. Traditional relational

databases still have a significant role, but they only represent a component

of the overall marketing data platform.

In the past, the marketing database was a warehouse built on a

relational database structure. Marketing applications would be imple-

mented on top of this database, or datamarts were created to serve data to

the applications. This model presents a significant challenge with data

today. Marketing data assets have grown in volume and have introduced

unstructured data to the mix. The volume issue alone can create high-cost

barriers if it is implemented in the traditional structures. Also, in the past

all data was typically associated with an identified person. Inherently, this

would limit the overall size of the database. While these databases were

still large, many times you would rationalize the data to a single repre-

sentation of an individual. This would ultimately limit the data volume to

FIGURE 12.1 The Rationalized Technology Architecture with

Highlighted Foundational Marketing Components
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a population equivalent to the size of the country, or countries, you were

dealing with.

Today, you can have many more representations of an individual,

because the marketing data platformwill maintain unique representations

of individuals that we may not be able to associate. These unique

representations can be attributed to the many anonymous forms an

individual may take in the digital world. The other big driver of data

volume is the number of events—and their associated data—that must be

considered in the marketing data platform. The digital channels have

drastically increased the volume of this data. Thinking of the marketing

data platform, you must consider the management of these data assets:

• Offline data: data associated to a terrestrial data identity, like name,
address, and phone number.

• Online data: data associated to a device or digital identity, like a cookie.

• Structured data: data that can be easily classified and organized.

• Unstructured data: data that contains variable components that are not
easily organized and queried by end users, such as consumer reviews.

• Known data: data associated to a terrestrial identity.

• Anonymous data: data associated to a device or digital identity.

In consideration of these new data requirements, we must look at the

marketing data platform in two tiers, the first being the “data lake.” This

is the main destination for all data no matter what form it takes. This tier

contains all data assets in a technology set and the mechanisms for

assimilating and synthesizing those data assets into a consumable form

to be used by different constituencies. The data lake is typically imple-

mented with big data technologies. Big data platforms have made signifi-

cant advancements and moved beyond novelty IT projects into a world

where they are enterprise ready. There is still further progress to be made

with these platforms, but many of the players in this space have created

distributions that improve adoption in an organization.

The next tier in the marketing data platform layer is the relational

database layer. This layer resembles the traditional models of the past, but

its primary source of data is the data lake. It is typically implemented with

traditional relational database management systems. Today, big data

technologies cannot replace this layer, due to the fact that manymarketing

applications have not matured to a point where they can be easily
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implemented in line with big data technologies. But this is rapidly

changing. Many of the marketing applications will have direct access

to this layer of synthesized data coming from the data lake.

Data access and movement must be thoughtfully considered around the

marketing data platform. Users will need access to the data lake to create

other consumable data assets that can then be moved into the layer

supporting the marketing applications. Each tier must be built with data

democratization in mind. That is, the data must be free to move to any

place by any user to fuel the marketing process. Wemust prevent any data

management layer from creating a silo that will need to be broken down in

the future.

DATAMANAGEMENT PLATFORM

The data management platform (DMP) is a close companion of the data

marketing platform, but it fills a specific role in the stack. The role of this

platform is to manage the data that will be activated in digital channels

andmedia, as well as other interactive channels, such as the call center or a

point-of-sale system. The DMP must contain a few core functions:

• Audience Management. The ability to view and segment marketing

audiences based on characteristics and behaviors contained in the
platform.

• Audience Syndications. The movement of targeted audience segments to
marketing execution platforms.

• Business Intelligence. A simplified reporting and analysis layer to
evaluate audiences and campaign performance.

• Data Interface. A rich integration layer that allows other applications to
interact with the data contained in the DMP.

The DMP market can be broken into three core categories:

1. Execution DMP. The execution DMP directly supports a specific set
of channels and media. It contains core DMP functions, but the

syndication is limited to the specific channels and media. These
DMPs typically lack a robust data interface, which limits their use

across all channels and media. A good example of an execution DMP
is one that is in direct support of display media. Many demand-side

platforms will leverage this type of DMP.
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2. Pure-Play DMP. The pure-play DMP, for the most part, represents
the majority of the DMP market. It contains components of the

execution DMP, but extends its value by including a rich data
interface layer that enables the democratization of data across chan-

nels and media. Many pure-play DMPs also contain a data exchange
capability that allows a marketer to extend existing audiences or

acquire new audiences through a third-party provider.

3. Experience DMP. The experience DMP extends beyond the tradi-

tional role of a data management platform. In conjunction with
functions contained in the execution and pure-play DMPs, these

DMPs bring tightly integrated experience management functions to
the table. These experience management functions can include opti-
mization and personalization capabilities.

Obviously, choosing the right DMP is highly dependent on the require-

ments of the marketing organization, but considerable attention must be

paid during the process. Every DMP is trying to extend further up the

value chain. The reality is that many of them lack the most important

thing. A DMP must enable data activation in any channel and media. In

the absence of a DMP that can achieve this, an organization will end up

with multiple platforms performing the same function for different

channels and media. In the end, this has a high potential of creating

data silos, ultimately fragmenting the marketing message.

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

The identity management component is responsible for rationalizing the

myriad of identity signals. It allows marketers to associate terrestrial,

device, and digital identity attributes with a single individual. These

associations allow marketers to connect disparate data sets into a single

integrated view of the consumer’s characteristics and behaviors across

channels and media. This integrated view is then leveraged by other

components in the stack to inform marketing strategies, measure market-

ing effectiveness, and guide the consumer experience. Identity manage-

ment should create two primary data assets: the identity graph, or map,

and the event stream.

The identity graph (Figure 12.2) enables marketers to find associations

between events and identity signals. This graph must be accessible to all
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other components. This access could be achieved by publishing the

graphing to downstream components or by providing search access to

the graph via a service.

As an example of how this can be applied, an anonymous consumer,

while searching on the website, decides to sign up for a promotions

newsletter. In the absence of the identity graph, we would only be able to

leverage the data generated in the browsing session to determine what to

say to this consumer.With the identity graph, wewould be able to find out

if this consumer is already a customer, and if so, understand the current

relationship with the brand (e.g., what products he owns). This would

then allow us to tailor the next message to the consumer. Instead of

offering this consumer a product he already owns, we could offer

accessories or services related to that product.

As a result of the identity graph, we are also able to construct a

longitudinal view of the consumer’s experiences with a brand. We can

chronologically associate events across channels to a single individual

FIGURE 12.2 Rationalized Identity
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(Figure 12.3). These events extend beyond just digital channels andmedia.

They are inclusive of all events, both online and offline (e.g., direct mail,

call center, branches, and stores). This ordered set of consumer events is

called an event stream. With the event stream, we can develop a rich

understanding of the consumer journey. This will allow us to understand

where the consumer is in the buying process, how he prefers to interact

with the brand, and what channels are most effective in influencing him.

The event stream also becomes a key asset in the insights engine. It is used

to inform customer strategy and measurement.

ANALYTICS PLATFORM

The analytics platform is not only a discrete component of the marketing

technology stack. It is a function and consideration for every component

of the stack. Analytics must be at the heart of every component. Every

component is a potential data provider or operationalization platform for

FIGURE 12.3 Longitudinal View of Experiences
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analytics. Too often in the past, analytics was an afterthought to the

marketing platform. After the databases and applications were imple-

mented, the analysts were given access to a platform that wasn’t optimized

for the work they were doing. The analytics platform contains three core

layers: data, analysis, and operational.

The data layer tends to be one of the largest challenges for the analyst.

Data tends to be spread across multiple components of the stack, thus

forcing the analyst to spend an inordinate amount of time integrating data

into a usable asset. Couple the data integration issues with the data

volumes in today’s digital world, and the problem becomes a significant

barrier for the analyst. This is where architectures centered on the data

lake concept can create advantage. Through the data lake, the analyst has

the ability to gain access to an integrated view of the data and an

environment that can process large data volumes. Leveraging big data

technologies can empower the analyst to develop richer insights.

The analysis layer represents the set of tools and capabilities that

enable the analyst to perform her work. These range from business

intelligence applications to statistical workbenches with sophisticated

modeling tools. Obviously, complete access to the data layer from these

applications is critical, but it is equally important to have a platform

that enables an analyst to ask questions. In the context of all the data

related to the marketing organization, one should be able to perform

rapid, iterative analysis and longer, in-depth studies of the data. As

organizations implement these platforms and consider the big data

issue, they are usually only able to accomplish the second, in-depth

data studies. They typically have to deploy a secondary tier in the

architecture to solve for the interactive analysis questions. While this is

effective, it creates another separation of data that must be overcome.

The platforms exist today to perform these dual roles without creating

additional tiers. Organizations need to look beyond their traditional

approaches and explore the more cost-effective, data-inclusive big data

environments

The final part of the analytics platform is the operational layer. This

part is not completely contained in the analytics platform, rather, it is a

function of every component. An important consideration for the market-

ing technology stack is that analytics must be imbedded in every layer.

Every component has a role in operationalizing analytics. Components

are consuming insights through attributes deployed in their data models,
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or they are executing algorithms in real time and batch. Analytics must be

in the forefront of our minds as we define and build each component. Any

inability of a component to contribute to the operationalization of

analytics becomes a major deficiency in that component’s ability to

contribute to the overall marketing program.

DECISIONMANAGEMENT

Decision management is a core component for operationalizing insights

derived in the analytics platform. The decision management component

orchestrates the execution of algorithms and business rules across inter-

active channels and media. This is not the only component of the stack

that performs this orchestration. Many times channel- and media-specific

technologies will also contain some form of decision management capa-

bilities. The challenge with these decision management capabilities is that

they only support a specific part of the customer journey and may not be

synchronized with other channels’ or media’s decision management

capability. The best example of this is when consumers receive competing

offers from the same company. A consumer receives both a 5 percent and

a 15 percent discount offer for the same item. In the worst case scenario,

this could happen on the same web page. This is because of fragmentation

in the decision management function. There are two key considerations

for the decision management component: centralization and interaction.

The role of the decision management component is not to encapsulate

every rule and algorithm but instead to be a centralized decision engine to

drive continuity across channels and media. Every channel and media can

connect to the decision management component to receive an answer

based on the rule set. Further rules and algorithms may be applied at the

channel and media technology level, but these additional decisions will be

working with a common base.

The decision management component doesn’t just support digital

channels and media. These may be the most common interactions, but

this component supports any interactive channels and media. This would

include things like the call center and the point of sale. Interactive channels

and media can be defined as any channel or media that must react to data

previously obtained about the consumer, typically housed in the data

management platform, and data generated by the consumer at the point of

interaction. The decision management component will have to combine
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this data, determine the outcome for the associated rules and algorithms,

and return an answer in real time.

Thismay be best illustrated through an example. A consumer lands on a

brand’s web page. Through previous interactions with this consumer, we

have specific knowledge of his interest in and relationship to the brand.

When the consumer initially arrives at the site, a process is executed in real

time to identify the consumer and determine the best message to display to

that individual. The decision management component would determine

this message. Additional decision management functions tied to the

website may personalize the content that is displayed on the site. Later,

this same consumer calls into the call center. Once again we are able to

identify him. As the call is being routed to the appropriate service agent,

the decision management component is queried, and it returns the same

message that was used on the site. The call center servicing application

then uses this message to construct a dynamic script for the service agent

to use. The decision management component is key to driving continuity

in marketing efforts.

MASTERING THE CONNECTIVE TISSUE

In the end, the success of the marketing technology stack rests not on the

success of any individual component, but on how the components are

connected together. If you think back to Figure 12.1 at the beginning of

this chapter, one of the most important parts is what happens in the white

spaces of that picture. An organization’s technology landscape is littered

with best-in-class point solutions. Each technology is chosen in a well-

considered request for proposal (RFP) process that pits the functions of

one provider against another. The biggest problem is that, while functions

and capabilities are important, how well this technology integrates into

the technology stack and enables all channel and media is equally as

important. This thought is commonly overlooked in RFP processes—or is

completely ignored because organizations are focused only on solving a

single problem with a single channel or media. Every data attribute and

every insight should have a shared definition when returned to a compo-

nent for use. No one single component should create a silo in the stack.

As technology is considered to become part of the stack, a great way

to think about that technology is as a hub for every other component

(Figure 12.4).
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Each component will need to consume data and insights from every

other component, channel platform, or media platform, and provide data

and insights to the other components as well. Interconnectivity is as

important as any other functional capability of the marketing technology

stack. Any breakage will impact the effectiveness of your marketing efforts.

FIGURE 12.4 Each Component as a Hub
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There are many other parts to the technology stack. There are workflow

components such as campaign management software and content man-

agement systems. Each component should be evaluated and integrated

into the stack in a way that prevents the creation of a data or process silo.

The end goal of the integrated stack is to democratize data and insights for

every channel, media, and user.
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Chapter 13 Organizing
for Success

Special Contributors: Leah van Zelm
and Peter Kemp

Across industries, a common phenomenon is occurring. Customer expect-

ations are increasing, budgets are shrinking, and technology is enabling an

efficient, personalized customer experience. Mass digitization of media

and channels provides the capabilities needed to deliver on customer

expectations, but that’s only one part of the equation. The other part of

the equation is the operating model.

Historically, as businesses have evolved toward more customer-

centric business practices, they’ve added functions and brought in exper-

tise in the various required competencies, but in doing so, they’ve often

created silos that hampered success and measurement. E-commerce

organizations, for instance, were formulated as stand-alone units to

test and incubate digital commerce, completely separated from other

channels in terms of processes, tools, protocols, and policies. The

approach makes sense in many ways—allocating budget to prove the

concept; giving the team autonomy to optimize the experience, free of
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existing constraints; and minimizing interdependencies that may slow

down success. Yes, these are good things.

The unintended consequence is that multiple channels often touch the

same consumers, resulting in redundant activities that drive inefficiency and

channel conflict. The customer experience becomes a by-product of the

organization rather than a vision that drives the organization. Even today,

call any airline and one of thefirst interactive voice recognition (IVR) options

presentedwill likely be aboutwhether you’re calling in reference to an online

oroffline reservation.Becausepurchase channel isnota significantdimension

of travel to a consumer, this artificial divide used to identify a reservation

seems unnatural and awkward. It’s a reflection of the lack of integration

within the airline, rather than a purposefully designed experience.

Across industries, forward-thinkingmarketersmust consider challenging

the operating model, asking themselves some difficult questions, such as:

• How are customer-centric companies organizing for success?

• What shared services facilitate efficient operations?

• What are the new roles needed to drive mass customization and

personalization?

• How do we maintain an agile and flexible environment?

• How do I get started amidst the unrelenting speed of change?

This chapter will address the experience-enabling operating model by

highlighting the following important objectives:

• Start with the customer experience.

• Assign organizational authority and accountability for the customer

experience.

• Embed platform marketing roles.

• Foster a customer-centric and agile culture.

• You are what you measure.

• Change management and transformation.

START WITH THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

The typical process, as referenced in Figure 13.1, that results in the actual

experience is this: Corporate goals are set; they are translated into
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product and brand objectives, with little to no regard for the customer

strategy; they are further broken down to channel and media goals;

at these different touchpoints, customer treatments are defined . . .

in silos.

What’s needed is an experience-enabling operating model designed

around what’s right for the consumer, not what’s easy for the organiza-

tion. Start with the experience to ensure that the rest of the organization

can be designed accordingly. Figure 13.2 captures the concept.

1. Experience: perception based on the sum of interactions.

2. Interaction: activities in which the customer engages with the business
to accomplish an objective. Interactions are where the experience is

delivered through touchpoints.

3. Touchpoints: points in time where the customer engages with the

business. Touchpoints comprise interactions.

4. People and process: internal assets that deliver business objectives and

interactions.

5. Data and technology: underlying tools that enable people and

process.

FIGURE 13.1 Customer Touchpoints Defined in Silos
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The Platform Marketer must move from a touchpoint focus to a focus

on the full experience, as shown in Figure 13.3, not only to drive efficiency

in the organization, but also to drive financial value. Consumers rarely

build relationships with businesses based on a single touchpoint. Relation-

ships are built on the sum of interactions. Companies should start with an

overarching customer strategy, which includes not only the prioritization

of customers based on financial value and point optimization, but also a

shared vision of the end-to-end brand experience desired, the interactions

that will deliver the experience, and the touchpoint treatments comprising

the interactions.

ASSIGN AUTHORITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THE EXPERIENCE

Organizational structure is about decisioning authority and accountabil-

ity for outcomes. It’s also about configuring teams to empower employees

to best drive those outcomes. The two key dimensions that inform

structure are degree of customer centricity and degree of media/channel

integration.

FIGURE 13.2 Start with the Experience
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FIGURE 13.3 From Silos of Touchpoints to Integrated Journeys
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Customer Centricity

The goal of a customer-centric organization is to maximize customer

value and share of wallet through products and services that address

customer needs. Such a model makes sense when the same consumer is

exposed to more than one of the company’s products or services, when

customer knowledge is a competitive advantage, and when the cus-

tomer experience is a differentiator. The more commoditized the

product or service, the more critical it is to differentiate the experience.

This is why financial services companies have been more advanced

as an industry in the CRM community. A highly customer-centric

organization has customer segment leaders with P&L and strategic

responsibility.

In contrast, a product-centric organizationmaximizes value andmarket

share by innovating on products and then finding customers to consume

those products. Innovation, rather than the customer relationship, is the

competitive advantage, and product P&L and share of market are key

FIGURE 13.4 Basics of Organization Design
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KPIs. A highly product-centric organization has product or product

category leaders with P&L and strategic responsibility. Businesses in

the consumer technology space, even when user centered in terms of

design, tend to be product centric.

While there are many advantages to customer centricity, the reality is

that there is a spectrum upon which organizations fall. Notably, the other

end of the spectrum is product centricity, but it could be any type of

division (e.g., geographic based) that is not customer based. Figure 13.4

depicts the concept.

MEDIA AND CHANNEL INTEGRATION

The next major dimension to consider is the degree of media and

channel integration. The more integrated, the more efficient and effec-

tive an experience will be, which aligns with the bottom half of

Figure 13.5.

FIGURE 13.5 Integrating to Drive Efficiency and Effectiveness
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AUTHORITY

Bringing these two dimensions together implies four possible organiza-

tional models, as shown in Figure 13.6.

The vast majority of businesses still rely on the matrix, and it is in this

structure that platform marketing has been most successful thus far, as

shown in Figure 13.7. The matrixed environment allows for product or

FIGURE 13.6 Organizational Models in PlatformMarketing

FIGURE 13.7 PlatformMarketing within a Matrixed Structure
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customer owners to manage P&L, while a cross-product or cross-

segment platform marketing team serves as an integration point among

media and channels. The team is accountable to the P&L owners,

coordinating budget and performance metrics; however, the platform

marketing team is responsible for a portfolio-wide customer experience,

delivering efficiently across touchpoints. With such a model, businesses

not only achieve scale and efficiency and drive improved results, but

there are opportunities for employees to build a career path, share

knowledge, and learn new skills.

NEW ROLES

The platform marketing model goes beyond the new competencies

involved in building relationships with customers on the digital audience

platforms. It requires a fresh look at the organizational teams surround-

ing the effort. With the integration of media and channel and the

opportunity of addressability at scale, new roles are necessary to fully

exploit opportunities.

Chief Customer Officer

The most significant change is the emerging trend around the chief

customer officer (CCO) role. There is a spectrum of authority among

CCOs. Titles like chief experience officer, chief client officer, customer

experience lead, even chief patient officer (in life sciences), are emerging.

The CCO serves as the single point of control over experience across life

cycle (acquisition, development, retention) and across functions (market-

ing, sales, service); the CCO also nurtures the customer-centric culture. It

is still a new role, with an average tenure of two years, and more than half

of the CCOs we’ve seen are internal hires from operations, marketing,

sales, service, or general management.

To have a meaningful impact, accountability for the customer

experience must be at a level that is senior enough to drive change

for maximum impact, but some organizations are “testing into” the

CCO concept. The continuum on control varies, and is summarized in

Figure 13.8.
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Low Span of Control Advisory • Little direct control

• Earn reputation and influence

Medium • Dotted line authority

• Owns budget but not P&L

High Span of Control Driving • Has P&L and team

• Direct control and decisioning

FIGURE 13.8 The CCO’s Span of Control

PLATFORMMARKETING TEAMS

To exploit today’s opportunities to deliver an omni-channel experience,

new competencies (skills, knowledge, and experience) are needed. They

are really an enhancement or a supplement to traditional marketing roles.

• Consumer privacy and compliance: While many organizations have for

a long time had legal, regulatory, and compliance functions, today we
are seeing these teammembers as a core part of the business. Rather than

finding ways to inhibit business, today’s privacy teams are evaluating
risk alongside the business. With the fast-paced changes of the digital

world, the team must also be quick to react, staying abreast of first-,
second-, and third-party data availability and use, consumer expect-
ations, legal and regulatory trends, and business risk tolerance. Respon-

sibilities include:

○ Set data transparency and control policy for the organization.

○ Track rules and regulations.

○ Interpret regulations.

○ Disseminate information across the organization.

• Audience management: The audience management team is not unlike
media teams of the past that figure out how to reach audiences via TV,

radio, direct mail, and email, but today, the team has access to a much
broader set of platforms. Responsibilities include:

○ Define customer strategy and governance.

○ Define audience.

○ Conduct onboarding.

○ Map and size audience.

○ Develop strategy and select sites.
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• Identity management: In the past, direct marketers have managed an
integrated view of the customer, with the primary mechanism to

develop that view being name and address. Today, identity manage-
ment is much more sophisticated, as developing the virtual individual

relies on matching cookies, IP addresses, email addresses, social
handle, or other digital IDs. While this team remains highly data

focused, the span of knowledge into digital data has extended greatly.
Responsibilities include:

○ Identify and evaluate data.

○ Procure and intake data.

○ Support onboarding and list refresh.

○ Assess and audit tagging strategy.

○ Cleanse, match, and integrate data.

• Platform utilization: Reminiscent of call center systems specialists of the
past, the platform utilization team focuses on what’s possible in modern

platforms (rather than just tracking call center functionality) from social
platforms to wearables, the team is identifying the art of the possible.
Responsibilities include:

○ Broker platform relationships.

○ Track and utilize platform functionality.

○ Support program implementation.

○ Identify and institutionalize best practices.

• Measurement and attribution: Measurement in the form of media mix

modeling and probabilistic attribution gets enhanced by digital attribu-
tion concepts. Testing concepts still apply, but the tools available have

changed, so knowledge of digital test design and data collection are now
crucial. Responsibilities include:

○ Create measurement strategy and plan.

○ Manage marketing attribution solution.

○ Manage scenario planning and forecasting.

○ Draw insights and make recommendations on program, media, and
customer optimization.

• Experience design and creation: This team is responsible for the omni-
channel and media experience, including the creative, message, and

treatment. Responsibilities include:

○ Understand insights.

○ Define experience for each key consumer journey (cross-channel,
cross-media).
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○ Develop test plan (program metrics) along with measurement team
and optimization team.

○ Design program.

○ Develop and implement program.

• Media and channel optimization: The media and channel optimization

team executes on marketing strategy, experience design, measurement
insight, platform functionality, and audience availability to touch the

audience. Responsibilities include:

○ Define personalization rules and models.

○ Develop media/channel plans and associated test plans.

○ Target audience with tactics, creative, offer, and message.

○ Reallocate budget based on performance, volume, and scale.

• Marketing technology: The name of this team is a bit deceptive, because

while its members are responsible for technology, the convergence of
business and technology is more pronounced than ever, so the team

members must be more than the traditional technologists.

It’s important to be aware of risks associated with the new roles. While

the emergence of these different functions is providing organizational

focus on these issues, it does create potential silos and/or redundancy.

These new roles are valuable and necessary, but the ultimate solution is to

restructure the organization to integrate these competencies into the new

organization.

Another problemwe have seen with the new roles is that unless they are

integrated into a P&L and given real authority to make change happen

they are often limited in their effectiveness. Top-down organizational

support for these new functions, clear linkages to business value, and

proper authority are critical for success.

FOSTER A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC AND AGILE CULTURE

Culture is the set of traditional and habitual ways of thinking and

feeling within a society or group. Organizational culture should be

nurtured and managed; untended it can be polarizing. It is the internal

expression of the brand, and, arguably, the brand experience will reflect

the internal culture. So, without the right culture, the customer expe-

rience can be disastrous.
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Corporate culture is made up of beliefs, norms, symbols, artifacts,

stories, legends, jokes, rituals, ceremonies, and celebrations that are

particular to a business. In the era of the PlatformMarketer, two cultural

considerations are critical: customer centricity and agility.

Customer Centricity

Putting the customer front and center can be difficult when corporate

objectives and KPIs aren’t aligned with customer needs. Let’s assume that

the KPIs are aligned and focus on the culture needed to foster customer

centricity.

Beliefs abound around the importance of the customer. Customers are

talked about at all levels of the organization. Employees contemplate

what’s right for the customer, and decisions are made based on desired

customer outcomes. This belief is reinforced by customer experience

stories that inspire others. Artifacts, such as letters from customers or

pictures of customers, are visual reminders of the culture. And customers

may even be celebrated via appreciation days.

One of themost well-regarded companies in terms of a customer-centric

culture is USAA, an insurance company that serves the military commu-

nity. The CEO refers to himself as the chief culture officer; meetings begin

with a reminder of the company’s mission; new employees go through

rigorous training to understand the customers’ perspective; and employ-

ees are empowered to focus on customers’ needs. Employees go through

culture training where they “walk a mile” in the shoes of their customers

by doing things like reviewing deployment letters, eating MREs (Meals

Ready to Eat), walking around with 65-pound packs strapped to their

backs, and reading letters from soldiers in the field.1

How does a customer-centric organization differ from others? Customer-

centric organizations trust and empower employees to drive customer expe-

rience goals, and there is a proactive top-downappreciation for the customer.

AGILITY

The agile organization can further support customer centricity because the

agile organization can react to needs faster and more efficiently than

1 www.senndelaney.com/viewfromthetop_USAA_joerobles.html.
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others. Such an organization is characterized by informed risk taking,

measurement, reward for innovation and learning (not punishment), and

the embracing of change.

The most well-known nimble companies are newer digital companies,

and we find clients asking how to become more nimble when it’s not

already part of their DNA. Some suggestions include:

• Reward learning. When poor test results are shared, remind employees
that the purpose of testing is learning, and it’s better to get such findings

on a small scale and then move on, rather than putting a new initiative
into the market without testing. So celebrate those test results, both
good and bad!

• Test everything. Test copy, link colors, targeting, usability, pricing,
scripting, treatment, creative, platforms, devices, offers.

• Kill the HiPPOs (highest-paid person’s opinions) by relying on data, not

gut instinct. When a senior-level person (or anyone) has a recommen-
dation, say, “Let’s test it.”

BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY ARE IN THIS TOGETHER

To succeed as an agile business, technology and marketing must work

together more closely than ever. Historically, business has typically driven

portfolio objectives by reacting to themarket, beingmeasured on product,

customer, or brand goals. There’s been little understanding of technology,

which has been overshadowed by a strong drive for revenue. Technology

has historically been about risk mitigating, process oriented with govern-

ance, and aligned with finance (focus on cost savings) or operations (back

office).

The trend today is toward technology and the business sharing account-

ability—marketer as technologist and technologist as marketer.

As an example, Eduardo Conrado was CMO before taking on the role

of SVP-Marketing and IT for Motorola Solutions. He says that his IT

team is composed of one-half marketers with an affinity for technology

and the other half are technologists with an affinity for marketing and

sales. Motorola Solutions used the customer journey to define the tools

needed to define roles in the organization. They built a marketing team

with more digital and technical skills. IT creates a portfolio of systems,

processes, and tools to enable the customer journey. The marketing staff
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works on technology enablement and a culture of collaboration sup-

ported by systems.2

YOU ARE WHAT YOUMEASURE

The final puzzle piece in the experience-enabling operating model is

incenting the right behavior. This comes in two forms:

1. Compensation: Monetary means to recognize and motivate perform-

ance; includes salary, bonuses, and other monetary provisions.

2. Reward and recognition: Nonmonetary ways to motivate employees,

such as special opportunities, employee awards, mentions, and atten-
tion in a visible manner.

Personal metrics must be linked to business objectives andmust be done

so at all levels. Figure 13.9 shows that this starts with having the right KPI

framework in place to break corporate objectives (e.g., earnings before

2
http://adage.com/article/cmo-strategy/eduardo-conrado-talks-motorola-s-move-marry-marketing/

241354/; www.fiercecmo.com/story/internet-week-motorolas-conrado-says-cmo-cio-alignment-puts-

customer-first/2013-05-21.

FIGURE 13.9 KPI Framework
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interest and taxes or EBIT) into program objectives (e.g., acquisition),

tactical objectives (e.g., campaign), and finally, operational metrics (i.e.,

efficiency). Next, these metrics need to be clear to employees responsible

for delivering on them, and there must be personal skin in the game.

The landscape hasn’t changed, but the area of incentives is one that still

has not been solved. Sure the tactics have, but from a corporate and

programmatic perspective, businesses have to create value for consumers

in order to create value for themselves.

It’s easy to fall into the trap of the “folly of hoping for A while

rewarding B,” which I came across in the 1975 Steven Kerr classic titled

as such.3 Like other marketing eras, in the era of the Platform Marketer,

we must be careful what we are incenting.

• Closing the sale or fulfilling customer needs?

• Average handle time or servicing the customer?

• Filling the sales funnel or conversion through the funnel?

• Within channel/media performance or cross-channel/media performance?

CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND TRANSFORMATION

All organizations are faced with the fact that they cannot be static; they

need to evolve and grow over time. Change is constant, and we’ve just

covered platformmarketing related changes that themodern organization

must consider.

Sometimes change is dramatic and sudden, like the emergence of a new

technology or competitor; sometimes the need for change isn’t realized

until you see a gradual but inexorable decline in business results over time.

The decline of companies in the “rust belt” happened over many years,

and by the time they realized the world had changed, it was too late.

Kodak realized the world was changing, but didn’t appreciate just how

fast digital media would replace film. On the other hand, companies like

Nikon and Olympus faced the same potential threat, yet managed

through it to be as viable today as they were in the film era.

Often the need to change requires an organization to find a new balance

between the operational priorities of efficiency and effectiveness. Most

companies find a middle ground between the two, but that balance may

3
www.csus.edu/indiv/s/sablynskic/documents/rewardinga.pdf.
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need to shift toward one side or the other as the marketplace ebbs and

flows over time. This rebalancing can affect an entire company or just a

single operating unit. Figure 13.10 summarizes examples of this.

A good example of how this trade-off can ebb and flow occurred

several years ago when consumer product companies responded to the

emergence of new digital marketing capabilities by creating stand-alone

functions responsible for “digital” or “social” outside the structure of

the existing marketing organization. While this was successful in creat-

ing some level of expertise in those areas, the consequence was that

Efficiency Focus Effectiveness Focus

• Highly integrated across functions

• Focus on driving down “costs”—

people, material, space, capital,

time

• Emphasis on process optimization

•Willing to sacrifice customer ser-

vice for efficiency

• Production/service excellence

•Minimize risk failure when the cost

of failure is enormous

•High levels of customer service

when it is a key differentiator and

drives increased sales

• Narrow functional focus to build

expertise

Examples Examples

• Amazon—pay less shipping if you

wait for an out of stock item, so

ordercanbeshipped inonepackage

•Manufacturing—Henry Ford only

produced one version of theModel

T and in one color

•McDonald’s, Walmart—limited

choice, but relentless focus on low

cost

• Commodities—limited ability to

value add, so must compete on

price

• The U.S. military

•Hospitals, especially emergency

rooms—focus on patient safety

• Financial services—regulatory

compliance

• Aircraft manufacturing—

reliability, safety

• Organizations creating a new

capability

• Start-ups—focus on getting prod-

uct to market and later worry

about margin

FIGURE 13.10 Efficiency versus Effectiveness Focus
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marketing activities became much less efficient, as coordination across

these new functions and traditional marketing was cumbersome. As

digital expertise developed, it has become clear that digital is just

another series of weapons in the marketing arsenal like radio, TV,

consumer promotion, or public relations. As a result, most of those

companies have folded the digital teams into the marketing organiza-

tion. Likewise, digital ad agencies originally came into being because

clients wanted agencies that were expert in digital versus traditional

tactics. Today, even so-called traditional agencies have perfectly respect-

able digital credentials as well as traditional media expertise, and digital

agencies are facing criticism for not being full service.

The need for change is fluid—you cannot just change the organization

and be done. Change changes over time. If you are trying to change an

organization (e.g. building digital capabilities), the initial change process

may be the biggest part of the effort, but that is only part of the story. As

the organization settles into the new structure and processes, it will need

to continue to tweak the model and will have slightly different needs 6 or

12 or 18 months later. You need to build those future changes into your

planning, so they cause as little disruption to your organization as

possible.

SO HOW DO YOUMAKE IT HAPPEN?

Change must come from the top down, so that the vision is clear and all

resources are aligned to balance efficiency and effectiveness through the

change process. Leaders need to listen to their organizations from the

bottom to the top, but change requires leadership, and once an informed

decision has been made to change, it needs to be driven from the top. The

types of organizational change can be divided into two broad categories.

Structural Change

If the change that needs to bemade is structural and strategic in nature, the

senior team can probably make that decision on its own. Examples of this

would be the decision to sell off a noncore division or to acquire a

company. In those cases, change is pretty straightforward. In fact,
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companies that do a lot of acquisitions, like GE or IBM, are known to

have created what is essentially a how-to book for every acquisition that

explains, in order, what needs to be done to bring a company into the

organization. In these cases, even though the change may be major, its

effect on the day-to-day workings of the existing organization is relatively

modest.

Transformational Change

The other type of change is much more difficult. Transformational change

is about changing the structure and processes of an existing organization.

In this case, it is usually advisable for company leadership to get some

outside, impartial perspective on the organization with regard to skills,

resources, capabilities, attitudes, weaknesses, opportunities, and so on.

Sometimes these types of changes can be accomplished with a small

change in the organization—adding a position, moving people around,

and the like. Often, however, those minor changes just serve as a Band-

Aid, and a more substantial change effort is required.

The key to successful change management is to think of it as creation

rather than change. You want to think about how to create the

organization and processes that meet the needs of your business,

regardless of what you have in place today. This can be hard and

painful, but in the long run, it will create an organization that is aligned

with the business and positioned for success—and that will benefit every

stakeholder involved, from the CEO to shareholders to managers to

clerks and line workers.

Key steps in the change process:

1. The “to-be” vision

• An organization’s structure and processes should be aligned to
deliver against the organization’s business objectives, so you need to

have clear business strategies with which to align.

2. The “as-is” assessment

• Conduct an honest assessment of the current organization and the
processes within it. What’s working? What isn’t?

• Capture feedback from personnel on how they think things could
work better.
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3. Gap analysis

• Determine what is missing between the “to-be” vision and the “as-
is” reality.

○ What is working that requires minimal change or that can be
leveraged or expanded?

○ What is broken that needs to be fixed?

○ What is missing that needs to be built?

• Conduct a best-practices assessment.

○ How does your organization and its processes compare to best

practices of other companies in your industry or other companies
trying to develop similar capabilities?

○ Disney has a business unlike most others, but much can be
learned about customer service from it that can be applied to

any business category.

4. Creation of a plan . . . and a team

• Once the gap analysis has identified the problems to be solved,
create a team with representatives from all stakeholders to develop

a solution.

○ This steering committee will guide the entire process and be

responsible for finalizing any decision and ensuring that all work
streams are working together effectively.

○ Subteams will report into this steering committee on a regular
basis.

○ This committee will also have access to senior leadership at the
company, so if a problem arises, it can be elevated to the highest

level possible.

• If you use an outsider to help with this process, that stakeholder
team should serve as its client in the process.

• It is crucial that every function be represented in this process.

○ Get the perspective from all stakeholders, no matter how minor

their involvement may seem.

○ Get ownership from each function, so no one can say, “No one

asked my opinion.”

5. Make it happen

• Visible and vocal senior leadership.

○ Ensure resources are in place where needed.

○ Make it clear that no one can say they don’t want to be part of the
solution or opt out.
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• Clear responsibilities

○ Make sure every work stream has a clear leader who is empow-
ered to lead and to get the resources needed to be successful.

○ These leaders also need to be told this is an important part of
their job, not just something they do in addition to their day job.
They need to believe they won’t be penalized if this effort reduces

the time they have for some of their other responsibilities.

• Alignment of resources

○ This includes making sure other stakeholders or contributors

realize they need to make time as necessary (i.e., be available for
meetings).

○ If any costs are necessary to support the change—full-time
employees, travel, consulting, technology—make sure that a

budget is set up and clearly articulated to avoid surprises.

• Regular meetings

○ Some type of regular reporting needs to occur from subteams to
the steering committee and from the steering committee to senior

corporate leadership to make sure timetables are being met and
to ensure there is consensus on the work being done.

• Training

○ Make sure there is some type of training or communication

program in place to explain the changes to the organization. This
could be meetings, brochures, or actual training sessions—the

format doesn’t matter as long as the communication occurs.

• Keeping it evergreen

○ Make sure some plan is put in place to review the organization
and processes on a periodic basis—typically annually or semi-

annually—to review what has been done and make any neces-
sary mid-course corrections to make sure the new structure and

processes continue to be effective.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS ONMANAGING A SUCCESSFUL
CHANGE PROCESS

• Start with a blank slate. You really want to start from ground zero to

design the organization and processes that best meet the needs of the
business and align with your business strategy. Try not to think of how

to change the existing process/organization, but rather how to create a
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new one that is aligned with the company’s needs. When implementing
change, you need to break and rebuild the organization to generate real

change rather than merely trying to modify what you already have.

• Honesty is the best policy. The change process will not work unless

everyone is brutally honest. It is fine to promise anonymity as long as the
comments are captured.

• Bigger and faster trumps slow and easy. While it is reasonable to attack
change in a series of manageable chunks, the biggest mistake most

companies make is to enact change too slowly. This is often done to
avoid causing too much disruption or out of fear that people may get

upset over too much change too fast. The fact is, this tends to just stretch
out the pain and uncertainty that goes with any change process. You

want the organization to deal with the change and then move on, not to
worry about when the next phase of change will happen. When Kraft

and General Foods were merged in the late 1980s, there were a total of
13 different sales organizations across the two companies. While the
marketing organizations were merged within a couple of years, the sales

organizations were gradually integrated over a period of more than
12 years—shrinking from 13 to 10 to 8 to 5 to 3 to 1, with a new

reorganization occurring every two to four years (exact transition
figures may have been different, but you get the idea). Because this

was stretched out, the sales personnel spent much of their time talking
about or worrying about the next reorg—when it would happen and

what would happen to them and their colleagues (some people lost their
jobs with each reorganization). Needless to say, this hindered the
effectiveness of their sales organization. While the disruption from

13 to 1 would have been traumatic and challenging, think of how
much more powerful that sales organization would have been if it had

endured even 2 years of difficulty but then enjoyed 11 years of working
in the new structure and focusing on selling.

SUMMARY

The technological changes facing themarketing community are significant

and will continue to change the way marketing organizations need to be

structured and the processes they use. While some of these changes can be

managed gradually on a day-to-day basis, marketing and business leaders

need to be prepared to look at change as a broader, more transformational

process. It isn’t easy, but if done correctly, it can help drive the organiza-

tion to long-term success.
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Start by aligning on the desired customer experience. From there,

develop a future-state vision of the roles, skills, and knowledge you

need to enable the experience. Define the team structure; empower

employees to drive business results; align compensation, rewards, and

recognition to drive the right behaviors; and foster a culture that mirrors

the brand experience. Next, identify the gaps in what you have versus

what you need and create a plan to close those gaps. Finally, act on your

plan; make changes, both big and small, and most important, communi-

cate! Ensure sponsorship for change, conduct training, set expectations,

and gather feedback and input.
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